Introduction

For years, Alaska Natives, the government of Alaska, the federal government and others have sought the most effective way to provide law enforcement and access to the justice system in rural Alaska. In 2004, following a number of statewide forums and discussions, the United States Congress created the Alaska Rural Justice and Law Enforcement Commission to review federal, state, local and tribal jurisdiction over civil and criminal matters in Alaska (Public Law 108-199). The Commission was formally appointed by the U.S. Attorney General and charged with providing recommendations to the Congress and the Alaska State Legislature regarding ways to improve the quality of justice and law enforcement in rural Alaska.

The reach of the Commission’s work extends to all areas of rural Alaska. In the enabling legislation, this is defined as those areas outside of the Municipality of Anchorage, the Fairbanks North Star Borough, the Kenai Peninsula Borough, the Matanuska-Susitna Borough, the City and Borough of Juneau, the Sitka Borough and the Ketchikan Gateway Borough.

Meetings and public hearings were held beginning in early October 2004. The Commission also established four working groups to address the key areas of the Commission’s charge: law enforcement, judicial services, alcohol importation and interdiction, and domestic violence and child abuse. The workgroups met weekly from January 2005 through April 2005 and developed over 100 options that the Commission reviewed. The options it adopted were organized into nine general recommendations that form the outline of this report.

The Alaska Rural Justice and Law Enforcement Commission’s charge has been extended and the Commission will work to ensure implementation of the recommendations contained in its “Initial Report and Recommendations.”
Initial Report and Recommendations of the
Alaska Rural Justice and Law Enforcement Commission
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Eric D. Johnson
April 27, 1965 – May 6, 2005

Eric D. Johnson, a tribal rights attorney for the Association of Village Council Presidents in Bethel, committed hundreds of hours to the work of the Alaska Rural Justice and Law Enforcement Commission, both offering testimony and serving on the law enforcement workgroup. In so doing, Eric strived to foster greater cooperation and mutual support between State and tribal law enforcement systems.

Eric came to Alaska in 1994 as a summer law clerk for the Sierra Legal Defense Fund. After graduating with distinction from Stanford Law School in 1995, he returned to Alaska to serve as a law clerk to then Chief Justice Allen Compton of the Alaska Supreme Court, and for a second year served as the law clerk for the then Chief Judge Alex Bryner of the Alaska Court of Appeals.

From 1997 to 1998, Eric was an Alaska Legal Services Corporation staff attorney in Barrow, after which he received a prestigious two-year fellowship from the National Association for Public Interest Law to work in Anchorage for the Native American Rights Fund.

Eric’s significant litigation activities included a successful challenge to a 1998 referendum declaring English to be Alaska’s official language; a challenge to Alaska’s law enforcement system for rural villages; multiple cases to enforce tribal government rights under the Indian Child Welfare Act; and successful litigation challenging the Alaska Legislature’s attempted repeal of a court rule protecting plaintiffs who bring public interest lawsuits against the State of Alaska.

Eric’s work also included extensive representation of Alaska Native hunters and fishermen before the Alaska Fish and Game Boards and the Federal Subsistence Board, as well as subsistence litigation. He also provided legal assistance to many villages throughout the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta.

In 2003, the American Civil Liberties Union of Alaska honored Eric’s life work with its Liberty Award as a Champion of Equal Rights.

Eric is remembered for his humility, compassion and good natured interactions with others. The Commission commends Eric’s dedicated service on the law enforcement workgroup and his valuable contributions to the Commission’s work.
PREAMBLE

To provide context for the readers of this Report, the Alaska Rural Justice and Law Enforcement Commission sought a personal statement from an elder resident of rural Alaska who could convey the “sense of place.” Alice Abraham, a respected Yup’ik Elder, agreed to prepare this preamble to the Report. Alice has spent many years working in the mental health and substance abuse prevention and treatment fields in rural Alaska and has personally experienced problems that are addressed by the Commission. Alice’s is an individual oral history, and there are as many different oral histories from rural Alaska as there are residents of rural Alaska. Alice expresses many experiences, perceptions, and feelings that represent those of other rural Alaska residents.

The Commission feels that this brief oral history, dictated by Alice and transcribed by staff, helps to convey the deeply felt – and deeply personal – sense of community, sharing, tradition, and support that prevails in rural Alaska.

The Importance of Place in Rural Alaska

Alice Abraham

I spent my formative years in the small village of Nightmute on Nelson Island, and traveled to various camps during different seasons with my family of grandparents, parents, aunts, uncles, cousins, and other relatives, gathering food and supplies for the winter. I certainly appreciate people who have chosen to continue this lifestyle and to continue to live in their villages. They have an existing support system of family members, Elders, and other community members. The fondest memories I have of my childhood are living in a winter village and when the spring came we went to a spring camp to hunt geese, ducks, trap muskrat and other small games, then travel in a boat to a fish camp, Umkumuit, to join the rest of the community to continue harvesting food from the ocean and surrounding area. The women in the villages are busy for days, cleaning and braiding the herring around their heads and then hanging them up in the racks; cutting up their seal meat to dry; and other games and fish from the ocean and nearby river. Once those chores are done, then they would start weaving baskets to trade for the goods when the barge Northstar came in from Seattle. And all the children – as children we anticipated having the first taste of fruit, of oranges and apples. It was one of the best treats to die for!

I also went with my father to haul goods from the barge to the villages of Tununak and Nightmute. I used to be fascinated with the man who directed the traffic of unloading the boxes into the boats. He would often toss either an orange or apple to the children that came. That was about the only time I had a chance to have a whole fruit to myself. And then I get to eat it slowly, savoring every bite of it, ’cause once we’d go home my Dad would bring bags of oranges and apples, and my mother would cut up the apples or oranges into quarters to make them last.

When the fish and meat were dried and seal blubber is rendered in their skins, the men would take them to the food caches, and the preparation for berry picking would start. Each family went to their favorite spots to gather berries and fish for the last summer fish, to dry and smoke. Once these tasks were done we returned to the main village for the winter, the rest period for the food gatherers for awhile, then they would prepare for the winter. These activities were

---

1 As she explains in this brief oral history, Alice Abraham grew up in Nightmute and has spent most of her life in Western Alaska. She became involved in behavioral health services in the mid-1980s and later pursued and completed her Bachelor’s Degree in the field. She lived in the Copper River Basin and continued to be involved in mental health and substance abuse services until she lost her battle with cancer and passed away on November 29, 2005.
continuous. Those who worked hardest to gather food and supplies had easier times than those who worked haphazardly, but of course, no one went hungry or without things they needed. These lazy ones were often visited by Elders and encouraged to do better next time.

As children, we were watched and supervised by adults in the community. We were corrected if we were to misbehave or act inappropriately. We were often fed by whichever household we happened to be at. If our parents or older siblings came looking for us, someone always seemed to know where we’re at.

The lifestyle in the villages has changed because of the influence of the Western world that came with their educational system, which has caused conflict with traditional family values. Of course the television brought the rest of the world into our homes, as have the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act, the Pipeline, Molly Hootch, and all the other modern technology. But our subsistence lifestyle has not changed except for the fact that the state and federal agencies have brought their rules and regulations as to when we can hunt and fish. Some people from the Outside can’t seem to understand why we need to harvest or the importance of the subsistence lifestyle.

For me, living a subsistence lifestyle is the very essence of who I am as a Yup’ik woman. I have continued to cut and clean fish, caribou, moose, or other games as my mother and grandmothers and aunts have done for centuries. And living in a village has given me a sense of belonging, a sense of who I am, which has sustained me to this day. Oftentimes today so many Native people are misplaced, like in the cities they become homeless, of course looking for company, or when they get lonesome they often end up in places where it’s not safe for them, and usually they end up drinking and drugging. People seem to have lost their sense of who they are and where they come from, or many of them have never learned, because they were placed in foster homes as children, and I think those are the people oftentimes who are very lost, because they have no sense of identity.

I remember the time when I went back to Bethel, and during that time I reconnected with my Elders and my people. I got back into that way of living again, even though it was modernized, but I still had that essence of who I was, who I had come from, and where I belonged. My children and I lived there for eight years, and while we lived there my children got to know their relatives, all their relatives that were around. And what we did was, we built a community, a support system that was very satisfying, and my children recall those were the happy times. I mean life was hard, but in all it was a pretty good life.

Then in 1985 we moved to Anchorage to continue my college education. The first two years were a very hard time for us, because we no longer had that support system like we did in Bethel. Even though we had friends and relatives, they were all scattered throughout the city, and everybody was rushing, working, and too busy even to take the time to visit. So we really didn’t have that support system any more. It was a very difficult period. I think the first three or four years, and I think my children suffered from that, and to this day I’m really sorry that I brought them into the city. I think we would have been better off living in the village or living in Bethel. So that’s what happens a lot of times to people who move into a city. There’s no – in the cities we lose that connectedness to other human beings. It’s very lonely living in a city, there are all kinds of people around us, but it’s a very lonely time.

---

2 See http://www.alaskool.org/native_ed/law/mhootch_erq.html for information on this important court case that brought schools to most of Alaska’s rural villages.
I cannot stress how important it is, as a Yup’ik woman, knowing who I am, knowing where I come from, and knowing the history of my people. I can never be anybody else. I am who I am. It’s really sad that as Yupiit and other Alaska Native people we can never be accepted as just human beings that have a different culture, and I don’t understand that, because as a Yup’ik person I was brought up to accept other human beings, regardless of their race, into my home, to welcome them, and I still do, and it’s sad that a lot of times it’s not reciprocated. But I have no control over people’s ignorance and their prejudice, and that’s how they choose to live and then that’s their problem, it’s not my problem. I have to maintain my integrity of who I am. It is the right place for us. It is our home, and I always will be proud that I grew up in a village. I was raised in the village by my family and all the other adults in the village, and it has enriched my life, and I will always have a special connection – when I go to villages, I will feel at home. I’ll always have a connection with the people there, and when I introduce who I am and I tell them whose family I come from I find out that I have relations, especially in the Bethel region and Dillingham area, I have relations… I am related somehow or another to someone, and they make us feel welcome or they made me feel welcome, and how wonderful that is. Even sometimes when you’re a stranger, you go out to a village and you take the time to get to know the people and you make friends there, you will be their friends forever. They will never forget your kindness, your gentleness, whatever you have brought there with you that is good. They will never forget that, and they will always recognize who you are, and they will always acknowledge you when they see you.
Executive Summary

Created by Congress in 2004 (Public Law 108-199), the Alaska Rural Justice and Law Enforcement Commission is charged with the task of studying four broad areas related to rural Alaska: law enforcement, judicial services, alcohol importation and interdiction, and domestic violence and child abuse. Meetings and public hearings were held from early October 2004 through June 2005, and the Commission also established four workgroups of professionals, experts, and officials working in fields related to these four topics, numbering 50 Alaskans in all. The workgroups met weekly from January 2005 through April 2005 and developed over 100 options that the Commission reviewed. In reviewing these options, the Commission also considered the many hours of public testimony offered in hearings held across Alaska. The options it adopted were organized into one of the following nine general recommendations.

1. Engage in More Partnering and Collaboration

One of the most significant outcomes of the Commission’s work was engendering collaboration among a broad spectrum of stakeholders in trying to address the four issues before the Commission. In order to continue the dialogue, this Commission recommends that its work continue for the next three to five years. Given the dearth of resources and the daunting nature of the problems facing rural Alaska, the Commission urges more collaboration among the various governments involved. It specifically recommends collaboration on developing a number of agreements that will better coordinate law enforcement and judicial services in rural Alaska.

2. Make Systemic Changes to Improve Rural Law Enforcement

Responding to its first charge, the Commission offers several recommendations to improve law enforcement in rural Alaska, including the development of a statewide, uniform, and tiered system of certification and training for police and public safety officers with a reasonable opportunity for advancement that could culminate in qualifications to seek full police certification by the Alaska Police Standards Council. It further recommends expansion of police and public safety training, changes in state law to help law enforcement reduce the importation of alcohol into dry rural Alaska villages, and a ban on written order sales of alcoholic beverages to “dry” or “damp” communities.

3. Enlarge the Use of Community-based Solutions

The Commission was impressed with the public testimony and evidence that demonstrated the importance and success of approaches responding to the immediate and cultural needs of communities that are locally driven. To this end, the Commission recommends amending State statute to allow the Division of Juvenile Justice to delegate authority to tribes to enable the sharing of resources with respect to tribal juvenile offenders, with other amendments to permit tribes to participate in juvenile proceedings and juvenile delinquency treatment. It further recommends expanded funding to help non-profit organizations and rural Alaska communities develop new programs at the local level to increase prevention, intervention and treatment of domestic violence and child abuse. Housing Alaska’s inmates in out-of-state facilities is a weak point in the State’s correctional system, and the Commission recommends that the Department of Corrections explore other options, including working with Native regional corporations, to keep inmates in Alaska. To help reduce the amount of alcohol reaching dry communities, the Commission recommends the establishment of alcohol distribution centers, such as the one established in Barrow, in damp hub communities, restricting alcohol sales to residents of those communities only.

---

3 A “dry” community is one in which alcohol may be neither sold nor possessed. A “damp” community is one in which alcohol may not be bought or sold, but may be possessed.
4. **Broaden the Use of Prevention Approaches**

The Commission concluded that there are insufficient substance abuse prevention approaches in rural Alaska. The Commission recommends expanding culturally appropriate prevention programs to reduce the demand for alcohol in rural Alaska, starting with youth, linking youth with adults in healthy activities, and providing more information to schools. There should also be more education, prevention, and early intervention programs targeting domestic violence and child abuse in rural Alaska; specifically, the development of new prevention curricula to be implemented in kindergarten through eighth grade, teaching respect, establishing interpersonal relationships, healthy lifestyle choices and the importance of remaining substance free.

5. **Broaden the Use of Therapeutic Approaches**

There are a number of programs in rural Alaska that target the problems of substance abuse, domestic violence, child abuse and neglect, and sexual abuse, all of which are routinely tied to the consequences of substance abuse in rural Alaska. However, there remains a great need to expand therapeutic approaches. Alcohol and drug abuse treatment programs should be expanded in rural Alaska, with a system of longer-term residential care in hub communities (including programs for women with children) matched with a network of aftercare services in rural villages. Substance abuse, mental health, and dual diagnosis treatment options for youth also need to be strengthened, as well as therapeutic courts, and group homes for children in need of aid who are not appropriate for or unable to access foster care. By changing State regulations to allow close relatives caring for children in need of aid to receive the same level of financial reimbursement that non-relatives now receive the availability of care in rural Alaska could be greatly expanded.

6. **Increase Employment of Rural Residents in Law Enforcement and Judicial Services**

Cultural identification and modeling are important in rehabilitation. In the face of significant overrepresentation of Alaska Natives from rural communities who encounter legal problems with law enforcement and an even greater overrepresentation of Alaska Natives in the correctional system in Alaska, there is a great – and growing – need to recruit and employ Alaska Natives in these systems. As a result, the Commission recommends the implementation of a focused recruitment effort to bring more Alaska Natives and rural Alaskans into the correctional, law enforcement, and public safety workforce. It also recommends increasing the training and utilization of Village Public Safety Officers as probation officers in the villages and contracting with tribes to oversee community service work, which would increase the supervision of offenders on probation and parole in rural Alaska.

7. **Build Additional Capacity**

The Commission reviewed a multitude of indicators that pointed to the relative lack of infrastructure to support police and public safety functions in rural Alaska, which in turn has a detrimental effect on recruitment and retention of officers. The Commission therefore recommends the improvement and expansion of housing for police and public safety officers; increased availability of appropriate intra-community transportation; more law enforcement offices and holding facilities in rural Alaska; and improved law enforcement equipment. The Commission also recommends improved and expanded public safety training, and the development of a standardized statewide data system to document and monitor law enforcement investigations in rural Alaska.
8. Increase Access to Judicial Services

The Commission found that residents of rural Alaska do not have access to sufficient civil legal assistance to address legal problems related to domestic violence and child abuse and recommends enhanced funding to respond to this need. It also recommends the increased use of tribal courts, as well as training and technical assistance to judges and support staff in the Alaska Court System and in tribal courts to inform and instruct participants in both systems to be aware of and value the cultural differences in rural Alaska.

9. Expand the Use of New Technologies

Alaska enjoys the most sophisticated telehealth system in the world, the Alaska Federal Health Care Access Network (AFHCAN), which includes broadband telecommunications services in most rural Alaska communities. However, in the hundreds of rural Alaska villages that are part of the AFHCAN, other organizations do not have access to existing broadband capabilities. To improve communication within the law enforcement and judicial systems in rural Alaska, the Commission recommends changing current regulations to allow rural police, public safety officers, and court officers to utilize this resource. The Commission also recommends that the Department of Corrections explore the use of new electronic monitoring technology, such as the Global Positioning System, for rural Alaskan probationers, and that the Alcohol Beverage Control Board develop a statewide database for all alcohol written orders\(^4\) for the new community distribution centers.

Finally, noting the importance of consistent monitoring and evaluation of the implementation of its recommendations, the Commissioners ask that Congress extend their appointments or authorize the creation of a successor commission to oversee implementation, continue the dialog among justice stakeholders that has been nurtured by the Commission, conduct additional research, monitor the recommended pilot projects, and evaluate the impact of these new and expanded activities into the future.

\(^4\) Process to obtain alcoholic beverages from a licensed vendor when delivery, purchase or possession is not otherwise prohibited by law.
Chapter I

Statement of Need
Chapter I. Statement of Need

The Alaska Rural Justice and Law Enforcement Commission was created by Congress to respond to a number of needs related to justice and law enforcement in rural Alaska that are detailed in the congressional language (Public Law 108-199). This chapter of the Commission’s Initial Report and Recommendations reviews current conditions in rural Alaska, recounts the history of law enforcement in rural Alaska, recognizes some of the improvements in rural Alaska that have occurred in recent years, and presents excerpts of the testimony given to the Commission during the public hearings.

A. Current Conditions

1. Problems the Commission Has Been Asked to Address

Like other communities nationwide, residents of remote, rural Alaska grapple with family violence, child abuse and neglect, and alcohol addiction. Unlike other communities, however, many remote rural residents in Alaska lack a law enforcement presence in their communities and they face the highest alcohol abuse and family violence rates in the country. Congress asked the Commission to explore various options that might address these issues, including creation of a unified law enforcement and judicial system, cross deputization, and restorative justice methods to address family violence, child protection and alcohol consumption.

Alcohol abuse presents profound challenges in rural Alaska; its effects are insidious, affecting and influencing the health and welfare of all who live there. As the Alaska Natives Commission reported more than a decade ago:

Facts do not lie: alcohol abuse among Alaska Natives equals tragedy for family and village. It is proven that alcohol abuse equals violence, imprisonment, and death. It is proven that alcohol abuse in the Native family results in frightened, psychologically disordered children. Alcohol abuse leaves FAS, FAE, and a myriad of other physical and psychological symptoms in its destructive wake.5

Last year the Institute of Social and Economic Research (ISER), University of Alaska Anchorage, in its The Status of Alaska Natives Report 2004, Volume I, stated, “Analysts say that the most difficult social problems in the Native community – from high rates of suicide to domestic violence and child abuse – can be traced in large part to alcohol.”6 The costs to Alaska are not only social. Financially, it is estimated that alcohol abuse cost Alaska well over $525 million a year.7

5 Alaska Natives Commission, Final Report, Volume II. Anchorage, AK: Alaska Natives Commission, 1994, p. 70. Note: Fetal Alcohol Syndrome (FAS), Fetal Alcohol Effects (FAE), and Alcohol Related Birth Defects (ARBD) are now combined into the Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder (FASD), which is the term used in this report.
The Commission emphasizes that alcohol abuse and alcoholism in rural Alaska are not Native problems, per se, but rather problems for Natives and non-Natives alike. But the Commission also acknowledges that over 66 percent of the population in rural Alaska is Native and that recommendations in this report that mention the importance of culturally appropriate approaches predominantly focus on Alaska Natives. Many may be adopted for non-Natives living in rural Alaska as well.

The consequences of substance abuse and the corresponding importance of finding effective means to prevent alcohol and other drugs from reaching rural Alaska communities that have, through local option laws, decided to ban, partially or wholly, alcohol are important threads in the fabric of society in rural Alaska, as they have been in the Commission’s work over the last 10 months. Numerous statistics point to the continuing – and in many cases growing – overrepresentation of Alaska Natives from rural Alaska among children in need of aid, victims and perpetrators of domestic violence and sexual assault, and other crimes. The percentage of Native children under the care of the Office of Children’s Services hovers close to 50 percent and the numbers of Native youth and adults in Alaska’s juvenile justice and correctional systems are similarly disproportionately large. The justice systems in rural Alaska struggle to find locally and culturally appropriate ways to manage offenders in a way that minimizes negative impacts to families and communities and strives to restore harmony quickly. There are frequent “disconnects” between tribal and State court systems, and disputes over jurisdiction continue throughout rural Alaska. In the meantime, rural residents criticize the inadequacies of current law enforcement and public safety in much of rural Alaska, but an affordable and acceptable resolution has yet to be found.

Domestic violence, child abuse, child neglect, and sexual assault are major problems in rural Alaska. The following quote highlights the experiences of one Alaskan researcher:

In Alaska, we often see abusive partners who have relocated their families to remote communities to isolate them from the support of their friends and family, and to more easily track and control their movements. Victims may be held hostage in their own homes with no winter clothing or means of escaping their extreme isolation. Deprivation and isolation become powerful tools to control victims.

One survivor, who shares her story to help others understand the dynamics of abuse in rural communities, described how her husband stranded her and their new baby at a remote fish camp for several weeks without enough food, medications and other essentials. Eventually, she was able to escape her abusive marriage and became a domestic violence outreach worker to remote villages in the Arctic. Although she struggles with debilitating, long-term health problems secondary to the abuse, she survived. Her former husband murdered his next wife.

---

8 See Section B.2 of this Chapter for the relevant population statistics.
9 Alaska’s Local Option law has five categories: (1) Sale by community license only, (2) Sale by selected licenses only, (3) Ban sale, (4) Ban Sale and importation, and (5) Ban possession. For a detailed history of alcohol control in Alaska see http://www.iser.uaa.alaska.edu/Publications/Alcohol_Arctic.pdf
When domestic violence services are available in rural regions, they face additional challenges in maintaining security and accommodating rural lifestyles. In Alaska, none of the shelter locations are secret – the communities are too small to hide a facility. Maniilaq Family Crisis Center, a victims’ assistance program and shelter in northwestern Alaska, offers a safe haven to victims and the animals that they are often unwilling to leave behind. The center uses a snowmobile to pick up clients and has a fenced yard where clients can keep their dog teams and other animals. Susan Jones, the center’s executive director, takes threats against victims’ pets seriously. The murder or mutilation of a pet by an abusive partner is another indicator of escalating domestic violence.\textsuperscript{10}

Statistics reported by the Alaska Council on Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault highlight the seriousness and widespread nature of the situation in Alaska:\textsuperscript{11}

- In calendar year 2004 the Office of Children’s Services received 957 reports of suspected child sexual abuse. \textit{(Office of Children’s Services, State of Alaska)}

- On average, an Alaska woman is forcibly raped every 15 hours and 14 minutes. \textit{(Alaska Uniform Crime Report, 2003)}

- In 2004 Alaska had the highest rate of reported forcible rape among the 50 states: 85.1 per 100,000 inhabitants. The next closest were New Mexico with 54.6 and Michigan with 54.2. \textit{(Alaska Uniform Crime Report, 2003)}

- Based on 2002 homicide data nationwide, Alaska ranked number one in the nation for females murdered by males with a homicide rate of 4.84 per 100,000. This is 3.5 times higher than the national average and 1.6 times higher than the next highest state. \textit{(Violence Policy Center, 2004)}

- From December 2004 to December 2005, 686 victims of sexual assault sought services from victim service programs in Alaska. \textit{(Council on Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault, State of Alaska)}

- 316 sexual assault cases and 295 sexual abuse of a minor cases were referred to Alaska District Attorney Offices in 2005. \textit{(Department of Law, State of Alaska)}

Domestic violence, child abuse, child neglect, and sexual assault, especially in rural Alaska and in the Alaska Native population, represent major issues that need new, creative solutions to resolve.


Part of the solution may lie in enhanced or altered rural law enforcement. Accordingly, the Commission also has been asked to study issues related to law enforcement in rural Alaska. A brief history will help put the current systems in perspective.

2. Brief History of Law Enforcement in Alaska\(^\text{12}\)

The U.S. Cutter “Bear” was one of the few signs of the United States’ new legal authority along most of coastal Alaska in the early territorial days. Revenue Marine Captain Mike Healy, its legendary captain, was described in the *New York Sun* in the 1890s as “a great deal more distinguished person in the waters of the far Northwest than any President of the United States. … He stands for law and order in many thousands of miles of land and water....” Healy was frequently called upon to act as a peace officer and to administer legal and extralegal forms of justice.

In the late 1800s the evolution of law enforcement in Alaska continued with the U.S. Army and Navy being the sole law enforcement authority throughout the vast Territory. Later, U.S. Marshals were appointed but were far too few in number to meet the law enforcement needs of the territory. In the tumult of the gold rush period, both Skagway and Nome first brought to focus the need for an additional statewide law enforcement organization to supplement the U.S. Marshal’s Office (which continued to bear the responsibility for law enforcement in Alaska for the next 40 years).

Federal Territorial Judge James Wickersham followed the “floating court” tradition of Healy and other cutter captains in 1900, traveling by cutter with an entourage of 18 jurors from Valdez, to preside over a felony trial in Unalaska in the Aleutian Islands. His trip led to regular summer journeys in which the court, with judge and jurors, traveled by Revenue Cutter along the Alaska coastline and came ashore where needed to administer justice.

2a. Alaska State Troopers\(^\text{13}\)

In 1941, the 15th Territorial Legislature established the Territory of Alaska Highway Patrol for the purpose of enforcing the traffic code – but it did not provide the new organization with police authority. In 1945, as lawlessness continued to thrive outside the jurisdiction of local police departments, the members of the Alaska Highway Patrol were deputized as Special Deputy U.S. Marshals. In 1948, the Highway Patrol was given the full authority of peace officers to enforce the laws of the Territory.

In 1953 the Territorial Legislature established the Alaska Territorial Police to provide law enforcement services for the entire Territory: the total strength at that time consisted of 36 officers. The Alaska Highway Patrol had already gained a reputation as an elite corps, and formal training became its hallmark.

\(^{12}\) Quoted almost verbatim from the University of Alaska Anchorage Justice Center’s website – http://justice.uaa.alaska.edu/images/features/crimjust.html

\(^{13}\) This section is almost verbatim from www.dps.state.ak.us/ast/trooperhistory/
With the advent of statehood in 1959, the name of Alaska’s statewide enforcement agency was changed to the Alaska State Police, and the organization became a division of the Alaska Department of Public Safety. The new State Police added 13 former U.S. Marshals and 10 new recruits to its ranks, increasing the number of State Police to 78 commissioned officers. During this time the State Police also provided “contract officers” for communities that were willing to pay for trained law enforcement. Kotzebue was the only community located in rural Alaska that had “contract officers” in the early years of Alaska’s statehood.14

In 1967, the agency’s name was changed to the Alaska State Troopers. The Troopers focused their work in areas of Alaska that were not being served by community police and began to offer more sophisticated services to law enforcement organizations statewide. Also in 1967, the Public Safety Training Academy marked its first year of operation. Today the Alaska State Troopers number approximately 383 commissioned officers.15

2b. Village Public Safety Officers

When Bill Nix was appointed Commissioner of the Department of Public Safety in March 1979, he ordered a study and a restructuring of the village police officer program, which led to a proposal by James Messick (a member of the Office of Director of the Alaska State Troopers) to create the Village Public Safety Officer Program. Messick’s proposal began by describing the situation that prevailed in rural Alaska at that time:

Public safety in rural Alaska is perhaps the most neglected aspect of village life, and this poses a serious threat to the bush residents inhabiting about 200 villages.…

Consider that rural Alaska:

- Suffers the highest loss of life and property due to fire within the United States, and indeed the industrialized Western world;
- Suffers the highest loss of life due to boating mishaps and drownings in the United States;
- Is one of the most inaccessible areas of the United States to obtain assistance from law enforcement agencies;
- Is one of the most inaccessible areas of the United States to obtain major medical emergencies assistance;
- Leads the State, and perhaps the nation in the incidence of search and rescue missions;
- Leads the State in incidence of alcohol abuse and alcoholism; and
- Has the least developed local resources to address these problems of the State, and possibly the entire United States.

14 The other “non-rural” communities were Kenai-Soldotna, Seward, and Palmer.
15 For a map showing the location of Alaska State Trooper outposts, see Appendix A.
It is safe to assume that no group of Caucasian communities would tolerate similar circumstances, and that they would demand equal protection under the law.\(^{16}\)

The proposal goes on to list the functions of the new Village Public Safety Officers (VPSOs), which are (a) law enforcement, (b) water safety, (c) fire service, (d) emergency medical service, (e) search and rescue, and (f) village ordinances. The plan was for one person from each village to be broadly trained in all aspects of public safety, including all of the six listed functions. The Officers were to receive three levels of training. The first level was an initial one-week survey course to present an overall view of the public safety field. Second was a four-week session consisting of two weeks of law enforcement, search and rescue, water safety, and local ordinance development; and two weeks of emergency medical training. Third was one week of fire fighting and fire prevention. Completion of this training would result in:

1. Certification by the Alaska Police Standards Council (APSC) as a Village Police Officer;
2. Certification by the State of Alaska as an Emergency Medical Technician (EMT);
3. Certification by the Department of Education as a Rural Fire Fighter I; and
4. Award (of an as yet undetermined number) of college credits by Sheldon Jackson College / University of Alaska.\(^{17}\)

It was envisioned that the early phase of the training would take place close to the VPSO’s home community and that later phases would be held in hub cities. Some of the first training sessions were held in Nome and Kotzebue. The fire training was planned to be coordinated with the State Fire Service Training Program, which was in the process of constructing training facilities in Anchorage, Fairbanks, Kotzebue, Bethel, and Juneau.

The initial funding for the program was proposed to be federal Comprehensive Education and Training Act (CETA) funds granted to the Native non-profit corporations, but, because CETA funds could be used to pay for only the first 18 months of employment, it was acknowledged that “alternative means for funding must be developed to meet the objectives of both the Village Public Safety Officer and CETA programs.”\(^{18}\)

The VPSO Program was implemented in 1981, with 52 positions throughout the State (i.e., working in approximately one fourth of the villages of rural Alaska). The training has been expanded to a nine-week program, all of which now takes place at the Public Safety Academy in Sitka. Five of the basic areas are still covered: (a) law enforcement, (b) fire fighting, (c) search and rescue, (d) water safety and (e) emergency medical services. VPSOs also receive annual refresher courses. The management authority for the VPSO program resides with three entities: the village where the VPSO is located, the regional non-profit Native corporation that receives the funds from the Department of Public Safety, and the Alaska State Troopers. Currently the corporations that manage VPSOs include the Aleutian/Pribilof Islands Association, Association of


\(^{17}\) ibid, p. 7.

\(^{18}\) ibid, p. 9.
Village Council Presidents, Bristol Bay Native Association, Kawerak, Tanana Chiefs Conference, and KANA (which also assumed the management of the program previously managed by Maniilaq Manpower, which no longer exists). VPSOs are employees of their respective Native corporations; not the State. Much of the program’s financial support is from the State, appropriated by the Legislature as a single line item in the Alaska State Troopers (Department of Public Safety) budget. Additional support comes from Congressional appropriations to the State, from regional corporations and from participating communities. This support reflects the importance that all parties, particularly the State and regional and local participants, place on the VPSO program for public safety.

3. Improvements in Rural Alaska

While many problems remain in rural Alaska, the Commission wants to emphasize that there have been many major improvements as well demonstrating that even entrenched, intractable problems can be addressed. These include significant installations of water and sewer systems – that are well on their way to eliminating the “honey bucket” in rural Alaska – as well as health clinics, bulk fuel tank farms and rural energy. There have been large increases in broadband access to the Internet in rural Alaska that have enabled the Alaska Federal Health Care Access Network (AFHCAN) to reach almost all of Alaska’s rural villages and substantially improve health care in those villages, and a similar expansion in the access that rural Alaska schools have to the Internet is also occurring.

The Department of Public Safety increased the number of Troopers assigned to rural areas substantially over the past 15 years, and particularly in the last two. The State is investing in rural Trooper housing to aid in efforts to attract quality law enforcement personnel to serve rural Alaska.

In recent years, the State has made significant alcohol seizures and interrupted long-established bootlegging enterprises. The Department of Public Safety adopted strategies to curb the flow of illegal alcohol and drugs into rural communities by strengthening its resources, developing collaborative efforts with other agencies, and identifying this challenge as a top priority for the Department. It formed the Alaska Bureau of Alcohol and Drug Enforcement (ABADE) as a statewide entity focusing only on alcohol and drug issues, and augmented its rural investigator positions. The Department formed the Major Offender Unit within ABADE to target high-volume bootleggers and drug dealers.

The Alaska Legislature has also increased the number of prosecutors and expanded the available tools for enforcement, and the Department of Law is implementing a Rural Prosecution Team with financial assistance from the federal government. Notwithstanding these efforts, there remains a desperate need for a greater law enforcement presence in most rural communities. In addition, the Department of Public Safety’s resources continue to be over-extended as it absorbs law enforcement responsibilities for municipalities which are dissolving their police departments because

---

19 For a map showing the locations of VPSO positions, VPOs, and CPOs, see Appendix A.
of a lack of funding and increased costs, such as the city of St. Mary’s, which shuttered its police department on July 31, 2005.

Another temporary improvement can be attributed to the funding that local communities and tribal organizations have received from the U.S. Department of Justice, particularly through the COPS program.20

Also, rural Alaska is populated with many good-willed people who, when given resources, have done much to improve conditions across the State. The Commission heard from many such people as it took testimony, some of whom are quoted in this report.

4. Voices from Across Alaska

During the many public hearings that the Commission held, Commissioners heard from dozens of citizens from many parts of the State, who collectively contributed hours of oral testimony and pages of written testimony. All of these are available on the Commission’s website (www.akjusticecommission.com) and some of the more poignant statements from the testimony are included in this section. Because of space limitations, only a few quotes can be included, and the reader is urged to seek out the testimony of others on the website.

“We have a single Assistant District Attorney here and file almost 700 criminal cases a year. The office is understaffed for the amount of work that there is to be done and that’s something that should be addressed also. The issue with juveniles is real. We struggled with it here for a long time. We are in desperate need of some kind of a secure facility in which to house juveniles and to house juvenile programs. That’s a real big issue for us.”

Paul Carr
Chief of Police, North Slope Borough

“We have a Community Residential Center, a six-bed facility here in Barrow. But we’re closing it this next year because we can’t afford to keep it open. The State only gives us $75 a day to keep the six beds funded. . . . But it costs us $425,000 just to put the minimal staff and package. We’ve had requests to drop from two staff on at all times down to one staff. That’s reasonable to us. It’s six beds. It’s been denied because the Department of Corrections says that you must have two on at all times. But we also have our two requests in to increase our bed capacity from six beds to 12 beds. At 12 beds, we could almost keep it; it’s almost paying for itself. But it does a couple of things. One, it keeps men and women in the community; children, fathers, husbands, uncles. You get the idea. And therapeutically, that’s incredible. They get to their appointments, they’re successful with substance abuse treatment, with mental health treatment.”

Neal George, Acting Director
North Slope Borough Health Department

---

“[M]any of the laws that we have right now are more easily enforced in larger urban areas, but it’s difficult for villages in rural Alaska to sometimes strictly adhere to those. One of the things that I can point out in particular is the process for petition for protective orders in domestic violence situations. They become increasingly more complicated in villages because of many reasons. One of them is that oftentimes victims must expose themselves to more danger in order to get their paperwork processed.”

Nicole Gray, Counselor/Advocate
Arctic Women in Crisis

“These are my personal views. I am not speaking today on behalf of the Alaska Court System. I feel the State Justice System on the North Slope is able to provide much better service than is possible in most other rural areas of the State. Dedicated judges and magistrates are present in most rural hub communities, but the people of the North Slope have made the financial commitment to have professional police officers in each of the villages and Barrow. Each community has a police station that includes a holding cell. Those defendants appear by phone with the Barrow Court and serious cases are flown to Barrow for the hearings. The combination of the local State-funded court facility with the Superior Court judge and magistrate and the Borough-funded police services helps maintain the credibility and effectiveness of State law enforcement for criminal cases, including domestic violence.”

Michael Jeffery, Superior Court Judge
District 2
Barrow, Kotzebue, Nome

“I wanted today to very strongly support the idea that an effective judicial system or social services system for Native communities has to be in that Native community, from that Native community, based in the Native communities. And I just wanted to raise a few points in connection with that. First, I cannot imagine Americans accepting a judicial or social service system run by Japanese or Chinese any more than I can imagine the Japanese or Chinese accepting us setting up a system for them. I think the same applies in the Native communities. It goes further than that though. It’s more than just an issue of local control. . . . [W]e still have a lot of, I guess I would call it, ignorance or even ignorant sincerity. Still ignorance in terms of how the Native communities work. You can’t base a good system of justice or social services on well-meaning sympathy or ignorance. That just won’t do it. It doesn’t work.”

Anthony Kaliss, Ph.D., Ass’t Professor
Social Science
Ilisagvik College, Barrow

“One of the problems that we do have is – as it’s been a recurring theme here – that the law enforcement in the villages makes it very hard for families to receive assistance and safety. We end up needing and wanting to bring women and their children into Kotzebue. We have a shelter here and sometimes that’s all we can do to keep someone safe – is to take them out of their own home away from their families and their relatives and put them in Kotzebue, which is not always comfortable, especially when you’re displaced and having trouble in your family. That’s hard enough, but then to have to come to a big town like Kotzebue and stay in a shelter, that’s even more scary and upsetting.”

Susan Jones, Coordinator
Maniilaq Family Crisis Center
“I think most of us agree that dealing with major crimes, major felonies are best handled by the State system. But the rest of it that leads up to it can be prevented. But you can’t prevent it from a regional hub or from Anchorage or Fairbanks. The people themselves have to be involved. We have been trained for the last 100 years or so to not do anything for ourselves. So now when you say okay, what can you guys do? We keep our mouths shut because you never back us up if we try. That’s where this fear comes from. If anybody in a village testifies against somebody, chances are that person – even if they’re arrested – will be back in the village in a day or so to cause you heartburn because that’s the way the courts work. You don’t have to wait for two years ’till they get out for their crime; they’ll be back in a couple of days to take care of you. So what you have to do is not only give us the authority to take care of the local problems, not the major ones, but the local ones – but back us up. Because your systems don’t work up here – either the federal or the State. You have to give us the authority to be free to take care of ourselves.”

John W. Schaeffer
NANA Regional Elders Council

“In order for the villages to be empowered to handle issues, they need fully educated, trained, organized tribal courts. Each community has a unique way of handling issues that affect individuals and families. We need to make sure that we continue to have workshops for capacity building to have strong tribal courts. Many of the minor criminal matters and others can be handled at the local level.

“Since alcohol is the main problem, we need to outlaw [alcohol] completely [in] dry areas or regions and not allow the regional hubs to remain damp, like in the case of Bethel. Otherwise we need to have controlled bars or liquor stores. Bootlegging is a major problem in our communities. Right now in Akiak they are selling between seventy dollars and a hundred dollars a bottle and that’s what the going rate is. And maybe in Bethel it’s around fifty dollars a bottle. There is no middle ground for this. I think going completely dry would be easier to enforce in Bethel. Otherwise, if it’s damp, the liquor’s being brought in and then it’s a haven for bootleggers there.”

Mike Williams, President, RurALCAP
Akiak

“Alcohol and drug abuse has devastated our region, and the majority of crimes committed and the deaths that occur are alcohol related. We have an extremely high rate of rape and domestic violence, and we have some of the highest suicide, child sexual and physical abuse and fetal alcohol syndrome rates in the State. We’re told time and time again that the State of Alaska’s figures are higher than the rest of the nation’s. Despite the alarming statistics, due to funding constraints, we often provide a Band-Aid solution and can’t provide adequate long-term intervention and prevention services; nor do we have much-needed rehabilitation services in our region. Our only residential treatment facility was closed in 1999 due to lack of funding and there are no treatment options for sex offenders.

“The State provides funding for the VPSO program, but it is the only means of public safety in our villages. But the annual allocation provides funds for only nine positions in our region. Furthermore, what Kawerak receives does not provide adequate pay for a very difficult job in which there is a very high turnover due to burnout as well as little support for a very stressful job.... A few of the villages have Village Police Officers in their communities, but with the dwindling resources for city governments, these positions may soon cease to exist.”

Denise Barengo, Executive Director
Nome Eskimo Community
“[W]e’re 10 times the national average for suicide and over 20 times the national average in teenage suicide. And our region here leads the State of Alaska. . . . There’s nothing more heartbreaking for me as a physician, or for caregivers at the hospital, or in fact for anyone to see, [than] one of our youth taking their own life or do[ing] something to cut down such a promising future . . . .

“Almost all, not all, but almost all of these attempted and suicide successes are while under the influence of alcohol and/or drugs. . . . It’s very rare that we get a suicide attempt where alcohol is not involved. It’s also very rare that we get domestic violence, child abuse, incest, [or] rape where alcohol is not involved. . . .

“[W]ithin the last several years [the Alaska State Troopers have] been doing a lot more search and seizures at the point of entry. . . . The airlines have the ability now to contact the Troopers if they think that alcohol is being imported into a place where that’s against the law, and that is working.

“I think 60 percent of all of our health care dollars could be used for something else, if . . . we did away with all alcohol and tobacco. I have no numbers to back that up. But numbers that I do have . . . [are] that between 30 percent to 40 percent of all of our patients seen in the emergency room are directly related to alcohol use; 30 percent to 40 percent of just the emergency room visits. . . . [B]etween 50 percent to 60 percent of all admissions to the [Norton Sound Health Corporation’s] hospital were directly related to alcohol use.

David Head, M.D., Chief of Staff
Norton Sound Health Corporation

“The current situation is that we seem to have a continuous role modeling of domestic violence, neglect and abuse. . . . There’s a great need; it’s big and it continues to grow. Two, there’s a lack of education and funds [to address abuse]. And while we wait, domestic violence, neglect and abuse rages on. The youth and those who need protection continue to receive devastation in their lives. And three, we need to break the silence that shame, pain and fear has created because [of] domestic violence, neglect and abuse in the past and up until now. This is stored up in our hearts and causes us to react in defensive and survival methods. And then bringing back safety and teaching along with personal stories gives us the strength to visit the impacted places that hold us captives of the past; being free from the past. . . . And then the fourth was, how would we like to see our community: to see our communities throughout Alaska free of domestic violence, neglect and abuse, to see them enjoying healthy family relationships and the children reflecting wellness by playing and enjoying childhood, the community working together to support each other.”

Tobias Shugak
Family Wellness Warriors Initiative
Southcentral Foundation

“This problem is all over the world, I think. . . . The liquor flows into Bethel here from Anchorage. And Bethel is voted dry—[there are] not supposed to be any bottles; only in the house. But the bottle walks out from the house all over. . . . One of the guys [from a neighboring village] told me that every time the snow machine trail is open, liquor’s open. It goes out to the villages. So I’ve been trying to find somebody to talk to so it can be solved. It could be solved, I think. There’s a way. But we need help. . . . The booze is killing the life. I think the life is more important than the booze.”

Billy McCann, Bethel
“The collaboration between our community and the tribal court has been very effective due to the fact we are dealing with our problems locally. To keep our tribal court strong and continuing we need support from the State of Alaska to honor our tribal court orders and support our efforts in stopping the illegal flow of alcohol and drugs into our communities. Our tribal court orders include searching for illegal drugs and prohibited alcohol.

“Our tribal court has gone through tough challenges involving alcohol interdiction. They have stood up and are saying, ‘Enough is enough!’ Members of our village are now going to airplanes and boats to search suspected people and bootleggers for illegal importation of alcohol. They confiscate this alcohol and destroy it. These people don’t want any more deaths or any more alcohol related accidents to happen. We have seen too many children and families torn apart and future generations affected due to alcohol and drugs. All this is preventable. We know that.”

Shannon Johnson-Nanalook
Traditional Council of Togiak


Kathy Melbrook, Student, Bethel

Again, the Commission would have preferred to include much more of the testimony in this report but was constrained by costs and space. Readers should take advantage of the presentation of all of the testimony on the Alaska Rural Justice and Law Enforcement Commission’s website. Additional quotes from testimony provided at the Commission’s public hearings are distributed throughout the remainder of the report.

B. Systemic Obstacles in Rural Alaska

1. Lack of Economic Opportunity

“I’d like to talk briefly about economic justice. You’ve heard or should hear throughout your travels around the State that there are a disproportionate number of young Native men interacting with the criminal justice system. And in our community, by far, most arrests and convictions are alcohol related. The unemployment and underemployment in this age range runs around 90 percent in our communities. This I think is a causal factor to the interaction with the justice system because there’s a lack of meaningful work and so people are frustrated, depressed, they don’t have anything to do and so I think this causes an opportunity to run afoul of the justice system.”

Deborah Lyn, Special Assistant, City of Barrow

Several striking facts about rural Alaska are that in most villages there are practically no jobs, the population continues to grow, and the cash needs of individual residents are growing as well. These conditions have existed for decades, and committees and commissions studying them have published reports for decades, all of which start to sound very much alike. In 1968, the Federal Field Commission for Development Planning in Alaska reported:

---

21 As a caveat, the Commission notes that in many rural Alaska villages, population growth has been stymied by the lack of available, additional housing, forcing many young people to leave the villages and move to urban centers, more often than not Anchorage.
Great contrast exists today between the high income, moderate standard of living, and existence of reasonable opportunity of most Alaskans and the appallingly low income and standard of living and the virtual absence of opportunity for most Eskimos, Indians, and Aleuts in Alaska. About four-fifths of the more than one-quarter million people of Alaska are not Alaska Natives. Most of them, living in or near urban places, lead lives very much like those of other Americans. . . . The other one-fifth . . . live in widely scattered settlements, are unemployed or only seasonally employed . . . live in poverty . . . in small dilapidated or substandard houses under unsanitary conditions . . . are victims of disease, and their life span is much shorter than that of other Alaskans. . . . They are not only undereducated for the modern world, but they are living where adequate education or training cannot be obtained, where there are few jobs, where little or no economic growth is taking place, and where little growth is forecast.22

Fortunately, conditions have improved somewhat in rural Alaska over the last 37 years, but there is still a great disparity between rural and urban Alaska in all things economic. In 1989, over 20 years after the Federal Field Commission report, the Alaska Federation of Natives published its report on the status of Alaska Natives, *A Call for Action*, which reiterated the earlier report (and, for that matter, dozens of other reports that had been published in the interim), noting that “despite investment in infrastructure and education, in most Native communities the increase in self-sustaining economic growth has been minimal. When Native population growth is factored into the equation, the future is even more disconcerting.”23 “This was followed by a report presented in 1991 by the Alaska Department of Commerce and Economic Development, entitled *Alaska's Economic Challenge: The Level of Distress*, which reported:

Unfortunately, the fact remains that conditions in the rural areas are not getting better. The economic prosperity of the recent pipeline construction era has had little lasting effect on many rural areas. They continue as before with high unemployment and low median incomes. State and federal disputes over regulation of subsistence, boycotts on the fur industry, international socioeconomics, and dozens of road [b]locks face rural Alaska. The population continues to struggle with limited resources trying to find a degree of stability.”24

Also in 1991, the Alaska Department of Community and Regional Affairs published a report, *Towards a Comprehensive Alaska Rural Development Strategy*, which outlined and discussed barriers restricting the economy of rural Alaska. These included:

1. Rural financing barriers (capital constraints)

---

a. Lack of access to debt capital
b. Lack of equity
c. Lack of public invested capital base
2. Rural education and training barriers
3. Rural economic development barriers
4. Rural infrastructure barriers
5. Rural housing barriers
6. Rural health barriers
7. Communications barriers

To overcome these barriers, the Department recommended that leadership begin at the local, community level: “There must be an understanding by federal and State agencies of the complexity of the various leadership roles which exist in Alaska's rural communities. This role may be shared by many, and determining priorities is difficult at best.”

In March 1992, the Institute of Social and Economic Research (ISER), University of Alaska Anchorage, published a series of Alaska Native Policy Papers focusing on issues of Alaska Native communities. One of these, *The Economy of Village Alaska*, by Professor Lee Huskey, presented a comprehensive organization of the three interwoven economies of rural Alaska: subsistence, transfer, and market. The interplay among the three and the multiple participation of rural Alaskans in these economies are also covered in his paper, as he notes the limitations imposed on rural villages by their small size, remoteness, and lack of economic integration, pointing to the facts that (a) many areas do not have commercial resources and (b) significant shares of existing jobs are taken by non-residents. Professor Huskey echoed conclusions that he and Professor Thomas Morehouse, also of the ISER, published earlier in a review of eight years of conferences and symposia on the subject of northern and arctic development. The key problems highlighted were:

The prescriptions for self-sufficiency are shaped by development constraints. Three types of problems are associated with economic development in Native villages. First, economic limits are imposed by the small size and remoteness of most villages; these limit opportunities for market activity and increase the cost of living. The second set of problems is associated with dependency and control; not only are decisions affecting the local economy made outside the region, there may also be external controls on access to local resources. Third, rapid growth of population in the villages complicates the problem of economic development by increasing the required level of economic activity.

---

The literature has often decried the problems that Alaska Natives living in rural villages face in trying to adjust to the modern world of “economic development” but has offered only limited recommendations for realistic change. The issue is neither simple nor singular. There are vast differences between regions of Alaska, and any one potential solution, though possibly applicable to one or two villages in a certain region, will not apply to villages in other parts of the State.27

The Alaska Natives Commission published its final report in 1994, which again provided statistics, testimony, and recommendations about the economy in rural Alaska, and 10 years after that, in 2004, the ISER released The Status of Alaska Natives Report, one section of which related to the remote rural economy. Here are highlights from the Summary of Findings from that section:

- The entire remote rural region has an economy about the same size as Juneau’s.
- With some notable exceptions, the billion-dollar petroleum, mining, and seafood industries in remote rural Alaska produce little economic benefit for local residents. (The exceptions are the Red Dog Mine and the Community Development Quota [CDQ] program. 28)
- Local residents get only a small share of the value of the world-class salmon fisheries in southwest Alaska – about 10 percent in 2002.
- Federal money makes up the biggest share of outside money coming into remote rural areas. About $670 million came into the region in 2000.
- Government and service jobs make up much bigger shares of jobs in remote rural areas than in Anchorage – many of these are with non-profit Native organizations that now manage most health care and other federal programs for Alaska Natives.
- Job growth in remote rural Alaska in the 1990s was overwhelmingly in service jobs.
- Small remote communities with low base incomes can sustain very few trade and other local support jobs that are common in urban areas – most jobs have to be sustained with money from outside sources.
- Unemployment is high in remote rural areas, but the published unemployment figures still underestimate the job shortage in remote rural areas – the figures include only people actively looking for work, and local residents don’t look for work when they know there are no jobs.
- Per capita income in remote rural areas remains little more than half of Anchorage’s.

27 A portion of the preceding was based on the Alaska Natives Commission Final Report, Volume II, 1994, pp. 83 and 84.
28 For more information on the CDQ, see http://www.cdqdb.org/
• Transfer payments now make up nearly a third of per capita income in remote rural areas, up from about one-sixth in 1970.

• The cost of living in rural Alaska remains much higher than in urban areas.

• About 90 percent of rural households (Native and non-Native) do subsistence hunting and fishing.29

Concerning the final finding (and the comment earlier in this report about the importance of subsistence in countering the high cost of food in rural Alaska), the ISER presented data showing that the annual wild food harvest per person in rural Interior and Western Alaska is over 650 pounds, compared with only about 17 pounds in Anchorage and Fairbanks, a ratio of over 38.24 to 1!30

The ISER report’s comment about unemployment rates is important for readers to understand. Official federal “unemployment rates” do not count the numbers of employable people who are unemployed, would like to be employed, but are not documented because they are, according to the federal terms, not actively seeking employment. As the introductory sentence to this section mentioned, in most remote rural Alaska villages there are no more than a handful of jobs, and some of these – characteristically the teachers – are held by individuals who are not permanent residents of the village but live in the village for the school year only, returning to their “homes,” often outside of Alaska, when the schools are closed in the summer.

Concluding its Remote Rural Alaska Economy section, the ISER report stated, “We’ve seen that remote rural Alaska has fewer jobs, lower wages, smaller incomes, and more poverty than any other part of the State – but at the same time, it also has the highest living costs,”31 a statement that presents “in a nutshell” the continuing economic conundrum that rural Alaska faces.

The social consequences of the “third world” conditions in rural Alaska are well known, and multitudes of studies have shown the relationship between unemployment, poverty, disenfranchisement, and the other deprivations suffered in poor economic conditions with alcohol abuse/addiction, substance abuse, domestic violence, child abuse, crime, and more,32 with one of the saddest, most devastating, and totally preventable consequence being Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder (FASD), which still affects a significant number of children born to parents in rural Alaska every year.33

29 The Status of Alaska Natives Report, Volume I. op. cit, p. 5-2. Chapter 5. (The Remote Rural Economy is available on ISER’s website at http://www.iser.uaa.alaska.edu/Publications/aknativestatusch5.pdf)
30 ibid, p. 5-24.
31 ibid, p. 5-29.
Another resource on economic opportunity in rural Alaska is the U.S. Government Accountability Office’s (GAO) Report 05-719 that reviews federal programs benefiting Alaska Native villages.\(^{34}\)

### 2. Remoteness

Of all of the states in the United States of America, there is no doubt that Alaska is unique. Geographically, Alaska is by far the largest state, and its coastline is longer than the coastline of the remaining 49 states combined. Also unique are several aspects of the transportation system. With a state capital that can be reached only by water or air, the Alaska Marine Highway System (the State-run ferry system) offers an essential link for Alaskans. The total inter-city public highway system totals just over 3,600 miles\(^{35}\) and large segments of the State can be reached only by air, water, or, in the winter, snow machines and dog sleds.

In the Congressional language that created the Alaska Rural Justice and Law Enforcement Commission, Congress defined “rural Alaska” as those parts of the State outside of the Municipality of Anchorage, the Fairbanks North Star Borough, the Kenai Peninsula Borough, the Matanuska-Susitna Borough, the City and Borough of Juneau, the Sitka Borough, and the Ketchikan Borough. There are 515,369 square miles in this Congressionally defined “rural Alaska,” which comprises an area larger than Texas, New Mexico, and Arizona combined. The rural area constitutes 90.11 percent of the State but contains only 19.33 percent of the population, 66.25 percent of which is Native, compared with only 7.70 percent of the urban population.\(^{36}\) The maps in Appendix A graphically highlight the comparison of Alaska’s size with that of the Lower 48 states and the limited highway system in the rural part of the State.

It is this massive, sparsely populated, predominately Native, rural Alaska that is the focus of the Alaska Rural Justice and Law Enforcement Commission. The primary means of travel in rural Alaska is by air – especially for any emergency law enforcement, judicial, alcohol importation, or domestic violence or child abuse situation, the topics that the Alaska Rural Justice Commission was directed to address. In the summer, some villages can be reached by skiff, and in the winter they can be reached by snow machine or dog sled – but the primary means of transport continues to be by small airplanes.

### 3. Expense

“

*It is very, very crucial that when it’s seen as a line item as transportation costs for educational opportunities, whether it be for our Elders, for our staff or our council, that that be considered with great weight in Alaska because we are not like any other State where we can drive by Interstate. Costs for airfare are not cheap in Alaska.*

*Tom Gambell, Sitka*

---


\(^{35}\) The National Highway System totals 2,113 miles, and the Alaska Highway System totals 1,507 miles, based on 2003 Alaska Certified Public Road Mileage Report, Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities. This number does include mileage through urban boroughs which were outside the scope of the Commission’s examination of rural Alaska.

\(^{36}\) Population data from the 2000 U.S. Census.
The expense of travel in Alaska often surprises individuals in the Lower 48; airfare from Anchorage to many villages far exceeds airfare from Anchorage to Seattle. Some examples are roundtrip fares from Anchorage to the Pribilof Islands and the Aleutian Islands chain, which can exceed $1,100. Travel to small villages in Western, Northwestern, and Northern Alaska require flights to hubs, such as Bethel, Nome, Kotzebue, and Barrow, which can cost as much as $900, followed by a second flight in an “air taxi” – most often a single engine Cessna – to a small, dirt airstrip in the remote village. While flying, the traveler is often surrounded by boxes of groceries and supplies, stacked from floor to ceiling. Not only is travel expensive, but it can be dangerous as well. Alaska ranks first in the United States in general aircraft crashes per capita.

Expense is not limited to travel. Living expenses in rural Alaska are also extraordinarily high. Fresh milk in a rural village costs three times what it costs in Anchorage, and in many rural villages, fresh milk is not available at all. In fact, in many very small rural villages, there is no store, and neither food nor any commodities are available; residents have to bring everything in or order supplies from retailers in a hub city or Anchorage and have it mailed or air freighted in. Beyond the important cultural aspects of subsistence activities in rural Alaska are the basic economic needs that the use of natural resources for food and clothing help meet. But villagers cannot escape the need for cash, in order to purchase heating oil, electricity, gasoline, and other supplies; and for salaries, and living allowances. These and other financial factors that inflate the costs of bringing more law enforcement, justice, treatment, and other personnel into rural Alaska must be considered when reviewing the Commission’s recommendations related to increasing support and staffing of justice and law enforcement entities. Simply stated, in remote rural Alaska $10,000 often buys about half what it could buy in Anchorage.

Construction costs, which are heavily dependent on transportation costs, are also extremely high in rural Alaska; the farther away an Alaskan port is from Seattle (the port of origin for most supplies) and then from the port to the village site (such as in Western and Interior Alaska), the higher the costs. A study comparing the cost of shipping a fixed set of construction materials to Ketchikan with the same set delivered to Barrow calculated the Barrow costs were 8.2 times higher. Transportation of construction materials to villages in the Interior, Western Alaska, and other sites far from ports and off the road system requires commercial air carriers, and, as one might imagine, air freighting rebar and concrete can raise the cost of even a simple building astronomically.

37 Airfare expenses, which are constantly changing and usually increasing as a result of the increasing cost of fuel, were obtained from Alaska Airlines and Peninsula Airways, two major carriers in Alaska.
38 During the 1990s there were a total of 1,684 general and commercial aircraft crashes in Alaska, equivalent to a crash every two days. Of these crashes, 188 were fatal and resulted in 402 deaths. On average there were 19 fatal crashes per year with two fatalities per crash and 40 fatalities per year, equivalent to a fatality every nine days. See http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/docs/2002-115/pdfs/2002115g.pdf
The continuing escalation of fuel costs, which are more severe in Alaska than in the Lower 48, is exacerbating the situation. As Alaska’s Senator Ted Stevens observed:

As you know, high energy costs are an obstacle to long term sustainability and they hinder economic development in rural Alaska. Additionally, the lack of low cost and reliable energy sources makes it difficult to provide rural Alaskans with basic amenities like water and sewer systems.\(^{40}\)

The high costs of fuel and transportation need to be considered when budgeting for transporting vehicles and equipment to villages in rural Alaska in addition to construction, and all of these factors are important when reviewing the Commission’s recommendations concerning meeting infrastructure needs of village law enforcement.

4. Gaps in the Delivery of Governmental Services

On November 10, 2004, the Commission heard the testimony of Kevin Ritchie, Executive Director of the Alaska Municipal League, who described the disintegration of municipal governmental structures in parts of rural Alaska:

We have a number of cities that are literally disintegrating. Meaning pieces are falling off and ultimately some of these communities may not be there – some are not there right now. We did a financial survey of all the communities in Alaska. We had 93 responses. Actually we were unable to contact a number of communities. One community, Nikolai. There may be reasons for this. We called [the community of] Nikolai and we got a message that the phone’s been disconnected.

Many communities don’t even have the basic person to carry on the process of taking care of city council business, doing the sorts of things that need to be done just to maintain a local government.

And in fact, a number of communities don’t provide services at all any more. A number of communities in our survey have stopped providing fire protection, for example. . . . Obviously a number have not had public safety services to a great extent for quite a while.\(^{41}\)

There are a number of reasons for the gaps that exist in many governmental services in rural Alaska. In most villages there is a lack of a tax base to finance governmental functions, although the federally recognized tribes do receive some funding from the Bureau of Indian Affairs that can be used to help support Indian Reorganization Act (IRA) councils and traditional councils, and pay for some limited governmental functions. Most villages and larger hub communities generate revenue through a sales tax that supports governmental services, but most lack an adequate property tax base.

\(^{40}\) Senator Stevens’s Address to the Alaska State Legislature, February 16, 2004. The speech is available at: http://www.ktoo.org/gavel/archive.cfm?audio=5446

\(^{41}\) Mr. Ritchie’s complete oral testimony was transcribed and is available on the Alaska Rural Justice and Law Enforcement Commission’s website.
For many years, Alaska had a State Revenue Sharing (SRS) program that helped fund municipal governments. The SRS program no longer exists and its demise has made it more difficult for municipal governments in rural Alaska to survive.

Further exacerbating the problem of providing sufficient governmental services in rural Alaska is the continuing failure of inter-governmental cooperation, particularly – in many small villages – between municipal and tribal governments. As mentioned in the next section of this report, there are a few examples of highly successful, cooperative arrangements between tribal and municipal governments, but they do not represent the norm. These examples of successful cooperation do illustrate, however, that this is one obstacle to improved rural services that can be overcome.

C. Successful Approaches

Progress is possible, however, and there are a number of law enforcement, justice, and treatment programs that work well today and offer successful strategies that could be adapted elsewhere.

An example of a successful law enforcement arrangement can be found in Quinhagak, a small village on the Kanektok River east of Kuskokwim Bay, less than a mile from the Bering Sea Coast. The total population is around 612, and 97 percent of the residents are Native, almost exclusively Yup’ik. Under Alaska’s local option law, Quinhagak voted “dry,” banning all sale, importation, and possession of alcohol. Under an agreement between the second class city government of Quinhagak and the tribal government of the Native Village of Kwinhagak, the maintenance and operation of all city services were transferred to the tribal government, and the IRA council and city administration were merged into one. As part of this agreement, a joint law enforcement authority was established, which is administered by the tribal government, and law enforcement applies equally to tribal members of the Native Village of Kwinhagak and non-Native residents of the second class city of Quinhagak. The Kwinhagak/Quinhagak Memorandum of Agreement was reviewed by several of the Commission’s workgroups, and the Commission offers it as a model that other rural Alaska villages could follow.42

Kake, located on Kupreanof Island in Southeast Alaska, has developed and refined a highly successful restorative justice system, initiated by Mike Jackson, the State Magistrate in Kake. The population of Kake is about 665, of whom 75 percent are Native, predominantly Tlingit, and its governments include both that of a city and a federally recognized tribe, the Organized Village of Kake (OVK). Having suffered many problems with the community’s youth for many years, including alcohol abuse and a high suicide rate, the community in 1999 organized the Healing Heart Council and Circle Peacemaking, both of which are embedded in Tlingit tradition but, at the same time, closely coordinated with the Alaska Court System.

Quoting from Harvard University’s John F. Kennedy School of Government, which awarded the Organized Village of Kake its “High Honors” in 2003:

42 A copy of the Quinhagak MOA is on the Commission’s website.
In 1999, in an effort to curb youth alcohol abuse, tribal members of the Organized Village of Kake (the federally recognized Tribe of Kake, Alaska) established the Healing Heart Council and Circle Peacemaking, a reconciliation and sentencing process embedded in Tlingit traditions. Working in seamless conjunction with Alaska's State court system, Circle Peacemaking intervenes in the pernicious cycle by which underage drinking becomes an entrenched pattern of adult alcoholism. Today, the program not only enforces underage drinking sentences in an environment where such accountability had been rare, but also restores the Tlingit culture and heals the Kake community.\footnote{See http://www.innovations.harvard.edu/awards.html?id=6164}

Kake’s Healing Heart Council and Circle Peacemaking have expanded over the last few years to include adults as well as youth:

Today, the Healing Heart Council offers not only sentencing circles for juvenile offenders, but also sentencing circles for adult offenders who request Circle Peacemaking, healing circles for victims, intervention circles for individuals who seem to be losing control of their lives, celebration circles for offenders who have completed their sentencing requirements, and critical incident circles for individuals involved in an accident or crime who require immediate counseling.\footnote{ibid.}

The success of Kake’s Healing Heart Council and Circle Peacemaking approaches to restorative justice in rural Alaska has been shown by its numbers: Over a four-year period ending in 2004, Circle Peacemaking “experienced a 97.5% success rate in sentences fulfillment, compared with the Alaskan court system’s 22.0% success rate.”\footnote{ibid.} Only two offenders out of 80 sentenced during the program’s first four years rejected a circle’s outcome and returned to State court for sentencing, and all 24 of the juveniles assigned to circle sentencing for underage drinking successfully completed the terms of their sentences. Recidivism among adult offenders is also low.\footnote{ibid.}

There are also successful approaches in treating substance abuse that have been initiated in Alaska and that are gaining in statewide and national recognition as a result of their accomplishments. In May 2005, the Cook Inlet Tribal Council sponsored a statewide conference highlighting best and promising substance abuse treatment practices in rural Alaska, a meeting that was attended by numerous treatment providers as well as national experts and evaluators from the Lower 48. The following substance abuse treatment programs that are either in rural Alaska or serve largely rural Alaska clients exemplify approaches that have been evaluated, have been shown to work, and have gained some national recognition for their accomplishments.\footnote{The federal Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration refers to these as “promising practices.”}
• Old Minto Family Recovery Camp is a short-term (35-day cycle) residential care camp that has been operated by the Tanana Chiefs Conference since 1989 with funding from the Indian Health Service (IHS) and the Alaska Department of Health and Social Services (ADHSS). The Camp serves approximately 90 adults annually, with an overall treatment completion rate of 81 percent. There are three components to the Old Minto Family Recovery Camp: (1) “pre-treatment,” (2) strengthening families, and (3) continuing care services. The first and third components are carried out in Fairbanks, while the second is held at the Camp, which is located in a very remote setting of the Old Minto historical site.48 Tribal Elders from Minto play a consultative role in developing and implementing services at the Camp site, which simulates an Interior Athabascan village environment designed to remind patients of traditional times when Native people were connected to the land for survival and relied on the strength of community and family.

• Hudson Lake Recovery Camp is located in a remote area northwest of Copper Center (the Native Village of Kluti-Kaah) and is operated by the Copper River Native Association (CRNA). The mission of Hudson Lake is to provide a residential substance abuse treatment camp to serve up to 15 men and women addicted to alcohol or other drugs for each 40-day rotation of the program, in a culturally familiar and appropriate setting, which is modeled after the Old Minto Recovery Camp, described above. The role of treatment at the Camp is to teach clients to identify the contrasting characteristics of healthy and unhealthy relationships and life practices and then to give them supportive environments in which to practice those skills. This is accomplished through one-to-one counseling, group interactions, and positive role models. Treatment plans are based on identified client strengths rather than deficits. Over the five-year life of Hudson Lake Recovery Camp, clients have come from over 22 different locations in Alaska, but 45.5 percent have been from Anchorage. The Camp has completed a process and outcome evaluation conducted by the Institute for Circumpolar Health Studies, University of Alaska Anchorage, and CRNA is seeking funding from multiple sources to expand the program.

• Raven’s Way is a 40-day residential substance abuse treatment program for adolescents operated by the Southeast Alaska Regional Health Consortium (SEARHC). It is based in Sitka and at wilderness sites in the Sitka area, utilizing a cohort model in which 8-10 students enter and participate in the program as a peer support group in a family style environment. It is open to Alaska youth from 13 to 18 years of age who have a primary diagnosis of substance abuse and/or dependence. Funded by the IHS, ADHSS, and through third-party reimbursement, including Medicaid, Raven’s Way offers individual and group counseling, substance abuse assessment and education, academic education (as part of the Sitka School District), Hazelden “step” work and relapse prevention, wilderness expedition and ropes course activities, peer support groups, activities relevant to Native cultures, home-like residential living, and aftercare planning.

48 The Village and tribal government of Minto moved from the Old Minto site to the community’s new location in 1970.
and follow-up contacts. Since it was started in 1989, Raven’s Way has served a total of 891 youth (60 annually in cohorts of 10 students), representing 134 communities. The program has been accredited by the Commission for the Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities (CARF).

- Therapeutic Village of Care, Ernie Turner Center, an adult residential treatment program operated by Cook Inlet Tribal Council, is also CARF accredited (as an “exemplary program”). The Ernie Turner Center began as the Alaska Native Alcoholism Recovery Center in the late 1980s and has gone through several transformations over the years. Initially a 12-step program, it has now become a Therapeutic Community modeled after life in an Alaska Native village, with the clients given some authority in controlling the program through a “Tribal Council,” supported by clinical and administrative staff. Treatment can last as long as 180 days and includes a large number of different components, including a strong emphasis on education and employment. As part of the therapeutic community, the clients take part in the operations and management of “Coho Cup” espresso stands, a gift shop, and an art gallery. The 32-bed facility is located in Anchorage across the street from the Anchorage Native Primary Care Center and the Alaska Native Medical Center. It is funded by IHS, ADHSS, and through third-party reimbursement.

- Dena A Coy, an Athabascan phrase meaning “the people’s grandchildren,” is a residential substance abuse and mental health treatment program, started as a way to prevent Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorders, operated in Anchorage by Southcentral Foundation. Initiated in 1989 by funding from the IHS, CSAT, and ADHSS, this 16-bed program serves pregnant, parenting, and non-pregnant women suffering from substance abuse/addiction and/or mental health problems. Once they complete the residential phase of the treatment, clients are placed in a two-year outpatient aftercare program. Services are also available for infants during their parents’ treatment through Southcentral Foundation’s Early Head Start program. Services include drug/alcohol education, 12-step recovery, relapse prevention, spiritual involvement, talking circles, anger management, grief/loss depression, building self-esteem, countering domestic violence and sexual abuse, and an array of services relating to parenting, dealing with parental stress, and family activities focused on building and maintaining mutually supportive relationships. This program is also accredited by CARF.

As the reader can discern, there are several successful programs that are already in place serving rural Alaska. The Commission recognized these as it deliberated its charge and used elements of these successful programs in crafting the recommendations to Congress and the Alaska Legislature that are presented in this report.
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A. Congressional Charge

The Omnibus Appropriations Act of 2004 (Public Law 108-199) included language that established the Alaska Rural Justice and Law Enforcement Commission. The relevant portion of Section 112 from that Act is quoted below:

SEC. 112. (a)(2)(A) There is established an Alaska Rural Justice and Law Enforcement Commission (hereinafter ‘Justice Commission’). The United State’s Attorney General shall appoint the Justice Commission which shall include a Federal Co-chairman, the Attorney General for the State of Alaska or his designee who shall act as the State Co-chairman, the Commissioner of Public Safety for the State of Alaska, a representative from the Alaska Municipal League, a representative from an organized borough, a representative of the Alaska Federation of Natives, a tribal representative, a representative from a non-profit Native corporation that operates Village Public Safety Officer programs, and a representative from the Alaska Native Justice Center. The chief judge for the Federal District Court for the District of Alaska may also appoint a non-voting representative to provide technical support. The Justice Commission may hire such staff as is necessary to assist with its work.

(B) The Justice Commission shall review Federal, State, local, and tribal jurisdiction over civil and criminal matters in Alaska but outside the Municipality of Anchorage, the Fairbanks North Star Borough, the Kenai Peninsula Borough, the Matanuska-Susitna Borough, the City and Borough of Juneau, the Sitka Borough, and the Ketchikan Borough. It shall make recommendations to Congress and the Alaska State Legislature no later than May 1, 2004, on options which shall include the following--

(i) create a unified law enforcement system, court system, and system of local laws or ordinances for Alaska Native villages and communities of varying sizes including the possibility of first, second, and third class villages with different powers;

(ii) meet the law enforcement and judicial personnel needs in rural Alaska including the possible use of cross deputization in a way that maximizes the existing resources of Federal, State, local, and tribal governments;

(iii) address the needs to regulate alcoholic beverages including the prohibition of the sale, importation, use, or possession of alcoholic beverages and to provide restorative justice for persons who violate such laws including treatment; and
(iv) address the problem of domestic violence and child abuse including treatment options and restorative justice.

B. Appointment of Commissioners

On September 2, 2004, the United States Attorney General announced the appointment of nine Commission members. The U.S. Department of Justice press release also quoted Senator Ted Stevens:

The Alaska Rural Justice and Law Enforcement Commission provides the federal government, the State of Alaska, and rural communities the chance to improve law enforcement and justice in rural Alaska. The problems caused in our communities by alcohol and domestic violence are ever growing and require aggressive enforcement and prosecution. It is my hope that the Commission can work to solve some of these problems.49

The Commission has been led by Federal and State Co-chairs. The Federal Co-chair, Deborah Smith, is the Acting United States Attorney for the District of Alaska. Tim Burgess was the Federal Co-chair through January 2006 when he was appointed to serve as a judge on the U.S. District Court. The initial State Co-chair was Alaska’s Attorney General Gregg Renkes. He was succeeded by Edgar Blatchford, Commissioner of the Alaska Department of Commerce, Community, and Economic Development, who was in turn succeeded by Alaska’s Attorney General David W. Márquez.

- The remaining Commissioners appointed by Attorney General Ashcroft were:
  - William Tandeske, Commissioner of Public Safety for the State of Alaska;
  - Bruce Botelho, Mayor of Juneau, representing the Alaska Municipal League;
  - Roswell “Ross” Schaeffer, Sr., Mayor of the Northwest Arctic Borough, representing an organized borough. Mr. Schaeffer resigned from the Commission in January 2005;
  - Harold “Buddy” Brown, President of the Tanana Chiefs Conference, representing the Alaska Federation of Natives. Mr. Brown was ably represented on the Commission by Mr. Ethan Schutt, the General Counsel for first the Tanana Chiefs Conference and later Cook Inlet Region, Inc.;
  - Wilson Justin, Acting President of the Mt. Sanford Tribal Consortium, representing Alaska Native Tribes;
  - Loretta Bullard, President of Kawerak, Inc., in Nome, representing a non-profit Native corporation that operates a Village Public Safety Officer program; and

49 See www.usdoj.gov/opa/pr/2004/September/04_ag_594.htm
♦ Gail Schubert, Executive Vice President and General Counsel, Bering Straits Native Corporation, representing the Alaska Native Justice Center.

♦ The chief judge for the Federal District Court for the District of Alaska also appointed a non-voting representative, James E. Torgerson, an attorney with Heller Ehrman LLP, in Anchorage.

Biographical sketches of all of the Commissioners are presented in Appendix B of this report. Technical support was provided by staff and contractors of the Alaska Native Justice Center and others, who are acknowledged in Appendix C.

C. Protocols

One of the first actions that the new Commission completed was the development and adoption of a set of protocols to guide its work. They were drafted and adopted by the Commission and are quoted below (as amended):

**ORGANIZATIONAL PROTOCOLS**

1. **Guiding Principles**

   The Alaska Rural Justice and Law Enforcement Commission members shall utilize the following principles in the conduct of their work. The Commission members recognize that:

   All persons have a natural right to life, liberty and are entitled to equal rights, opportunities and protection under the law. There is a public interest in keeping our children, families and communities safe. The safety and security of citizens in their communities is a fundamental responsibility of government.

   In general, local issues are best addressed at the local level. Rural law enforcement and justice systems need to be developed and implemented with meaningful involvement by rural residents.

   Federal, State and tribal laws and constitutions need to be interpreted to allow for responsive, effective justice and law enforcement systems in rural Alaska.

   The Commission will consider all practical alternatives when making recommendations keeping in mind what is possible and not be limited by current legal frameworks.

2. **Commission management**

   a. **Co-chairs.** The Commission shall be presided over by the Congressionally designated Co-chairs. The Co-chairs shall call and chair meetings, set agendas, and oversee the activities of the Commission and its staff.
b. **Commission staff.** The Alaska Native Justice Center will serve as primary staff for the Commission.

c. **Additional Support.** The Commission recognizes that from time to time those supporting and affected by the actions of the Commission shall be called upon to assist with the work of the Commission. These may include, but are not limited to, the Alaska Federation of Natives, Regional Native Non-Profits, the Alaska Inter-Tribal Council, the Alaska Court System, and the State of Alaska Departments of Health and Social Services and Corrections.

d. **Work Groups.** The Commission may establish Work Groups to address specific issues and develop options for consideration by the Commission. A Work Group may be chaired by a Commission member and liaisons from the Commission to the Work Groups may be appointed at the discretion of the Co-chairs. Work Groups are open to any Commission member and such other individuals as the Co-chairs believe would enhance the functioning of the Work Group. Work Groups are not authorized to make decisions for the Commission as a whole. All Commission members will be notified of all Work Group meetings by the Co-chairs.

3. **Commission Meetings**

a. **Quorum.** A quorum shall consist of six (6) members. For purposes of this protocol, member means an appointee to the Commission or the appointee’s designated alternate who may participate in all deliberations of the commission, and may vote. Alternates shall be designated in writing by the Commissioner on a per meeting basis.

b. **Open meetings.** While the Federal Advisory Committee Act does not apply to this Commission (see Section 112 (c), Division B, Consolidated Appropriations Act, 2004, P.L. 108-199), reasonable notice will be given of the time and place of Commission meetings. As a general rule, Commission meetings and work group meetings will be open to the public. Invited individuals, including specialists, may participate in Commission or work group meetings as needed and appropriate.

c. **Public participation in meetings.** Members of the public are encouraged to submit written presentations and exhibits. Periodic opportunity for oral testimony will also be provided. Public testimony must be germane to the subject matter under consideration by the Commission. The Co-chairs may set a time limit for public testimony, for individual speakers, or for the length of all public testimony and individual speakers, if it appears necessary. The time limit for individual speakers shall be uniform for all speakers, and shall be strictly enforced. Speakers shall not have the right to transfer their unused time to other speakers, but the Co-chairs may grant
additional time to a person speaking on behalf of a group present in the chambers.

d. Meeting Minutes. Draft Commission meeting minutes shall be distributed to Commission members. Approved minutes shall be considered public information. Commission staff shall distribute reference materials and other associated draft documents to each Commission Member or their designated staff. Commission members, in turn, may distribute such materials to other interested parties at their discretion. Executive sessions shall be noted and may include the subject matter of the executive session in the notation.

e. Agenda. The Co-chairs will seek to distribute meeting agendas to the members no later than one week in advance of the Commission.

f. Time-Outs. A break for the purpose of consultation may be requested at any time by any Commission member. The person requesting the break will be asked for an estimate of the time needed for the consultation.

g. Meeting Schedule. Meetings will be held regularly as determined by the Commission.

4. Procedures

a. Rules of Order. The conduct of the meetings of the Commission shall be governed by the Co-chairs according to Robert’s Rules of Order, 10th Edition, except as otherwise provided by law or provided for in this protocol.

b. Voting. The Commission will strive for consensus. However, the affirmative vote of five (5) members of the Commission shall be sufficient to take any action except as otherwise provided by law and except in the following instances, which require the affirmative vote of at least six (6) members:

1. Limiting, extending, or closing debates
2. Suspension of the rules
3. Setting of or postponement of special orders
4. Objection to consideration of question
5. Motion for immediate vote (previous question)
6. Rescind

c. Reconsideration. Decisions reached by the Commission will not be reopened unless at least six (6) members of the Commission agree to do so.

1. What May Be Reconsidered. Main motions, amendments to main motions, privileged motions involving substantive questions, and
appeals are subject to reconsideration. Procedural motions may not be reconsidered.

2. **Who May Reconsider.** Any member, whether or not that member voted on the prevailing side, may give notice of or move for reconsideration.

3. **Effect of Notice.** The effect of giving notice of reconsideration is to suspend all action on the subject of the notice until a motion for reconsideration is made and acted upon or until the time within which the motion for reconsideration may be made and acted upon has expired.

4. **Time in Which Notice Must Be Taken Up.** A notice of reconsideration expires unless a motion for reconsideration is made and acted upon prior to adjournment of the next regular meeting succeeding the meeting at which the action to be reconsidered occurred.

5. **Successive Reconsideration.** There may be only one reconsideration even though the action of the Commission after reconsideration is opposite from the action of the Commission before reconsideration.

6. **Precedence.** A motion for reconsideration has precedence over every main motion and may be taken up at any time during the meeting when there is no other motion on the floor.

7. **Effect.** A motion for reconsideration completely cancels the previous vote on the question to be reconsidered as though the previous vote had never been taken and effectively returns discussion back to the debate of the question so reconsidered.

d. **Telephonic participation.** A member may participate via telephone or other electronic means in a Commission meeting, or a Work Group meeting if the member declares that circumstances prevent physical attendance at the meeting. The member shall notify the staff and the presiding officer, if reasonably practicable, at least one day in advance of a meeting which the member proposes to attend from a remote site. A member participating remotely shall be counted as present for purposes of quorum, discussion, and voting.

5. **Commission Members**

   a. **Good Faith.** All Members agree to act in a good faith effort to reach consensus in all aspects of the Commission’s work by encouraging the free and open exchange of ideas, views, and information. Personal attacks and prejudiced statements will not be tolerated.
b. **Exchange of Information.** The members of the Commission agree to exchange information in good faith. Members agree to provide information in advance of the meeting where such information will be necessary. All members agree not to divulge information shared by others in confidence outside of Full Commission and Work Group meetings.

c. **Compensation for Services.** Members of the Commission shall receive no pay, allowance or benefits by reason of their service on the Commission.

d. **Costs and Expenses.** Each member of the Commission may be reimbursed for their reasonable travel costs and expenses related to their work on behalf of the Commission. Requests for reimbursement shall be directed to the Alaska Native Justice Center.

The Commission held its first meeting on October 12 and 13, 2004. It met again on October 27, also the date of the first public testimony, which took place during the annual Alaska Federation of Natives convention in Anchorage. A pivotal meeting took place a bit later in Fairbanks on November 10, 2004. At that time the Commission decided to establish four workgroups, one for each of the four topic areas that had been prescribed by the congressional language for the Commission to address in rural Alaska: Law Enforcement, Judiciary, Alcohol Importation, and Domestic Violence/Child Abuse.

The members of the Commission agreed to have 12 or fewer members in each of the four workgroups. At the Commission’s request, staff of the Alaska Native Justice Center, the Alaska Federation of Natives, and the Alaska Inter-Tribal Council drafted a preliminary list of potential workgroup members, which was reviewed and revised by the Commission. At the next business meeting, held in Anchorage on November 19, 2004, the Commission members voted unanimously to appoint the recommended individuals to the four workgroups.

**Meetings and Audio-conferences**

There were two critical aspects of the Commission’s input from the public in Alaska. One was the aforementioned involvement of a large number of knowledgeable individuals – totaling over 70 – in the workgroups, and the second was gathering information and input from a wide range of individuals who offered testimony, both orally and in writing, during 15 public hearings that were held at 11 locations in Alaska, concerning the four topic areas that the Commission was addressing.

The dates and locations of the public hearings are listed below, and copies of the written testimony and transcripts of the oral testimony can be reviewed on the Commission’s website: www.akjusticecommission.com.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10/27/04</td>
<td>Anchorage</td>
<td>02/23/05</td>
<td>Nome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/10/04</td>
<td>Fairbanks</td>
<td>02/24/05</td>
<td>Kotzebue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/10/04</td>
<td>Anchorage</td>
<td>03/15/05</td>
<td>Barrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/05/05</td>
<td>Sitka</td>
<td>03/16/05</td>
<td>Fairbanks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/06/05</td>
<td>Juneau</td>
<td>04/06/05</td>
<td>Bethel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/26/05</td>
<td>Anchorage</td>
<td>04/26/05</td>
<td>Mentasta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01/27/05</td>
<td>Anchorage</td>
<td>04/29/05</td>
<td>Kake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02/09/05</td>
<td>Dillingham</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Business meetings**

The Commission held business meetings that were open to the public,\(^{51}\) frequently preceding or following the public hearings. During the business meetings, discussions included such issues as arranging for future public hearings and the ways in which the Commissioners would receive the options developed by the four workgroups, review them, adopt or revise them, and incorporate them into the Initial Report and Recommendations to Congress and the Alaska Legislature.

As mentioned earlier, at the Commission’s November meeting in Fairbanks, four workgroups were established. Three of the four were composed of approximately 12 individuals who were selected because of their current and/or prior experiences and involvement in the topic area. The fourth, to address the wide range of problems related to domestic violence and child abuse, was larger, which was a result of the expectation on the part of the Commissioners and support staff that that group would choose to subdivide into two smaller groups, one to address domestic violence and the other to address child abuse.

A list of all of the workgroup members is included in Appendix D of this report, and the majority are shown in the photograph in Appendix E.

**D. Workgroup Activities**

The workgroups met for the first time in Anchorage on January 27 and 28, 2005. After a charge from Co-chairs Burgess and Renkes, the workgroup members commenced to devise ways in which they could tackle the problems and issues that lay before them, as established by the language in the Act. Following this two-day face-to-face session, the workgroups met by telephone conferences once weekly for nine weeks.\(^{52}\) The sessions for some of the workgroups routinely lasted at least two hours, while the alcohol importation workgroup meetings were more often than not about one hour in length. The discussions centered around the language in the Act and also the task-and-topic-area

---

\(^{50}\) Conducted telephonically after flight conditions made it impossible for the Commission to attend the hearing scheduled in Dillingham on February 8, 2005.

\(^{51}\) With the exception of occasional executive sessions during the public meetings.

\(^{52}\) Workgroup 2, Judicial, held eight telephone conference meetings but had one additional face-to-face meeting.
sheets that had been prepared by the staff of the Alaska Native Justice Center to help guide the workgroup members’ deliberations.\(^{53}\)

During several audio conferences, the workgroup members spoke with individuals who provided expert or special information to help the workgroup members formulate their options for the Commission. A list of these individuals is included in Appendix D.

During these telephone conversations, the specialists explained their programs or experiences, and the workgroup members asked the specialists pointed questions related to the work that they were doing. These included conversations and interviews to determine options for increasing inspection and interdiction of bootlegged alcohol coming into dry communities; improving treatment options for alcohol and other drug abusers and addicts in rural Alaska; and expanding alternatives to the State court system, such as circle sentencing; other sessions were devoted to understanding the impacts of having government-operated liquor stores in Alaska Native villages; exploring the unique “distribution center” that is in place in Barrow to limit access to alcohol; expanding different ways in which municipal governments and tribal governments can collaborate to support a community-wide (and accepted) law enforcement system, such as that in Quinhagak; and reviewing numerous other topics that related specifically to the Congressional mandates for the Commission’s work.

Both a mid-course face-to-face meeting of the workgroups, held on March 29 and 30, 2005, and the final face-to-face meeting, held on April 14, took place in Anchorage. At the final meeting, each workgroup presented its final options to the Commission as a whole. In addition, all workgroup members, Commissioners and tribal members from across the State of Alaska were invited to participate in Pathways to Justice Alaska Gathering of Tribal Justice Leaders held April 12-13, 2005. The Gathering was sponsored by the Bureau of Justice Assistance, Office of Justice Programs, U.S. Department of Justice in conjunction with the Alaska Native Justice Center, the National Judicial College, the Tribal Judicial Institute at the University of North Dakota School of Law and the Fox Valley Technical College.

Three of the workgroups used an “Options Sheet” to develop their options for the Commission. Essentially an outline for a “white paper” with the financial costs and legislative obstacles removed, the Options Sheet offered a format that highlighted (a) the statement of need, (b) the option, (c) rationale for the option, and (d) impact statement. The fourth workgroup, established to address the problems of domestic violence and child abuse developed a matrix that focused on (a) the statement of the problem, (b) current status, (c) ideal status, (d) structural barriers, and (e) option(s).

The Commission was provided all of the 104 options proposed by the four workgroups,\(^{54}\) along with copies of transcribed oral testimony and the written testimony gathered through the many public hearings held starting in October and ending in April. The Commissioners met in Anchorage on May 2 and 3, 2005, to review the options, deliberate, and decide which of the options would become the Commission’s

---

\(^{53}\) These can be reviewed on the Commission’s website: www.akjusticecommission.com

\(^{54}\) See Appendix G for information regarding accessing the workgroups’ 104 options.
recommendations in its Initial Report and Recommendations to Congress and the Alaska Legislature.

A second draft Commission report was prepared and reviewed by the Commissioners on May 17; later versions were reviewed on May 31 and in subsequent meetings, leading to this Initial Report and Recommendations.
Response and Recommendations
Chapter III. Response and Recommendations

A. Introduction

In the course of taking testimony around Alaska, the Commissioners heard from many rural residents. Based on the testimony, the Commissioners’ collective expertise and the invaluable product of the working groups, numerous recommendations emerged to address the issues the Commission was charged to explore. The recommendations fit into nine broad themes:

1. Engaging in more partnering and collaboration.
2. Making systemic changes to improve rural law enforcement.
3. Enlarging use of community-based solutions.
4. Broadening the use of prevention approaches.
5. Broadening the use of therapeutic approaches.
6. Increasing the employment of rural residents in law enforcement and judicial services.
7. Building additional capacity.
8. Increasing access to judicial services.
9. Expanding the use of new technologies.

During the course of its proceedings, the Commission became acutely aware of its resource and time limitations as well as the importance of continuing the dialog among justice stakeholders to further develop its recommendations; the need for additional research, including monitored pilot projects; and the need to encourage and monitor progress on implementing its recommendations. To make progress on all of its recommendations, the Commission asks that Congress extend this Commission or authorize the creation of a successor commission to oversee implementation of recommendations contained in this report. The Commission, through staff and appropriate working groups, would meet regularly to analyze problems and propose solutions, foster intergovernmental communications and reduce barriers to cooperation and collaboration.

The Commission’s tasks would include such responsibilities as:

- Developing a statewide, uniform, and tiered system of certification and training for police and public safety officers with a reasonable opportunity for advancement that could culminate in qualifications to seek full APSC police officer certification;

- Developing a template cross-deputization agreement between the State and tribes that can be used as a basis for individually negotiated agreements; and

55 Recommendation 1. For example, the Alaska Telehealth Advisory Commission, created by Congress in 1998. It was, at its sunset, transformed into the Alaska Telehealth Advisory Council. It continues to meet today and has grown in its ability to ensure that telehealth in Alaska is developed in a systematic way, meeting the policies and procedures established by that Commission and serving both rural and urban Alaska. The reader is referred to: http://www.alaska.edu/health/downloads/Telemed/04.Background.pdf
- Developing voluntary memoranda of understanding between tribes and the State relating to issues such as coordination and integration of child protection and domestic violence protective services.

The Commission believes that the complex issues surrounding delivery of justice and law enforcement in rural Alaska are both chronic and of highest importance. A standing commission can both monitor and evaluate progress being made on the implementation of the recommendations contained in this report and study and appraise additional recommendations and changes related to justice and law enforcement in rural Alaska that may become necessary in the future. The importance of a continuing presence to monitor and track this Commission’s recommendations is expressed well in testimony that the Commission heard in Kotzebue:

“Having been through this process [a commission studying problems in rural Alaska] before, I understand the limits. But it doesn’t make any difference because we had the same process years ago. The Canadian Judge\(^{56}\) came up and went to every village and went into houses and everything else and got detailed reports from people. Nobody listened to that.

“It went through the Alaska Natives Commission as testimony, like you did. We worked with committees that held hearings all over the place on different subjects like you’re doing. And we put out a report and it took years before anybody looked at it and when they did – when Congress did and provided funds – our people didn’t know what to do with the funds. So we gave up the funds.”

John W. Schaeffer
NANA Regional Elders Council

The Commission contemplated a recommendation that would have called for a pilot project authorizing participant tribes to enact and enforce laws regulating alcohol sale, importation and possession within the boundaries of the respective village. The Commission did not include this recommendation in its interim report. During the public comment period on the draft interim report, numerous organizations and individuals urged the Commission to include this recommendation. We understand the critical importance of local regulation and control of alcohol. Alcohol continues to have a devastating impact on rural Alaska. We intend to specifically and intensively review and act on this issue in the next phase of the Commission’s work. In making this commitment, we are mindful that this is a highly charged issue that involves competing views of sovereignty that must be confronted. There are also complex on-the-ground relationships that need to be addressed.

The Commission’s other recommendations are presented, by theme, in the following section.

---

B. Specific Recommendations

1. Engage in More Partnering and Collaboration

There is no doubt that reduction in state-tribal conflict over jurisdictional issues, and increased cooperation, coordination, and collaboration between State and tribal courts and agencies, would greatly improve life in rural Alaska and better serve all Alaskans. In particular, communication and coordination among and between child protection and domestic violence, child abuse, and sexual abuse service organizations and government institutions are neither systematic nor comprehensive enough, and the tribes are often left entirely out of the process. It therefore recommends the development of more effective coordination and communication, including cross training, among and between all governments and service agencies and organizations.57 Cross training might include the Alaska Native Indian Child Welfare Association, the Alaska Inter-Tribal Council, the Alaska Legal Services Corporation, the Alaska Native Justice Center and other Alaska Native social service agencies.58 Because there is insufficient coordination between State and tribal governments at all levels, the Commission recommends (a) strengthening State policy recognizing tribal civil decision-making; (b) developing voluntary Memoranda of Understanding between tribes and the State relating to coordination and integration of child protection and domestic violence protective services; (c) changes to federal laws to require more coordination; (d) broadening the cross-recognition of judgments, final orders, laws and public acts of tribal, State, and federal governments (such cross-recognition already exists for Indian Child Welfare Act (ICWA) and Violence Against Women Act (VAWA)); and (e) fully implementing the Millennium Agreement.59 Moreover, the State should offer tribes, Alaska Native non-profit organizations, and other service providers a greater opportunity to participate in Memoranda of Agreement to enhance opportunities for collaboration, coordination and communication.60

There is historic precedent for cooperative models in this State – and throughout the country – that could be used to encourage a more collaborative approach. For

57 In its Final Report in May, 1994, the Alaska Natives Commission recommended that all agencies handling cases of child neglect or abuse should collaboratively renew efforts to eliminate child abuse and neglect among Alaska Natives, share data, and clarify their respective roles, including OCS, the judiciary, IHS, regional health corporations, and tribal councils. Vol. II, p. 34. The "Follow Up Table of Recommendations" from the Final Report of the Alaska Criminal Justice Assessment Commission of 2000 recommended that State agencies, treatment providers, tribal entities and community organizations collaborate to establish aftercare and re-entry programs and procedures. See also the Final Report to the Governor by the Alaska Commission on Rural Governance and Empowerment, 1999, in which the Commission encouraged development of inter-governmental and inter-agency coordination mechanisms, and improving communications and cooperation among tribal, State, local governments and regional institutions, as well as within agencies, by encouraging agreements that enhance local decision-making.
58 Recommendation 2. The Recommendation footnotes refer to the Workgroup Options that led to the recommendations, as listed in Appendix F.
59 See Resolution 27, Conference of Chief Justices. See also Wisconsin 161 Agreement, which provides for orderly and thorough coordination and integration between the Vilas County Department of Social Services and the Lac du Flambeau Lake Superior Chippewa Indians on all matters of child protection involving tribal children.
60 Recommendation 3.
example, during a protracted negotiation process that culminated in August 1990, the State and several tribes negotiated an ICWA Agreement that was eventually signed by 27 tribes. The Agreement, which was negotiated before certain jurisdictional issues had been resolved in *John v. Baker*\(^{61}\) and *C.R.H.*\(^{62}\) “reserved for future negotiation and discussion” issues relating to tribal courts, jurisdiction, and state funding for social services and for children placed in foster homes by a tribe. It is time for those negotiations and discussions to be continued.

Section 1919 of the ICWA provides a mechanism to encourage state-tribal cooperation and collaboration: “States and Indian tribes are authorized to enter into agreements with each other respecting care and custody of Indian children and jurisdiction over custody proceedings.” Similarly, state law expressly authorizes the Department of Health and Social Services to enter into agreements under ICWA concerning the “jurisdiction of Native child custody proceedings.”\(^{63}\) Collaboration and cooperation in other aspects of child protection should also be accomplished to improve the overall quality of services available to those families in need.

The Commission recommends development of a state-tribal ICWA agreement for consideration by the State and Alaska’s tribes.\(^{64}\) With the assistance of work group members, the Commission devoted considerable time to development of a model agreement of this kind. The willingness of all of the stakeholders to work toward an acceptable agreement left a great impression on the Commission. Unfortunately, the task of developing a proposed agreement could not be finished in the available time.

There is also substantial need for tribal-state partnerships on juvenile justice matters. Some tribal courts and councils work very effectively with juveniles and their parents to respond to a juvenile’s delinquent or troublesome behavior, and there is no need for state participation in the matter. Where the tribal government is able to effectively address the needs of the juvenile and the community, it may prefer not to encourage state involvement, so that the offending minor does not acquire a state juvenile record.

Other village justice systems, however, would prefer to coordinate more closely with the Division of Juvenile Justice (DJJ) and might, with DJJ’s consent, wish to refer a juvenile to the Division. The Commission therefore urges DJJ to discuss with interested tribal courts whether such a referral mechanism might be achieved and then make agreements with tribes and tribal courts to coordinate the disposition of juvenile offenses as currently permitted under state law.\(^{65}\)

---


\(^{63}\) AS 47.14.100(g).

\(^{64}\) Recommendation 4. Specific to this recommendation, “such an agreement would take into account the changes in the law that have taken place since 1990 and reduce the number of issues over which the State and tribes are currently litigating. It would also provide a template for cooperation between the State and tribes that could provide a model for other topics.”

\(^{65}\) Recommendation 5.
It is also clear that there is a substantial need for greater cooperation, education, and coordination among domestic violence and sexual assault service providers that serve rural Alaska communities throughout the state. There are 21 domestic violence and sexual assault programs listed with the Council on Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault (CDVSA) Community Outreach, but they lack sufficient resources to reach large sections of rural Alaska. As a result, many rural Alaska communities lack safe houses or other safe shelters for those who are victims of domestic violence and/or child abuse.66 Furthermore, in many communities, no single local entity has been identified either to serve as a coordinating point of contact for safety issues, or to facilitate community development. The Commission recommends that the CDVSA support the Alaska Network on Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault to identify specific needs within individual rural communities for improvement of safety and to coordinate efforts by existing domestic violence and child abuse organizations, including Child Advocacy Centers, to provide technical assistance and consultation to help every rural community develop a safety plan. The Commission also recommends increased domestic violence program funding for rural Alaska.67

“Some of the things that I think are important to address—within your Commission—is training our own people to help our own people. Giving them the resources that they need, which is something that is being done here also. But giving them those resources in a manner that is when they’re working with a family, they can say the things that they need to say. And having our people in our own communities having the voice and the strength to say that something is going on within a home that’s not right. If a child is being hurt, if a wife is being battered, if an Elder is not being taken care of. Because, as we know, silence is acceptance. So I think part of our own community responsibility is teaching the people how to say this is not okay and to stand up. And then to start creating those support networks around the people who are speaking.”

Paulette Moreno, Sitka

The Commission recommends that Congress provide funding to form and help staff a tribal justice association as a conduit for communications, including a tribal judicial web site. Through the new tribal justice association, additional funds should be acquired to produce educational materials and handbooks, forms, computer software, and codes that are respectful and supportive of Alaska Native traditions, customs, practices, and values, and that could be adapted for use by individual tribes. Efforts involving the University of Alaska, tribal organizations, and other appropriate judicial training entities should support the provision of consistent, quality training and technical assistance for tribal judicial systems. This should include cross training between tribal judicial systems and all law enforcement entities (i.e., municipal, state, tribal, and federal), the Alaska Court System,68 Alaska Department of Law, Alcoholic Beverage Control (ABC) Board, Probation and Parole, and the Office of Children’s Services.69

Collaboration should also take place between the state and the federal government to enhance drug and alcohol enforcement. Lack of adequate Postal Service Investigator

66 For a map showing the locations of all domestic violence, child abuse, and sexual assault programs in Alaska, see Appendix A.
67 Recommendation 6.
68 For a map showing the location of all the State Courts and magistrates, see Appendix A.
69 Recommendation 7.
staffing in Alaska is a significant impediment to alcohol and drug interdiction in rural villages. The Department of Public Safety should designate targeted alcohol and drug enforcement areas that include local option villages and their hub communities. This should include seeking Postal Service cross designation authority for drug and alcohol investigators assigned to the target area as well as the statewide Major Offender Unit personnel. Success for this recommendation will be measured by an increase in seizures of alcohol and drugs, forfeitures, and documentation of cases that could not have been possible without cross-designation authority. This recommendation will enhance the Department’s efforts to monitor and control choke-points, since almost all alcohol and drugs move to rural Alaska by commercial air carrier or mail and package services.70

Finally, at this time, judicial/justice materials are not available in many languages that would serve Alaska.71 The Commission recommends that more materials be both developed and provided in different languages for Alaska Natives.72

2. Make Systemic Changes to Improve Rural Law Enforcement

“The Northwest Arctic Borough is truly rural, an area the size of the state of Indiana, with a population of approximately 7,200, which is predominantly Iñupiat Eskimo. There are no roads connecting any of our 11 communities to one another. Transportation is by boat, airplane, or sno-go. We have many similarities with other rural regions; however, we are different from some regions in that we are an organized borough. Having been formed in 1986, our borough government is young and not yet fully evolved.

“Kotzebue, our hub community, has its own city police force, funded by city taxes, and also has a modern jail facility. Our other 10 communities are quite different. For roughly 3,000 residents, scattered through 10 communities, we have three VPSOs; one in Kobuk, population 100; one in Selawik, population 900; and one in Ambler, population 475. The other 1,500 borough residents in seven communities do without the presence of an officer. Some village communities hire a Village Peace Officer, or VPO. In most all cases this person has no law enforcement training. In many cases, this officer serves primarily as a curfew enforcer, but does not deal with more serious offenses. As fiscal conditions get tighter and tighter for our village municipal governments, we have seen some of these VPOs laid off due to lack of funds to pay them. We expect this trend to continue. By itself, a VPO program cannot address our problems. All Northwest Arctic Borough villages except Kotzebue are served by the Alaska State Troopers, a seven-member group headquartered in Kotzebue. Troopers are dispatched to a village in the event of a serious crime, but due to distance, weather, and other factors, their response time can be less than impressive.”

Tom Bolen, Public Services Director, Northwest Arctic Borough

The Law Enforcement Workgroup developed a list of nine “consensus points” to explain the premises and assumptions that underlay the process of agreeing upon options to be forwarded to the Commission. These points are presented below. They relate not only to the work of this one workgroup but also to the recommendations from the other workgroups that relate to the law enforcement theme and are presented in this subsection.

70 Recommendation 8.
71 See Supreme Court Committee Report on Fairness and Access Report at p. 92-93.
72 Recommendation 9a.
Law Enforcement Workgroup
Consensus Points

• Funding should be secured to ensure that all officers engaged in law enforcement activity in rural villages in the State of Alaska have a basic minimal level of training and certification.

• Law enforcement in rural Alaska should be accomplished in a manner that does not threaten or diminish the sovereignty of either the state or tribes.

• Cross-deputization of tribal and state/municipal police officers has the potential for assisting the State Troopers that serve rural Alaska, assuming an agreement on shared training and certification and liability standards could be reached.

• For state, tribal, and other officers engaged in village law enforcement to work effectively together, a reliable and up-to-date database identifying the officers of each department in rural Alaska, and their current training levels should be developed.

• Creating three tiers of villages or new rural government institutions is not necessary to improve rural law enforcement.

• Effective rural law enforcement, including improvements in recruitment and retention, requires a commitment to adequate infrastructure appropriate to each community’s size and need, such as housing, communications, technology, transportation, holding facilities, offices, and equipment.

• Public safety and law enforcement services are a basic need throughout Alaska and should be adequate and appropriate to a community’s size and need.

• It is critical that the federal government take a much more active role in ensuring adequate law enforcement in Alaska’s Native villages, including far more extensive funding of village law enforcement needs.

• There should be an increased emphasis on juvenile crime prevention programs and positive interaction between public safety officers and youth.

“The Ahtna People do not have a history of having Village Public Safety Officers but, if they did, I am sure that we would be testifying here today about the positive results of having one in our villages.”

“At the present time we have many criminal misdemeanor offenses that are not responded to by the Troopers and, if they are responding to it, it may be several hours to a few days before one of the four State Troopers are able to respond to a call for help. The local Alaska State Troopers have a history of establishing a working relationship with the Tribal Governments, by attending village council meetings. The Troopers expressed the hardship they have with responding to calls when the service area includes a 250-mile area on the road systems and areas that need to be accessed by airplanes. Many times they may be out on a call and when a call is received from our villages and they have to finish up with that call before they can respond. The Troopers do have a
history of being in a community for only a short time and then are transferred; thus the
community doesn’t get to know them very well. Many offenses take place after the
Troopers are off duty.”

Eleanor Dementi
Copper River Native Association, Cantwell

One of the goals of an ongoing Commission would be the development of a
statewide, uniform, and tiered system of certification and training for police and public
safety officers with a reasonable opportunity for advancement that could culminate in full
APSC police officer certification.73 The first tier of certification would require a
reasonable minimum level of certification and training, including non-police function
training, to ensure professional competency and service delivery, with tribal officers
couraged to participate.74 The Commission would also be charged with developing a
template cross-deputization agreement75 between the State and tribes that can be used as
a basis for individually negotiated agreements.76

The Commission recognizes that additional funding will be required to augment
training and certification of rural police and public safety officers and recommends that
new funds should be sought from all available sources, including state and federal
governments, grants, and local sources (including in-kind support), with local support
expected to be appropriate to community size, need, and capacity.77 Local contributions
should not, however, be used as a factor in determining a community’s need for police
and public safety services.78 To further expand the number of law enforcement and
public safety officers in rural Alaska, the Commission also recommends making the
federal COPS program longer term.

VPSO Program Regulations adopted by the Department of Public Safety (DPS)
define a village as a community with a population of less than 1,000 individuals based on
the most recent federal census. The populations of rural villages in some areas have
steadily increased to a point where there are communities that either exceed 1,000
individuals or are approaching the allowable population limit. The Commission
recognizes that the VPSO program is a valuable tool for rural communities lacking
resources to provide public safety services for their residents. Therefore, the Commission
recommends that DPS modify the definition of a village in 13 AAC 96.900 (12) to read:

(12) “village” means a community with a population of less than 1,500
individuals based on the most recent federal census.

“In sum, as a VPSO I provide preventive community policing and public safety in a
wide and sweeping variety of situations. Equally important, the Old Harbor Tribal

---

73 Recommendation 9b.
74 This option would require a change to AS 18.65.220 & 18.65.290(7), which allows only state,
municipal, and certain federally employed officers to be certified. Greater rural representation in the
APSC process and governance would improve its responsiveness to rural concerns.
75 Cross-deputization agreements have potential for combining scarce funds to provide direct and local
service in rural Alaska. Such agreements could also create efficiencies and other improvements in law
enforcement service delivery, and could be entered into between Tribes and the State boroughs or cities.
Alaska Statute 18.65.010 currently allows such agreements.
76 Recommendation 10.
77 Recommendation 11.
78 Recommendation 12.
Council’s restorative system allows the community to address situations in a preventive way that can de-escalate a youth’s behavior, and help that individual understand the effects of their actions. Together, we provide public safety at a variety of levels.

“How do we improve upon what is working well? Hands down, we need more and stable funding, and more law enforcement officers per village. Ideally, we need two officers per village—at a minimum. It places officers at risk when they are asked to address domestic violence and other situations without a partner or backup of any kind. In addition, because each village is unique in its social makeup, and because domestic violence, juvenile justice, and child protection demand immediate attention and solutions that cannot wait for weather or funding, and further because the state system is already tremendously overburdened, we must allow each village to develop individual restorative justice systems to provide our communities with necessary tools to adequately address public safety.”

Valent Maxwell, VPSO, Old Harbor

The Commission recommends that options for alternative methods of police and public safety training be examined to enhance the currently available training at the Sitka Academy. Partnerships with the College of Rural Alaska and other existing training and educational institutions could help remove impediments to recruitment and training for police and public safety careers. The development of regional training programs or centers would also help. The Commission further recommends that the Department of Public Safety initiate a regional rural recruitment effort for rural police and public safety officers.

The Commission has determined that there is a need to make changes in state statute to help law enforcement reduce the importation of alcohol into dry villages in rural Alaska. Even though AS 04.11.010 prohibits the manufacture of alcohol, the provisions of Title IV do not define manufacture, and the definition in Title XI only relates to controlled substances. Present forfeiture provisions do not cover violations of transportation by common carrier and do not provide for forfeiture of firearms and items of value purchased from illicit proceeds, or provide for forfeiture proceedings. Finally, currently there is an inconsistency in the amount of alcohol that triggers presumptive sale (12.0 L) and felony importation (10.5 L), which is confusing for law enforcement. To remedy these problems the Commission recommends the changes in statutory language that are shown in the three attachments presented in Appendix H.

“Alcohol and drug abuse have had tragic consequences in our region. It is estimated that more than 97 percent of the crimes committed by Alaska Natives in our region are alcohol related. Alaska Natives are more likely than any other racial or ethnic group in Alaska to be the victim of a crime. Next to children, Alaska Native women are the most victimized group in the state, suffering high rates of rape and domestic violence. This is true in our region. It is also true that we have some of the highest suicide, child sexual and physical abuse, and fetal alcohol syndrome rates in the state, and that the state’s figures are consistently higher than the rest of the nation.

79 Recommendation 13.
80 Recommendation 14.
81 Recommendation 15.
82 Recommendation 16.
“The State of Alaska is mandated by the state constitution to provide basic public safety services within the areas in our region where no local governing body provides these services. The State provides funding for a VPSO in only nine of our villages. This means that, in the best-case scenario, six of our 15 villages must make-do without VPSOs. As it is, the funding that we receive does not afford enough to pay for salaries that would attract anyone for this difficult job. With a starting salary of $14 an hour, a VPSO may qualify for food stamps and public assistance under certain circumstances, and studies show that an alarming number of VPSOs are forced to seek this assistance. Statewide, the turnover rate of VPSOs is estimated at 40 percent annually. In our region, only 1/3 of our villages currently have a VPSO. In the villages that do have a VPSO, the person is on call 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year with minimal overtime budgeted for them. They do not carry weapons and must rely on the Troopers in Nome if a situation escalates. Yet one study found that 75 percent of unarmed village officers had responded to a perpetrator with a firearm.”

Melanie Edwards, Vice President, Kawerak, Inc.

Another change recommended by the Commission that would benefit law enforcement is banning written order sales of alcoholic beverages to dry or damp communities, thereby preventing residents of dry communities from taking delivery of alcohol in areas where it is legal to receive alcohol.83 Furthermore, the Commission acknowledges that there is a need to make it easier for law enforcement to detect illegal shipments of alcohol to rural Alaska and that shipping alcohol in plastic containers makes detection more difficult (compared to shipping in glass containers). It therefore recommends that shipping of alcohol in plastic containers should result in a sentencing enhancement or aggravator, unless the containers are sent to a distribution site.84

Given the relative lack of law enforcement in rural Alaska to enforce state and tribal orders related to child protection, child abuse, domestic violence, and sexual assault, the Commission recommends that (a) the State adequately fund and staff the VPSO program to help provide this important function, (b) federal funding be obtained for tribal law enforcement, and (c) cross deputization of law enforcement occur.85, 86

Because the lack of adequate medical response in many rural Alaska villages makes sexual assault crimes harder to prove, and the lack of law enforcement with specialized training also aggravates the problem, the Commission recommends that the Department of Public Safety, in conjunction with regional Native non-profit corporations (a) develop part-time law enforcement positions for smaller rural Alaska communities

83 Recommendation 17.
84 Recommendation 18.
85 See Alaska Federation of Natives Resolution 04-14 adopted at the 2004 Annual Convention, a resolution in “Support of Rural Law Enforcement in Alaska's Villages” supporting the VPSO program, and calling on the State legislature, governor and congressional delegation to design a program that will adequately address public safety needs in villages. See also Final Report to Governor, Alaska Commission on Rural Governance and Empowerment, 1999 (a local law enforcement officer should be present in every community in Alaska, with particular attention to off-road communities; all categories of officer should be fully trained, equipped, staffed, paid, and acknowledged as part of the overarching public safety system; effective public safety requires coordination with local communities, tribes, and regional non-profits. The Department of Public Safety should train local officers to extend the reach of the public safety system; training for local officers is necessary to help them balance cultural sensitivity with professional ethics.
86 Recommendation 19.
with intensive training and continuing support to maintain skills as needed, (b) develop new approaches to provide housing in the villages for these new positions, (c) recruit and train local residents to fill these positions (following a community policing model), and (d) initiate a new system that will ensure that law enforcement officers will be temporarily relocated to cover unfilled positions in the villages while these officers are being trained.87

The final recommendation in this thematic category is that the continuing Commission make addressing the scourge of alcohol and substance abuse a priority. The most oft-repeated concern Alaskans expressed in their testimony to the Commission was the toll taken by alcohol and substance abuse. Our fellow Alaskans are, literally, dying under the present regime. According to the final report of the Alaska Commission on Rural Governance and Empowerment, the alcohol-related mortality rate of Alaska Natives is three and a half times that of non-Natives, and the incidence of fetal alcohol syndrome (FAS) among Alaska Natives is three times that of non-Natives. The majority of crimes committed in rural Alaska are committed under the influence of alcohol or drugs. Substance abuse is devastating rural Alaska and the current governmental tools available to combat it are inadequate.

- Federally recognized tribes have a local governmental presence but have disputed jurisdiction. The State has jurisdiction but often lacks an effective local government presence. The result is a gap that leaves many villages without effective law enforcement tools to combat substance abuse.

- Local option laws enable villages to ban or restrict importation of alcohol, but the laws are enforced and prosecuted primarily from regional centers. Defendants are tried, if at all, away from the villages. Geographic and cost constraints likely will always prevent the state from having magistrates, Troopers, and prosecutors anywhere but in the largest communities.

- Second-class city governments in villages cannot effectively address substance abuse. Most have little or no money. State law does not provide for municipal courts and the cost of prosecuting cases in distant state courts means that small cities rarely enforce municipal criminal ordinances.

- Tribal governments are the only government in many villages. Many villages have tribal courts that handle juvenile offenses and child protection cases that often entail alcohol problems the tribal courts must deal with. The best solutions to community alcohol problems involve the community.

The tragic consequences of substance abuse in rural Alaska are well known, and all available vehicles should be mobilized to combat this problem: tribal, state and federal. Addressing this issue successfully must be the highest priority of the federal, state, and local governments of rural Alaska. The Commission believes that the ultimate success of other recommendations hinges on addressing the problem of alcohol and substance abuse in rural Alaska.88

---

87 Recommendation 20.
88 Recommendation 21.
“The AFN Sobriety program provided much-needed relief for the mental health and protection services. But the overriding comment from our villages is that there is no control of alcohol coming into the village. The village may have banned alcohol, but without resources, the village is left to watch their family members suffer from bootleg alcohol. To address this issue, they want:

1. resources to include providing funds to the tribal council to monitor the community,
2. liaison with the local police to find the bootleggers,
3. search incoming airplanes for alcohol,
4. provide a hotline with rewards for results on prosecution,
5. provide funding so that the tribal council can hire a tribal policeman.

“These are but a few suggestions from our village meetings for the sobriety program. Tribal council want help in enforcing the alcohol ban in their villages but are unable to find funds for doing the work.”

Arnold Brower, Arctic Slope Native Association, Barrow

3. Enlarge the Use of Community-based Solutions

“Brief history reveals how healthy our people were in the public safety arena. They were in control of their destiny and lived good physical lives; they simply governed themselves to survive. They knew how to take care of each other through public safety, putting together their own way of law and order and live peacefully in harmony with the life/nature. Law and order was respected and no jail system – no repeat offenders, unlike all the later history within the state system today.

“You see our Native people have intellectual knowledge on basic human needs and how to protect each other from harm through good public safety practices. And yet we are not given the chance and opportunity to exercise these rights.”

Virginia Commack, Tribal Administrator, Native Village of Ambler

Alaska Statute 47.12.010 states that one purpose of Alaska’s juvenile delinquency law is to “encourage and provide opportunities for local communities and groups to play an active role in the juvenile justice process in ways that are culturally relevant.” Currently AS 47.12.988 allows the Department of Health and Social Services to select “an entity” to exercise authority, but the statutory definition of “an entity” does not include a tribal entity. The Commission recommends amending AS 47.12.988 to allow DJJ to delegate its authority to tribes in situations in which DJJ and a tribe wish to cooperate and share resources with respect to tribal juvenile offenders, as follows:

“In this chapter, when authority exercised by the department may also be exercised by an entity selected by the department, the entity that the department may select in order to exercise authority is limited to

(1) a municipality;
(2) a corporation;
(3) two or more persons recognized by the community and operating under contract or license from the department; or
(4) a tribe as defined by the Indian Child Welfare Act (25 USC §1903(8)).”

89 Recommendation 22.
By implementing this recommendation, more culturally appropriate, community-based, procedures can be used in addressing the problems of tribal youth, and remedies that draw on the traditions and strengths of the tribal communities can be developed.

The Commission also recommends that the Department of Health and Social Services increase funding for existing programs and help organizations implement new programs to address prevention, intervention, and treatment of domestic violence and child abuse throughout rural Alaska. Existing programs have not received any increase in funding over the last several years, while costs, including utilities, airfare, and medical care have increased dramatically. Because programs are no longer able to offer competitive salaries, staff in high-stress positions experience a high rate of turnover. Increased funding will enable existing and new programs to provide much needed educational and therapeutic services for sexual assault and child sexual abuse victims.90

The Commission has concluded that the alcohol distribution site that was created in Barrow has proven to be very effective in decreasing bootlegging and the ensuing array of social problems related to the use of alcohol, and the Commission thereby encourages91 damp hub communities that serve as points of entry for villages of which at least 20 percent are either “dry” or “damp” to have community alcohol distribution sites. Permits to pick up liquor from a community’s alcohol distribution site must be held by residents of that damp community only.92

There is a need for tribes93 to have an opportunity for notice and to be heard at sentencing and disposition (or before) in state court juvenile proceedings and AS 12.55.011 allows for community participation in restorative justice. The Commission recommends that Title 47 be amended to permit tribes to participate in sentencing or other appropriate juvenile proceedings (as do other victims),94 and it further recommends that state law be adopted or amended to permit tribes to participate in juvenile delinquency treatment, especially after minors return to their communities.95 Implementing these recommendations would (a) improve communication between rural Alaska communities and the court about sentencing of juveniles, (b) ensure more effective sentences, and (c) improve the effectiveness of juvenile delinquency treatment at the community level. Similarly, the Commission recommends re-entry programs for Alaska inmates moving back into small rural communities, focusing on community-based restorative justice and the role of the village in assisting in the rehabilitative process.96

Alaska needs to find alternatives to housing Alaska’s inmates in out-of-state facilities, which is moving to adult law enforcement issues, a weak point in the system. Particularly for Alaska Natives sent to such facilities, the separation from family and

---

90 Recommendation 23.
91 If the State chooses to mandate hub distribution sites, the deadline for initial establishment of these sites should be set by the State at one year, and if a designated community does not set up the community alcohol distribution site, the ABC Board should.
92 Recommendation 24.
93 Tribes as defined in ICWA.
94 Recommendation 25.
95 Recommendation 26.
96 Recommendation 27.
community enhances alienation and is likely to retard rehabilitation and re-entry into the community. Sending inmates from rural Alaska to out-of-state facilities also creates hardships for their families. To help remedy this situation, the Commission recommends that the Department of Corrections explore other options, including working with Native regional corporations and non-profit organizations. If a method can be found to keep inmates within Alaska in a financially feasible way, inmates and their families will benefit, along with local economies.  

4. Broaden the Use of Prevention Approaches

The Commission recommends that reducing the demand for alcohol in rural Alaska should involve the development and expansion of a variety of programs that include: (a) programs geared to helping young people learn to make healthy choices; (b) healthy community and cultural activities that link youth and adults; (c) alcohol/drug information schools for first-time misdemeanor alcohol/drug related offenders; and (d) programs that promote community responsibility for preventing and addressing alcohol related problems. All of these need to reflect and respect the culture of the local community.

There are also too few prevention and early intervention programs targeting domestic violence and child abuse in rural Alaska and there is a general lack of understanding or agreement about appropriate prevention approaches. Prevention must begin with the very young (e.g., in Head Start and pre-school), to include structured programs incorporating attitudes of respect toward women, people of color, and persons with different abilities. It recommends that the Alaska Department of Education and Early Development devise comprehensive, culturally appropriate prevention curricula to be implemented in kindergarten through eighth grade in Alaska’s public schools, including a component on healthy behavior and the importance of remaining drug free. Increased funding from the Department of Health and Social Services for enhanced prevention programs, developed and implemented in rural Alaska, is also advisable, as is the reinstatement of funding from the U.S. Department of Labor for the highly successful, statewide Youth Opportunity Program.

5. Broaden the Use of Therapeutic Approaches

The Commission is fully aware that increasing and improving methods to reduce the supply of alcohol to rural Alaska can only go so far to reduce alcohol abuse. Reduction in the demand for alcohol must also play a part, including both preventive and treatment approaches. Treatment programs have proven most effective when the programs are located near the person’s home, when the programs can address the needs of the entire family, and when they are culturally relevant. The Commission therefore recommends state, federal, and private funding support to develop more local, family-oriented, and culturally based substance abuse treatment programs, such as the Tundra Swan Inhalant Abuse Treatment Program operated in Bethel by the Yukon Kuskokwim Health Corporation.

---

97 Recommendation 28.
98 Recommendation 29.
99 Recommendation 30.
Noting that locally developed treatment options that resonate with those values that are deeply ingrained in a culture are more apt to be effective in achieving rehabilitative success for individuals raised in that culture, the Commission recommends greater federal and state support for culturally relevant treatment options for rural Alaskans, and further recommends that the Alaska Department of Corrections collaborate with the Alaska Native regional non-profit corporations to develop culturally relevant behavioral health treatment options for incarcerated individuals.\textsuperscript{100}

The Commission finds that substance abuse, mental health, and dual diagnosis screening by domestic violence and child abuse programs is neither consistent nor standardized and recommends the development of agreements between domestic violence and behavioral health programs and the development and statewide implementation of screening tools to ensure standardization.\textsuperscript{101} Moreover, local capacity to address alcohol and drug abuse, while essential, is inadequate,\textsuperscript{102} and the Commission recommends that both the federal and state governments increase funding to enable the development of more substance abuse treatment services located in Alaska’s rural villages that invoke cultural values and include victims, family, and community in treatment. Residential treatment centers in which victims can have children live with them are needed,\textsuperscript{103} ideally in each hub city in rural Alaska.\textsuperscript{104} In order for residential substance abuse treatment to be truly effective, there need to be more aftercare programs to help returning clients remain sober, especially in the villages of rural Alaska. To this end the Commission recommends that the State increase training, technical assistance, and ongoing support for village-based volunteers and family members; this could be accomplished by integrating a long-term aftercare and family care program with a job training and career development program.\textsuperscript{105}

Insufficient substance abuse, mental health, and dual diagnosis treatment options are available in Alaska – and especially for youth in rural Alaska – which presents major problems for the juvenile justice system. Many juveniles are either not receiving treatment at all or are being sent out of Alaska for residential substance abuse or mental health treatment. There is a growing need for the development of culturally effective local juvenile treatment programs and facilities, and the Commission recommends that

\textsuperscript{100} Recommendation 31.
\textsuperscript{101} Recommendation 32.
\textsuperscript{102} In its Final Report in 2000, the Alaska Criminal Justice Assessment Commission found that it is imperative to reduce substance abuse related crimes through prevention and treatment programs, and that 97 percent of Alaska Native crimes have alcohol or drugs as a factor and 81 percent of reports of harm involve substance abuse. See also, the Final Report of the Alaska Natives Commission, May 1994, finding that alcohol poses the single greatest threat to the well-being of many Native families, resulting in domestic violence and much higher rates of FAS, Vol. II, p. 77. See also, Alaska State Troopers Alaska Bureau of Alcohol and Drug Enforcement (ABADE) 2003 Annual Drug Report, in which ABADE acknowledged that “[m]embers of Alaska's law enforcement community and others who are part of Alaska's criminal justice system have long known that the greatest contributing factor to violent crimes, including domestic violence and sexual assault, is drug and alcohol abuse.” Report, at 5.
\textsuperscript{103} Recommendation 33.
\textsuperscript{104} Recommendation 34.
\textsuperscript{105} Recommendation 35.
both the state and the federal governments explore options for increasing funding and support for the expansion of adolescent treatment programs.106

Evaluation data show that therapeutic courts in Alaska are effective in dealing with substance abuse related offenses,107 and it both commends the Alaska Court System for supporting therapeutic courts and recommends that the Alaska Court System continue to expand the establishment of additional therapeutic courts in rural Alaska. The greater emphasis on a “medical model” in processing substance-abuse related offenses will continue to lower the rate of recidivism.108

The Commission has learned that when first-degree relatives provide foster care in their homes the state support that they receive is less than that received by more distant relatives and strangers.109 To remedy this situation the State should explore changes in regulations that would encourage relatives’ caring for children in need of aid. The State should also implement a plan to establish more group homes for children who need such services.110 A concentrated effort should be made to increase the number of group homes in rural Alaska, accompanied by more flexibility on the standards and designed to reflect community values. Specialized training for group home parents and operators.111

There is also a need to increase the number of Alaska Native foster homes for Alaska Native children and to facilitate the pass-through of foster care subsidy payments for foster care placements ordered by tribal courts. To help remedy this situation, the Commission recommends enactment of a state law similar to those portions of HB 193 or SB 125 that give the Commissioner of Health and Social Services the discretion to set appropriate standards for foster home placements and grant waivers in appropriate circumstances, and which resolve problems with state liability issues. In the event this becomes law, the Commission recommends that the Alaska Department of Health and Social Services consult with tribes over the foster care licensing standards. The Commission further supports the enactment of federal legislation similar to that in S. 672,112 introduced in March 2005, allowing tribes to apply for and administer Title IV-E directly from the federal government, while maintaining consistent funding levels for the states. Implementing this recommendation will serve the best interests of Alaska Native children needing foster home placements by increasing the supply of suitable foster homes in state child protection cases and by increasing the resources available to support tribally ordered foster care placements.113

---

106 Recommendation 36.
107 See the Alaska Judicial Council’s evaluation of the therapeutic courts in Anchorage and Bethel at http://www.ajc.state.ak.us/Reports/TherCt2004.pdf
108 Recommendation 37.
109 When children are placed in first-degree relatives’ homes, they have to apply for child-only TANF funding which is considerably less than foster care funding, especially when there are multiple children in the home.
110 Recommendation 38.
111 Recommendation 39.
112 In May 2001 Alfred Ketzler, Sr., CAO of the Tanana Chiefs Conference, Inc., provided testimony to the Senate Commission on Indian Affairs that articulates the Title IV-E problem very well and also makes additional recommendations relevant to this Commission. His testimony can be read at the following website: http://indian.senate.gov/2001hrgs/alaska/ketzler.PDF
113 Recommendation 40.
6. Increase Employment of Rural Residents in Law Enforcement and Judicial Services

The Commission recommends that the Departments of Public Safety and Corrections (a) increase the number of qualified Alaska Natives who work as Village Public Safety Officers, (b) continue to increase the utilization and training of Village Public Safety Officers in the role of probation officers in the villages, and (c) consider contracting with tribal governments to provide oversight of community service work, all of which will result in increased supervision of offenders under probation and parole supervision in rural Alaska.114

Although Alaska Natives are over-represented in Alaska’s prison population, very few correctional workers are Native. Because positive role models are an important component of rehabilitation of incarcerates and also because emotional bonds can form between correctional personnel and inmates, positive and supportive Alaska Native role models in corrections can be conducive to rehabilitation. The Commission recommends that the number of Alaska Natives who work in corrections (as well as those who work as VPSOs and in other law enforcement roles) be increased, which might be accomplished with targeted recruitment campaigns,115 including films, DVDs, a workbook or written guide, and a website, with materials geared to junior and senior high school-age Native youth. The Commission also recommends that a meeting of stakeholders by convened to consider the development and implementation of such targeted recruitment measures. The stakeholder group should also consider what additional educational and training opportunities for careers in the field of law enforcement and corrections could be implemented in rural Alaska. Participants in the stakeholder group should include, but not be limited to, representatives of the Department of Education, Department of Labor and Workforce Development, the Alaska Association of School Boards and the Alaska Association of School Administrators.

The intended result of increasing the number of Alaska Natives employed by the Department of Corrections, including probation officers, will be lowered recidivism rates, due in part to positive role modeling and to better communication between probationers and their probation officers. Also, by increasing awareness and preparedness for careers in these fields, the intended result is that the number of rural Alaskans employed in the Departments of Public Safety and Corrections will be increased as well. It is also the hope of the Commission that with such training at an early and critical age, Alaska Native youth will be less inclined to partake in criminal activities.116

The Commission stresses three points concerning the theme of employment and increased Native representation in law enforcement: First, more rural Alaskans should be recruited and employed as Correctional Officers by the Department of Corrections; second, more Alaska Natives are needed among the ranks of probation officers; and third, more rural Alaska Natives need to be employed in the VPSO and other local law

114 Recommendation 41.
115 The Commission cautions that efforts to recruit more Alaska Native employees must be conducted within the equal-protection constraints of State and federal law.
116 Recommendation 42.
enforcement programs. In this process, it is important that the authorities and responsibilities of probation officers and Alaska State Troopers continue to be separate.

7. Build Additional Capacity

The Commission finds that there is a significant lack of infrastructure supporting police and public safety functions in rural Alaska, which undermines the safety of rural Alaskans and negatively affects recruitment and retention of police and public safety officers. To help remedy this situation, the Commission recommends that the State develop, improve, and maintain the infrastructure that supports the delivery of police and public safety services in rural Alaska in the following categories:

- Housing: The Commission encourages (a) streamlining the approval process and prioritization of HUD homes for use by police and public safety officers in rural villages; (b) exploring other available and currently vacant federal, state, and public housing that may be available for use by police and public safety officers; and (c) changing the eligibility rules for federal rural housing programs that are now available for teachers and health providers to include funding for police and public safety officers. Although not directly related to law enforcement, the same recommendation also applies to other professionals whose services are so badly needed in rural Alaska, including those working to prevent and treat the problems of domestic violence, child abuse, and sexual assault. In some locations, the construction of rental units should be considered.

- Law enforcement transportation: The Commission recommends increasing the availability of appropriate vehicles for intra-community use by local police and public safety officers in rural Alaska. Additional upgrades to inter-community transportation infrastructure should also be sought, and VPSOs, tribal police, and other village-based law enforcement officers should be able to access public transportation systems on the same terms as other law enforcement officers.

- Law enforcement offices and holding facilities: The Commission recommends providing adequate office and holding facilities, including maintenance and operational funding, in rural communities commensurate with the type of police or public safety officer and community need, in a manner that will ensure continuity in public safety services.

- Law enforcement equipment: The Commission recommends providing adequate and appropriate equipment to rural police and public safety officers.

The State should seek funding to construct multipurpose facilities with an apartment, an office, and a holding cell for the Alaska State Troopers in larger underserved village locations. Qualified State Troopers who are currently assigned to hub communities should be reassigned to these new posts in “sub-hub” villages such as Gambell and Holy Cross. The Troopers should work at these locations on a rotating

---

117 For insight into the continuing need for improved teacher housing in rural Alaska, read the testimony of Peggy Cole, a teacher from the Lower Yukon School District, before the U.S. Senate Indian Affairs Committee in 2004, available at: http://www.neaalaska.org/govern/peggycoletestimony.htm

118 Recommendation 43.
schedule of two weeks on followed by two weeks of leave. This would allow for Trooper availability approximately 80 percent of the time, with a 20 percent absence to account for court time, leave, weather, and similar events. This recommendation embraces the concept of “Community Oriented Policing,” reduces response times, and provides a significantly enhanced law enforcement presence than has been possible in the past.119

The Commission recognizes the benefits of locating public safety and justice responsibilities in combined or shared facilities in rural areas. The advantages are far greater than simple cost savings for lease or construction costs. The intangible benefits include enhanced communication and interaction. Likewise, victims of crime or members of the public attempting to navigate through “the system” can also be greatly aided when agencies are in one location. The benefits of participating agencies learning and respecting the missions and challenges of other agencies, although difficult to quantify, are unmistakable. The Commission recommends that the concept of a Regional Unified Justice Center be considered whenever affected agencies consider construction projects in rural communities.

The Commission recommends that at least some of the funding for infrastructure development for rural law enforcement services described in the preceding list should be provided by the Denali Commission, and the Regional Housing Authorities should be involved in developing new housing opportunities for village-based police and public safety officers.120

Public testimony and reports reviewed by the Commission indicated that many litigants appearing in tribal and state court believe that judges and staff are not adequately trained in domestic violence, child abuse, and sexual abuse and do not consistently apply laws that are intended to help victims. The Commission recommends consistent training, provided no less often than annually, for all relevant court personnel and judges, coordinated with the Council for Domestic Violence and Sexual Abuse and the Alaska Network on Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault. Additionally, the Alaska Court System should hold a forum in rural Alaska for judges and court personnel to discuss issues affecting victims of domestic violence/sexual assault and child abuse.121

There is a need for more culturally sensitive forensic services in remote communities statewide to ensure better protection for domestic violence, sexual assault, and child abuse victims. The Commission recommends the establishment of a roving position within each region for a highly trained forensic investigator who has cultural

119 Recommendation 44.
120 Recommendation 45.
121 Recommendation 46. The Commission commends the court system for having partnered with the CDVSA and others to hold a series of interagency domestic violence forums in rural Alaska. The court system, as part of its Children in Alaska’s Courts project last year, held regional forums in Barrow and Bethel (as well as Anchorage, Fairbanks and Juneau) to discuss a variety of concerns about children, giving specific attention to domestic violence and child abuse issues. The Commission acknowledges that state court judges and appropriate court system personnel receive regular, ongoing training on domestic violence, child abuse and sexual abuse at court-sponsored judicial, magistrate and clerks’ conferences, at the annual Alaska Bar Conference, through attendance at local training programs here in Anchorage, at the National Judicial College in Reno, at seminars sponsored by the Violence Against Women Office, and at other workshops and trainings throughout the U.S.
skills necessary to communicate within the cultures served.\textsuperscript{122} It also recommends that tribal police receive forensic training to the same degree that Alaska State Troopers, other municipal police officers, and investigators do.\textsuperscript{123, 124}

In studying the problems of domestic violence, child abuse, and sexual assault in rural Alaska, the Commission has found that there is a lack of information and data regarding law enforcement’s response to these criminal activities, and the data that do exist are neither consistent nor standardized. A new data base and reporting requirements need to be established to monitor investigations by law enforcement and to verify that investigations are adequate and uniformly carried out. This should include both internal and external quality control audits to provide sufficient and consistent information to confirm that cases of domestic violence, the abuse of minors, and sexual assault are adequately investigated by law enforcement.\textsuperscript{125}

\textbf{8. Increase Access to Judicial Services}

Overall, the Commission has found that residents of rural Alaska do not have access to sufficient civil legal assistance to redress legal problems related to domestic violence and child abuse,\textsuperscript{126} and it recommends more funding to meet civil legal needs from local, state, federal, and private sources, including increased federal funding to support Violence Against Women Act Legal Assistance to Victims Grants. The Commission notes that, since 1995, federal Legal Services Commission (LSC) grants to the Alaska Legal Services Corporation (ALSC) have fallen from about $1.7 million to about $1.2 million, and over the same interval state legislative appropriations for ALSC have fallen from about $300,000 to zero. Meanwhile, more people than ever before fell below the Alaska poverty ceiling: 80,405 as of the 2000 census, up from 66,558 as of the 1990 census. ALSC estimates that, while it closed approximately 1,700 cases during 2004, approximately 1,040 other callers were given only brief telephonic referrals due to lack of resources on ALSC’s part to provide assistance. To improve access to civil legal assistance, the Commission also recommends the increased use of tribal courts and the use of existing video-conferencing capability to provide better legal representation to residents in rural areas of Alaska.\textsuperscript{127, 128, 129}

\textsuperscript{122} In its Report "Improving Safety in Indian Country: Recommendations from the IACP 2001 Summit" the International Association of Chiefs of Police recommended that the federal government should fund services such as forensic exams. (IACP Recommendation #44 at p. 27 of that Report).

\textsuperscript{123} In its Final Report to the Governor, 1999, the Alaska Commission on Rural Governance and Empowerment recommended that a local law enforcement officer should be present in every community in Alaska, that such officers should be fully trained, staffed and paid, and that the State should support federal efforts to train, equip and pay tribal officers.

\textsuperscript{124} Recommendation 47.

\textsuperscript{125} Recommendation 48.

\textsuperscript{126} The Alaska Supreme Court Advisory Committee on Fairness and Access in its 1997 report found that “lack of local services can have serious ramifications: . . . civil matters like child support, adoption, probate, and small claims go unattended, telephonic hearings work poorly when the witness has limited English skills or poor understanding of the concepts involved, and villagers remain ignorant of the law because they never see it in action.” Directory, fn. 47, p. 20, citing Alaska Court System, Report of the Alaska Supreme Court Advisory Committee on Fairness and Access 14, 105 (1997).

\textsuperscript{127} In the report “Racism’s Frontier: The Untold Story of Discrimination and Division in Alaska, 2001,” the Alaska Advisory Committee to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights recommended (Recommendation 3.6, at p.53-54.), the use of modern technologies should be increased to upgrade the quality and effectiveness of the judicial system in rural areas. For example, some communities have
During the public testimony and the public comment period, one message was often repeated: Congress should restore the federal funding opportunities for tribes located within the boundaries of all municipalities listed in Public Law 108-199, section 112(a)(2)(b). The Commission makes this recommendation because as a matter of state and federal law, tribes possess undisputed civil jurisdiction for limited matters. A tribe's location should not be a barrier for accessing tribal court funding.

“There is no equal access to justice in Alaska. Urban communities are able to use political strength to ensure that their communities have police protection, fire protection, and well-funded court systems. Rural communities are without police protection and rely almost entirely on a state trooper that visits the community when a serious crime is committed or through a regularly scheduled visit. Volunteer fire fighters do relatively well with substandard equipment, in most cases. Many of the people charged with breaking the law in a remote rural community have to be tried in urban courts outside their communities.”

Edward K. Thomas, President, Central Council of the Tlingit and Haida Indian Tribes of Alaska

The Commission noted the existence of two types of disparities in rural Alaskans’ ability to seek culturally appropriate access to the justice systems. Some victims are uncomfortable participating in the state justice system because of cultural reasons, geographical reasons, or both. Other victims are similarly uncomfortable accessing tribal justice systems because of relationships with the opposing party or with the tribal court administration or adjudicators; in a small community, the opposing party may be a cousin or the presiding Elder may be a grandfather to the plaintiff. To begin to remedy these problems, the Commission recommends that training and technical assistance be provided to judges and support staff in both the Alaska Court System and tribal courts that will better inform and instruct participants in both systems to be aware of and appreciate the cultural differences and implications of their actions in rural Alaska, the population of which, as noted previously, is predominately Native. In addition, the Commission recommends that the state collaborate more with tribal courts, provide Alaska Native language translators throughout the Alaska Court System, and increase training on cultural competency and effective diversion programs. The tribes should also establish guidelines for responding to conflicts between those who are adjudicated

<127 cont’d> developed video capability so that a probation officer can supplement on-going supervision of offenders in rural communities. A teleconferencing procedure may work for certain court cases as well.

128 Recommendation 49.
129 The Alaska Court System’s Family Law Self Help Center is a currently available online resource. The website is www.state.ak.us/courts/selfhelp.htm.
130 See, Supreme Court Committee on Fairness and Access Report, “many citizens believe that the justice system is unfair to ethnic and cultural groups.” At p. 49.
131 Ideally, this would best be accomplished through a collaborative effort of the State, tribal, and Native non-profit regional organizations, with a coordinated training and technical assistance program.
132 See Alaska Natives Commission Final Report, Vol. II, p. 61 (State and federal governments should create and utilize all possible opportunities for tribes to demonstrate their respective capacities to regulate tribal members).
133 See, Supreme Court Committee on Fairness and Access Report, “[j]udges and court personnel do not have regular cross cultural training about ethnic and cultural subgroups living in their areas.” Report at p. 58.
134 Recommendation 50.
and others in the tribal community by enabling judges to recuse themselves and otherwise eliminating influences from families or factions within the community.135

9. **Expand the Use of New Technologies**

The Commission recommends (a) increasing access to reasonably priced Internet and other telecommunications technology for police and public safety officers in rural Alaska; (b) changing the current regulations that support and subsidize the Alaska Federal Health Care Access Network (AFHCAN) telehealth program to allow rural Alaska police, public safety officers, and court officers to utilize excess bandwidth to support Internet access and email at the village level; (c) improving officer-to-officer communications by standardizing equipment and providing more equipment to village-based officers; (d) creating a system of regional 911 dispatch centers that have access to a comprehensive database of police and public safety services; and (e) opening eligibility for tribes and rural Alaska police and public safety officers to Homeland Security programs and funding.136

Because there is a need to utilize developing technologies to facilitate probation supervision in rural (as well as urban) Alaskan communities, the Department of Corrections should be encouraged to develop a pilot project to evaluate the use of electronic monitoring technology in rural Alaska and include training on the use of this technology to rural public safety personnel. Current electronic monitoring technology, utilizing Global Positioning System (GPS), can closely track a probationer’s location and may be preferable to other probation methods under certain circumstances.137

The Commission recommends that the ABC Board develop a statewide database for collecting, maintaining, and retrieving all alcohol written orders and all transactions of the community distribution centers. With the new database, the State will be able to coordinate the records of purchases from liquor stores and distribution sites and liquor stores will also be able to determine whether a proposed written order purchaser has already purchased his/her monthly legal limit, thereby helping to ensure that prohibited individuals do not make purchases.138

---
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Map showing the size of Alaska compared with the Lower 48 States
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A Comparison of Alaska and the Lower 48 States

Alaska’s Highway System with “Urban Boroughs” Shaded
(Source: Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities, February 2005)
Emmonak now has an Alaska State Trooper Post

Map Showing the Location of All Alaska State Trooper Posts

Map Showing the Location of All Funded Village Public Safety Officers (VPSOs), Village Police Officers (VPOs), and Tribal Police Officers (TPOs). At any given time one or more of these may be vacant.
Map Showing the Location of All Alaska State Courts and Magistrates
(Source: Alaska Court System, February 2005)
Domestic Violence / Sexual Assault Programs in Alaska

ANCHORAGE
AWAIC- Abused Women’s Aid in Crisis
AWRC- Alaska Women’s Resource Center
STAR- Standing Together Against Rape
VJF- Victims for Justice

BARROW
AWIC- Arctic Women in Crisis

BETHEL
TWC- Tundra Women’s Coalition

CORDOVA
CFRC- Cordova Family Resource Center

DILLINGHAM
SAFE- Safe and Fear-Free Environment

EMMONAK
EWS- Emmonak Women’s Shelter

FAIRBANKS
IAC-Interior Center for Non-Violent Living

HOMER
SPWS- South Peninsula Women’s Services

JUNEAU
AWARE- Aiding Women in Abuse & Rape Emergencies

KENAI/SOLDOTNA
LeeShore Center

KETCHIKAN
WISH- Women in Safe Homes

KODIAK
KWRCC- Kodiak Women’s Resource & Crisis Center

KOTZEBUE
MFCC- Maniilaq Family Crisis Center

NOME
BSWG- Bering Sea Women’s Group

PALMER
AFRC- Alaska Family Resource Center

SEWARD
SCS- Seaview Community Services

SITKA
SAFV- Sitkans Against Family Violence

UNALASKA
USAFL- Unalaskans Against Sexual Assault & Family Violence

VALDEZ
AVV- Advocates for Victims of Violence

Map Showing the Location of All Programs and Centers Related to Domestic Violence, Child Abuse, and Sexual Assault
(Source: Alaska Network on Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault, March 2005)
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**Deborah M. Smith** is the Acting Federal Co-chair, representing the United States Attorney’s Office. Ms. Smith was appointed Acting U.S. Attorney in 2006, having served as the First Assistant U.S. Attorney for Alaska from 2002-2006 and from 1983-1987. She also served as the Chair of the Joint Coordination Group of the Antiterrorism Advisory Council of Alaska, 2004-2006. Ms. Smith began her career in Alaska as an Assistant Public Defender. She later served as the New England Bank Fraud Task Force Director and Deputy Chief of the Environmental Crimes Section, Environment and Natural Resources Division, U.S. Department of Justice, in Washington, D.C. Before attending law school, Ms. Smith was the education editor for the Fort Lauderdale News in Florida.

**Bruce M. Botelho** representing the Alaska Municipal League, is currently Mayor of the City and Borough of Juneau, Alaska, an office he held once before. He served as Alaska’s Attorney General from January 1994 until December 2002. He received both his undergraduate and law degrees from Willamette University in Salem, Oregon. He also completed his B.A. equivalent from Ruprecht Karl University in Heidelberg, Germany. He began his legal career in 1976 as an Assistant Attorney General and later served as Deputy Commissioner of the Alaska Department of
Revenue. Mayor Botelho became Deputy Attorney General in 1992 and served in that capacity until his appointment as Attorney General by Governor Walter Hickel in January 1994. In that role, he served as a trustee to the Alaska Permanent Fund and the Alaska Children’s Trust. He chaired the Criminal Justice Council, the Children’s Confidentiality Task Force, the state team on state-tribal relations, the Governor’s Conference on Youth and Justice, and co-chaired the Criminal Justice Assessment Commission. He served as chief of staff for the Governor's Task Force on Civil Justice Reform and the Governor's Subsistence Task Force. He currently serves as a board member of the Alaska Immigration Justice Project. He is the 2005 recipient of the Alaska State Bar Association’s Pro Bono Award. He serves as president of the Juneau International Folkdancers and of the Juneau World Affairs Council. He has previously served as president of the Southeast Alaska Area Council, Boy Scouts of America, the Alaska Council, American Youth Hostels, Inc., the Juneau Arts and Humanities Council, and the Juneau Human Rights Commission. Mayor Botelho is married to Lupita Alvarez and they have two children: Alejandro and Adriana.

**Harold N. “Buddy” Brown,** representing the Alaska Federation of Natives, is President/CEO for Tanana Chiefs Conference. Mr. Brown argued the Alaska Supreme Court case of John v. Baker in 1998 as a member of a legal team representing tribal interests in Alaska. Mr. Brown then became General Counsel for TCC in 1999, a position he held until January 2002. During this time, he became a member of the Alaska Federation of Natives Legislative Committee. He also serves on the Alaska Native Justice Center Board of Directors.

**Loretta Bullard,** representing a non-profit Native corporation which is operating a Village Public Safety Officer program, is the President/CEO of Kawerak, Inc. Ms. Bullard serves on the Board of Directors of the Alaska Federation of Natives, and has served on the Alaska Women’s Commission, Rural Alaska Village Economies and Needs Commission and the Indian Reservation Roads Negotiating Committee.

**Wilson Justin,** the tribal representative, is the Health Director/Vice President of the Mt. Sanford Tribal Health Consortium. Mr. Justin, also the Vice Chair of the Association of Tribal Health Directors, a working committee of the Alaska Native Health Board, serves on the Alaska State Community Service Commission and is former President of both the Copper River Native Association and Ahtna Inc.

**Gail (Anagick) Schubert,** representing the Alaska Native Justice Center as Board Vice-Chair. Gail is the Executive Vice President and General Counsel for the Bering Straits Native Corporation, and President/CEO of several of its subsidiary entities. Gail is an attorney licensed to practice law in the states of Alaska and New York, and holds a Law Degree and Masters Degree in Business Administration from Cornell University. She received her undergraduate degree from Stanford University. Gail serves as Chair of the Alaska Native Heritage Center, Chair of Akeela Treatment
Services, Chair of the Alaska Retirement Management Board, Vice Chair of the Alaska Native Justice Center, Vice Chair of Khoanie Broadcast Corporation, Treasurer of the Bering Straits Native Corporation, and a board member of the Alaska Federation of Natives, and the Alaska Native Arts Foundation.

Bill Tandeske, representing the Department of Public Safety (DPS), was appointed as Commissioner of Public Safety on February 3, 2003. Mr. Tandeske brings to the position, 26 years of public service as an Alaska State Trooper serving the citizens of Alaska. He joined DPS in 1973 and retired as Major (Deputy Director) of the State Troopers in 1999. Following his retirement from the DPS, Mr. Tandeske served as Security Director for Ahtna AGA Security Inc., providing security services to Alyeska Pipeline and clients in the Anchorage area and also for Doyon Universal Services managing security services for the Trans-Alaska Pipeline.

Jim Torgerson, representing the Federal District Court for the District of Alaska, has been the managing partner of Heller Ehrman’s Anchorage office since 1998. Before that, he served in the U.S. Attorney’s office in Anchorage as Chief of the Civil Division from 1994 through 1998 and Chief of the Criminal Division from 1992 through 1994. He also has worked in the Alaska Governor’s office in Washington DC, where he helped develop and advocate the State’s policy on Alaska Native issues, and in the Anchorage District Attorney’s office. He is a past chair of the Anchorage Youth Court Board of Directors and the current Vice-President of the Disability Law Center Board of Directors.

Ethan Schutt is currently General Counsel for Cook Inlet Region Inc., an ANCSA regional corporation based in Anchorage. During much of the Commission’s work and process, he was General Counsel for Tanana Chiefs Conference, a tribal consortium organized as a non-profit corporation based in Fairbanks. Prior to that, Ethan was an associate with the law firm of Dorsey & Whitney, LLP, and a law clerk for Alaska Supreme Court Justice Walter “Bud” Carpeneti. Ethan was raised in Interior Alaska in the community of Tok. He is a graduate of Stanford Law School and has an undergraduate degree in mathematics from Washington State University.

Roswell L. Schaeffer, Sr. is the son of John and Annie Schaeffer, Sr. of Kotzebue. Ross’s Inupiaq name is Qalayauq. Ross obtained his grade school education in the BIA school in Kotzebue and graduated from the 8th grade at Copper Valley School in Glennallen, Alaska. He then received his high school diploma from Copper Valley High School and later earned his Bachelor of Arts degree in Sociology with a Social Work Emphasis from the University of Alaska, Fairbanks campus in 1973. Ross is currently married to Millie and will celebrate their 35th anniversary in July. He and his wife have three children and four grandchildren. Ross has served in many leadership capacities and held key jobs in the Northwest Arctic Borough serving the people of the NANA region.
His wide range of experience includes:

- Eight years as Magistrate for Kotzebue and six months as a District Court Judge
- Lifelong trapper, subsistence hunter, and fisherman
- Director of the Kotzebue Senior Citizens Cultural Center
- Student Advisor for the Northwest Arctic Borough School District
- President and CEO for NANA Regional Corporation
- Instructor for the Chukchi Campus
- Administrator/Recruiter for the Alaska Technical Center
- Public Assistance administrator and workforce development specialist
- Mayor of the Northwest Arctic Borough

Ross also served as chairman of the Kotzebue Advisory Fish and Game committee for many years, member and past chairman of KIC village corporation, and past chairman of the Alaska Beluga Whale Committee for ten years. Ross will conclude his second and final three year term as Borough mayor in October 2006. He plans on retiring from the State and focusing his attention on his Native art.

**Gregg D. Renkes** served as Alaska’s fifteenth Attorney General and in that position also served as co-chair of the Alaska Rural Justice Law Enforcement Commission. During his tenure as Attorney General, Renkes made protecting Alaska’s children, communities, consumers, natural resources, financial assets, and sovereignty his top priorities. General Renkes was a voice for increasing local control over basic public safety issues in village Alaska and advocated the holding of important trials, even at greater expense, in small communities to reinforce community involvement in safety and justice. General Renkes focused on the problems of child abuse and the related problems of substance abuse, and helped initiate a statewide criminal task force to interdict drugs and stop bootlegging of alcohol to dry villages. Prior to taking office as Alaska Attorney General, General Renkes worked on energy, natural resource, and American Indian law and policy in both the public and private sectors. He frequently spoke on these topics and at one time regularly contributed articles to the Tundra Times concerning legal issues that affect Alaska Native people. General Renkes also served as the Majority Staff Director of the U.S. Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources and worked as Chief of Staff and Chief Counsel to U.S. Senator Frank Murkowski. General Renkes worked in Anchorage during law school and moved to Palmer to work for the Alaska Court System after graduation. General Renkes holds a Juris Doctor degree from the University of Colorado, School of Law, a Masters of Science degree from Yale University, and a Bachelors of Arts degree from Vassar College.

**Edgar Blatchford**
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Support Staff
February 23, 2006

Denise R. Morris
President and Chief Executive Officer
Alaska Native Justice Center
3600 San Jeronimo Drive, Suite 264
Anchorage, Alaska 99508

Dear Ms. Morris:

On behalf of the members of the Alaska Rural Justice and Law Enforcement Commission, we wish to take this opportunity to thank you for your tireless work on behalf of the Commission. This report, representing our initial findings and recommendations could not have been accomplished without the commitment and perseverance of the Alaska Native Justice Center and your extremely capable staff.

From the Commission’s inception in September 2004 to the release of the report, together we have discovered common ground, witnessed the hard work and voluntary commitment of many Alaskans as we sought to identify real solutions to rural Alaska's pressing justice and law enforcement needs.

At every turn, we at the Commission could count on the staff of ANJC to be there to help ease our passage and ensure that we reached the end of our journey with our report written, our recommendations ready for the public, our mission complete.

In particular, we would like to offer a special note of thanks for the contributions of yourself, Karen Bitzer, Joe Garoutte and Lindsey Lamar. You and your staff were always there, often at a moment’s notice, during our transitions, helping establish our work group process, compiling all of our information, staffing our conference calls – the list goes on. Through it all the staff of ANJC were professional, dedicated, and committed to the task.

Now our report is in the hands of the public. How these ideas are acted on, and the future of justice and law enforcement in rural Alaska rests in greater hands than ours. We can all be proud of the role we have played in that effort and together we look forward to a strong and fair system of justice in rural Alaska.

Sincerely,

Deborah Smith
Acting United States Attorney

David Márquez
Attorney General
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Workgroup Members and Additional Specialists
Workgroup Members

Workgroup 1: Law Enforcement


Workgroup Members:
1. Evelyn Beeter, COPS Director, Mt. Sanford Tribal Consortium
2. Robert Burnham, Assistant Special Agent, FBI
3. Dean Guaneli, Chief Assistant Attorney General, Alaska Department of Law
4. Randy Johnson, United States Marshal for Alaska
5. Richard Krause, VPSO Coordinator, Aleutian/Pribilof Islands Association
6. Joe Masters, Deputy Director, Alaska State Troopers
7. Lloyd Miller, Attorney at Law, Sonosky, Chambers, Sachtse, Miller, and Munson
8. Myron Naneng, President, Association of Village Council Presidents
9. Eric Johnson, alternate for Myron Naneng

Workgroup 2: Judicial System

Workgroup Co-chairs: Commissioner Bruce Botelho/Commissioner Wilson Justin/Commissioner Gail Schubert/Commissioner Jim Torgerson

Workgroup Members:
1. Marc Antrim, Commissioner, State of Alaska Department of Corrections
2. Ted Bachman, Deputy Commissioner, Alaska Department of Public Safety
3. David S. Case, Borough Attorney, Northwest Arctic Borough
4. Ingrid Cumberlidge, Director of Tribal Programs, Eastern Aleutian Tribes, Inc.
5. Susanne DiPietro, Judicial Education Coordinator, Alaska Court System
6. Andy Harrington, Executive Director, Alaska Legal Services Corporation
7. Kevin Illingworth, University of Alaska Fairbanks
8. Mike Jackson, Magistrate, Organized Village of Kake
9. Lisa Jaeger, Tribal Government Specialist, Tanana Chiefs Conference
10. Al Kookesh, Alaska State Senator
11. Paul Lyle, Sr. Assistant Attorney General, Alaska Department of Law
12. Don Mitchell, Alaska Legislature Designee
13. Katherine “Jada” Smith, Organized Village of Kake
14. Tony Vaska, Former Alaska State Legislator

Workgroup 3: Alcohol Sale and Importation

Workgroup Co-chairs Commissioner William Tandeske

Workgroup Members:
1. Stanley Active, Jr., VPSO, Togiak
2. Sidney Baker, VPSO, Gambell
3. Evelyn Beeter, COPS Director, Mt. Sanford Tribal Consortium
4. Douglas Griffin, Director, Alcoholic Beverage Control Board
5. Ed Harrington, Captain, Alaska State Troopers
6. Andrea Russell, Asst. Attorney General, Alcohol Interdiction, Alaska Department of Law
7. Susan Soule, Regional Coordinator Behavioral Health, retired
8. Mike Williams, President, RurALCap and Advocate, Sobriety Movement
Workgroup 4: Domestic Violence/Child Abuse

Workgroup Co-chairs: Commissioner Bruce Botelho/Commissioner Loretta Bullard/
Commissioner Wilson Justin

Workgroup Members:
1. Ginger Baim, Executive Director, Safe and Fear Free Environment
2. John Bioff, Staff Attorney, Kawerak
3. Michelle DeWitt, Executive Director, Tundra Women’s Coalition
4. Cheryl Facine, Legal Advocate, Alaska Native Justice Center
5. Teresa Foster, Assistant Attorney General, Alaska Department of Law
6. Sue Hollingsworth, Tribal Court Facilitator, Tanana Chiefs Conference
7. Shannon Johnson-Nanook, Tribal ICWA Worker, Traditional Village of Togiak
8. Barbara Mason, Executive Director, Council for Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault
9. Christine McLeod Pate, Executive Director, Alaska Network on Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault
10. Don Shircel, State Tribal Relations Group, Tanana Chiefs Conference
11. Katie Tepas, Program Coordinator, Alaska State Troopers
12. Tammy Young, Executive Director, Alaska Native Women’s Coalition
13. Doris Bergeron, Office of Children’s Services
14. Louise Brady, Social Services Director, Sitka Tribe
15. Dan Branch, Sr. Assistant Attorney General, Alaska Department of Law
16. Donna Goldsmith, former Executive Director of Alaska Inter-Tribal Council
17. Melissa Taylor, CFS Program Director, Kawerak

Specialists and Others Consulted by the Workgroup Members

1. Chief of Police Paul Carr, Barrow
2. Mr. Willard Church, Council Member, Quinhagak
3. Chief of Police Benjamin Dudley, Bethel
4. Mr. Ernest Erick, Venetie
5. Superior Court Judge Richard Erlich
6. Le Florendo, member of Tribal/State Collaboration Group
7. Ms. Grace Friendly, Council Member, Quinhagak
8. Mr. Steve Ginnis, previously from Ft. Yukon
9. Ms. Torie Heart, Community Health Aide Program, Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium
10. Ms. April Hendon, U.S. Postal Inspector
11. Mr. Loren Jones, past Director of the Division of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
12. Mr. Carl Jack, Kipnuk
13. Mr. Robert Klein, Brown Jug Liquor Stores
14. Mr. John Madden, Deputy Director, TSA Alaska
15. Renee McFarland, American Civil Liberties Union
16. Chief of Police Jim Sartelle, Quinhagak
17. Mr. Ernie Turner, past Director of the Division of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
18. Constable Vern White, Royal Canadian Mounted Police
19. Dr. Darryl S. Wood, Associate Professor, University of Alaska Anchorage
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Photograph of Commissioners and Workgroup Members
Row One: Lloyd Miller, Denise Morris, Wilson Justin, Gregg Renkes, Evelyn Beeter, Cheryl Facine, Ingrid Cumberlidge, Jada Smith, Ethan Schutt
Row Two: Karen Bitzer, Tammy M. Young, Susan Savile, Sue Hollingsworth, Christine McLeod Pate, Katie Tepas, Susanne DiPietro, Teresa Foster, Karen F. Neagle, Gail R. Schubert, Andrea Russell, Melissa Taylor, Dean Guaneli, Andy Harrington
Row Three: Barbara Mason, Lisa Jaeger, Dan Branch, Mike Williams, Michelle, DeWitt, Joe Masters, Donna Goldsmith, Ginger Baim, Bruce Botelho, Dave Case, Tony Vaska, Paul Lyle
Row Four: Justin Roberts, Kevin Illingworth, Eric Johnson, Ted Bachman, Ron Bates, Doug Griffin, Tim Burgess, Ed Harrington, Randy Johnson, Rob Corsisier, Don Mitchell, Jeff Bioff
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Commission Recommendations
Commission Recommendations

For the most part, the Commission's recommendations were selected from among the Options presented to it by one or more of the four workgroups: (1) Law Enforcement, (2) Judicial Services, (3) Alcohol Importation and Interdiction, and (4) Domestic Violence and Child Abuse. The recommendations are set forth in this Appendix F in the order in which they are presented and discussed in the Report. Each recommendation retains, as part of its identification, a designator indicating the workgroup that proposed it. LE-1, for instance, was the first option proposed by the Law Enforcement Workgroup. Options with the designator ALC were proposed by the Alcohol Importation and Interdiction Workgroup, and those designated as JS were proposed by the Judicial Services Work Group. Options designated as D-CI (Coordination/Integration of Services), D-AJ (Access to Justice), D-LC (Local Capacity/Community Empowerment Infrastructure), or D-DS (Development of Services) were proposed by the Domestic Violence and Child Abuse Workgroup. <Note: Juvenile Justice-JJ; Domestic Violence-DV; Child Protection-CP.>

Recommendation 1

Statement of Need:
What became apparent was the need for the Commission to continue its work, to fine tune several of the recommendations with appropriate stakeholders.139

Recommendation 2 (D-CI 1)

Statement of problem:
Communication and coordination among and between child protection and DV/SA service organizations and government institutions is neither systematic nor comprehensive enough, and often fails to include tribes.
Current Status:
DV community statewide has engaged in numerous MOUs with other institutions, though tribes are not always parties to those agreements; there is tremendous disparity between various regions statewide regarding institutional coordination and integration of both CP and DV/SA services – depending on region, coordination may or may not include tribal governments; there is some statewide effort to coordinate information sharing between OCS and regional Native non-profits through Tribal-State Working Group – tribal representation on this group is minimal, and fluctuates; Alaska State Court System coordinates cross-jurisdictional education with tribal judges and tribal organizations both by participating in tribal education, and by including tribal judges in state education programs; there are a number of community court agreements, created under state law, which formalize coordination between state, tribal and local governments on JJ diversion matters; there is a disconnect between formal and informal policies adhered to by various arms of state government.
Ideal Status:
a) All governments and institutions should be capable of offering relevant and necessary services without unnecessary duplication of efforts, and with mutual recognition and respect between and among the various service institutions.
b) MOAs achieved as appropriate.
Structural Barriers (e.g., statutes, regulations, etc.):
a) Lack of cross training.

139 Since the drafting of this recommendation, the Commission has been continued.
b) Power differential between government entities and private service providers.

c) Misunderstanding and disagreement regarding how tribes are able to be involved in organizational agreements with the state.

d) Some fundamental differences of approaches between DV/SA programs and child protection workers about how to best protect children.

Option(s):
Develop more effective coordination and communication, including cross training, among and between all governments and service agencies and organizations. Cross training might include ANICWA or other Native social service agency.

Recommendation 3 (D-CI 2)

Statement of problem:
There is insufficient coordination between state and tribal governments, at all levels.

Current Status:
OCS collaborates with tribes in many regions (i.e., Bethel, Sitka) to make client contacts - without compensation; Sitka Tribe has formal agreement with Sitka Police Dept. and local shelter where tribe funds a DV position that serves the entire community, and local police recognize tribal protective orders and work with tribe; state court in Kake diverts some JJ and DV matters to Kake Tribal Court in cooperative manner; Kawerak coordinates with tribes to handle OCS priority 3 cases under agreement with OCS; under previous administration, AST cooperated with Mount Sanford Tribal Consortium (MSTC) on police protection – will not do so under current administration, and are threatening tribal officers with prosecution for impersonating officer; there are numerous MOUs among those agencies and organizations that address DV, including SART teams, CACs, etc., though most do not include tribes; there is a statewide OCS tribal-state committee that includes reps from Alaska Native non-profits; dearth of separate child protection teams, and does not typically include tribe; Millennium Agreement and state implementation policies have not been rescinded by state but are not being implemented.

Ideal Status:
Tribal governments would be acknowledged as part of the service delivery scheme statewide, ensuring immediately accessible service presence in villages, as well as maximization of all available resources.

Structural Barriers (e.g., statutes, regulations, etc.):
Alaska State Executive branch policy prevents recognition of tribal authority; insufficient education and capacity development at tribal level in some communities; cross-cultural communication barriers and history of mistrust.

Option(s):

a) Amend state policy to recognize tribal civil decision-making; create voluntary MOU between tribes and state relating to coordination and integration of CP and DV protective services; encourage federal laws to require more coordination including regulations for funding; tribal, state and federal authorities should increase the cross-recognition of judgments, final orders, laws and public acts of the three jurisdictions; fully implement Millennium Agreement.

b) State offers opportunity to participate in MOAs to tribes, non-profits and other service providers.

c) See "Options" submitted in Problem Area 1 of Development of Local Capacity Issues (i.e., D-LC 1-1) regarding tribes and state reaching agreement on tribal jurisdiction, state reconsidering AG opinion dated October 1, 2004, and funding for tribal courts, which are incorporated here by reference.

140 The footnote for this option is in the Report narrative.

141 The footnote for this option is in the Report narrative.
Recommendation 4 (JS-1): ICWA Agreement

Statement of Need:
The need to reduce state/tribal litigation and conflict over jurisdictional issues, and enhance cooperation between state and tribal courts.

Option:
Create a Task Force to explore and if appropriate propose a State/Tribal ICWA agreement for consideration by the Departments of Law and of Health and Social Services and Alaska’s Tribes.

Rationale for Option:
• In a protracted negotiation process which culminated in August 1990, the State and several Tribes negotiated a “ICWA State-Tribal Agreement.” Eventually, twenty-seven tribes signed the agreement.
• The agreement, negotiated before certain jurisdictional issues had been resolved in John v. Baker and C.R.H., “reserved for future negotiation and discussion” issues relating to tribal courts, jurisdiction, and state funding for social services and for children placed in foster homes by a Tribe.
• ICWA’s section 1919 states that “States and Indian tribes are authorized to enter into agreements with each other respecting care and custody of Indian children and jurisdiction over child custody proceedings,” delegating the federal trust obligation over Indian affairs to the Tribes and the States to establish concurrent jurisdiction through Tribal/State agreements.
• AS 47.14.100(g) expressly authorizes the Department of Health and Social Services to enter into agreements under ICWA concerning the “jurisdiction of Native child custody proceedings.”
• Because ICWA explicitly defines “tribes” to include Alaska Native Villages, the potential objection that Alaska Native Villages are not federally recognized tribes is a non-issue under ICWA.
• The Work Group subcommittee members exploring this particular task identified several proposed elements such an agreement might include, and listed several difficult details that would need to be worked out, and concluded that, were more time available, a draft agreement might be attainable.
• One potential benefit from such agreements might be a resolution of the issues raised in Attorney General Opinion 2004-1, which has not been well received by the tribes.
• The difficult details include:
  1. Notice to the State when Tribal cases are initiated.
  2. Tort liability (Beltrami v. Sayers, 481 N.W. 2nd 547 (Minn. 1992) discusses vicarious liability for state placement in tribal foster care; possibilities to deal with this issue include changes to AS 09.50.250 and/or other state immunity statutes to preclude any state liability; amendments to 43 U.S.C. § 1983 for state & state officials; amendments to ICWA 1919 to preclude vicarious liability of state for tribes or vice versa; possible tort avenue for damages under an ISDEAA/FTCA model (Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act, Federal Tort Claims Act); or insurance.)
  3. Whether parents would be able to “opt out” of Tribal court as they may in transfer cases.
  5. Information sharing.
  6. Confidentiality.
  7. Would the template agreement be mandatory if the Tribes wished to initiate cases?
  8. Consistent provision of financial and human resources to carry out the terms of any agreement.
9. Adequate legal infrastructure to handle cases & adequate infrastructure to provide services.
10. Who would investigate reports of harm?
11. Authority for the State to place and reimburse foster parents for children in tribally licensed foster homes and attendant liability issues.

(Further material on the discussions of these details can be found in the Work Group materials)

Impact Statement:
This would give State representatives and Tribal representatives the opportunity to build on the subcommittee’s work, and craft a State/Tribal ICWA agreement that might take into account the changes in the law since 1990 and reduce the number of issues over which the State and Tribes are currently litigating.

Recommendation 5 (JS-6): Tribal Court Referrals of Juveniles to State Division of Juvenile Justice

Statement of Need:
In particular cases there may be a need for traditional Alaska Native village justice systems to draw more effectively upon state juvenile agencies.

Option:
Urge the Division of Juvenile Justice to make agreements with Tribes and tribal courts to coordinate the disposition of juvenile offenses as currently permitted under state law.

Rationale for Option:
• Currently, tribal courts and councils often work with juveniles and their parents in response to the child’s delinquent or troublesome behavior in the village. Such proceedings do not usually come to the attention of state authorities, and some village justice systems prefer this outcome because it keeps their minors from acquiring juvenile records within the state court system.
• Other Village justice systems, however, would prefer to coordinate more closely with DJJ in screening and disposition of juvenile offenders. Specifically some village justice systems might wish to refer a juvenile to DJJ, with the consent of DJJ. This option urges DJJ to discuss with interested tribal councils whether such a referral mechanism might be achieved.

Impact Statement:
Better coordination among tribal and state juvenile justice systems.

Recommendation 6 (D-DS 10)

Statement of problem:
Not all victims & communities have access to immediate safety.

Current Status:
a) 21 domestic violence/sexual assault programs listed with Council on Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault (CDVSA) Community Outreach.
b) These programs serve all of rural Alaska but resources and geography inhibit ideal safety in the rural areas.

Ideal Status:
Each community has a safety plan to address victim and community safety.

Structural Barriers (e.g., statutes, regulations, etc.): No single local organizing entity is identified to facilitate community development; no single point of contact for safety issues.
Option(s):
a) Have one organization that helps to identify the basic components for safety.
b) The domestic violence/sexual assault programs provide technical assistance and consultation so each community can develop a safety plan.

Recommendation 7 combines JS-9, JS-10, JS-11, and JS-12

JS-9: Providing Technical Assistance for Tribal Judicial Systems

Statement of Need:
There is a need for technical assistance in the areas of basic tribal court design, procedures, and operation, and also in the areas of tribal constitution and code development, membership and enrollment, judicial ethics, tribal court administration, tribal-state collaboration, and inter-tribal collaboration, that is respectful of and supports traditions, customs, practices and values.

Option:
Support the provision of consistent, quality technical assistance to tribal judicial systems through non-profit Native corporations, other appropriate tribal organizations, agencies, or other appropriate entities. Any such technical assistance should be supportive of traditions, customs, practices and values.

Rationale for Option:
Technical assistance for tribal judicial systems is essential for assisting tribes in providing quality service and ensuring the application of due process and respect for traditions, customs, practices and values.

Impact Statement:
With quality technical assistance tribal courts will be more effective in providing quality judicial services and collaborating with state and other tribal court systems.

JS-10: Providing Training for Tribal Judicial Systems

Statement of Need:
Training is needed in the areas of jurisdiction, court development, due process, judicial ethics, tribal court procedures, tribal-state relations, cross cultural training, and tribal court subject areas such as domestic relations and juvenile delinquency, that is respectful of and supports traditions, customs, practices and values.

Option:
Support the provision of consistent, quality training for tribal judicial systems that is respectful of and supports traditions, customs, practices and values through collaborations of tribal organizations, University of Alaska, and other appropriate tribal court training entities. Support cross training between the tribal judicial systems and all law enforcement entities (municipal, state and federal), the Alaska State Court System, Federal Court System, Alaska Department of Law, Alcoholic Beverage Control Board, Probations and Parole, and Office of Children’s Services.

Rationale for Option:
On-going training for tribal court judges, clerks, staff, and those who collaborate and work with tribal courts is essential for providing quality judicial services in rural Alaska and for collaborative efforts between court systems.

Impact Statement:
With quality training tribal courts will be more effective in providing quality judicial services and collaborating with state and other tribal court systems.
JS-11: Providing Materials to Tribal Judicial Systems

Statement of Need:
There is a need for well-written, easy to use tribal court materials, such as educational materials and handbooks, forms, computer software programs for case management, and codes that are respectful of and support traditions, customs, practices and values that could be adapted for tribal specific use.

Option:
Support funding collaborative efforts to produce products such as educational materials and handbooks, forms, computer software programs, and codes that are respectful of and support traditions, customs, practices and values that could be adapted for tribal specific use.

Rationale for Option:
- The availability of quality materials and products that are respectful of and supports traditions, customs, practices and values would increase the effectiveness, quality, and consistency of tribal court operations
- Producing products with statewide applicability which could be adapted and used by specific tribes could be extremely cost effective.
- Producing such products would increase tribal access to relevant tribal government information to tribes with limited access to training and technical assistance opportunities.

Impact Statement:
There would be a substantial cost savings for training, technical assistance, and tribal court development for Alaska tribes. There would be greater consistency in tribal court operations such as general use of the same or similar forms.

JS-12: Increase Communication Between Tribal Judicial Systems

Statement of Need:
There are 229 federally recognized tribes in Alaska and improved communication between them is essential for effective, consistent, and efficient delivery of judicial services.

Option:
Support the formation of a tribal justice association as a conduit for communications, and communications through a tribal judicial website and internet communications.

Rationale for Option:
- Enhancing communication between tribes will increase the quality, efficiency and consistency of judicial services
- There is frequent movement of people between villages. Some members are dually enrolled, and it is common for members under 18 to belong to or be eligible for membership in more than one tribe. So it is essential for tribes to communicate on cases where the share jurisdiction.

Impact Statement:
Increased communications will reduce conflicts and increase collaboration between judicial systems.
Recommendation 8

Statement of problem(s):
The Alaska State Troopers have no authority to search packages containing drugs or alcohol on federal property being shipped through the U.S. Postal Service, but the federal government does not have adequate Postal Service Investigator staffing to address the needs of Alaska’s local option communities.

Option:
The Department of Public Safety should designate targeted alcohol and drug enforcement areas to include local option villages and their hub communities. This should include seeking Postal Service cross designation authority for drug and alcohol investigators assigned to the target area as well as the statewide Major Offender Unit personnel.

Rationale for Option:
Cross-designating Alaska State Troopers as Postal Service Investigators provides another tool to intercept the flow of bootlegged alcohol through hub communities into local option villages.

Impact Statement:
Targeting the alcohol shipment “choke-points” by using Alaska State Troopers will decrease the amount of illegal alcohol arriving in local option communities.

Recommendation 9a (D–AJ5)

Statement of problem(s):
Lack of court/justice materials in different languages for Alaska Native or immigrant victims.

Current Status:
ANDVSA has order for protection videos available in Yupik and Spanish. IRPS has publications available in AST, has DV booklets available in Yup’ik, Korean, Spanish, Tagalog, Russian, and Iñupiaq. Alaska Department of Law has victim services brochures in some languages.

Ideal Status:
Brochures on domestic violence/sexual assault/child abuse and services available in all languages found in rural areas.

Structural Barriers (e.g., statutes, regulations, etc.):
Money and time, ability to coordinate people with expertise.

Option(s):
Improved coordination among providers.
More materials provided in different languages for Alaska Native victims.

Recommendation 9b (LE-1)

Statement of Need:
Village-based police and public safety officers need an opportunity to advance their training and certification within the state-recognized system. There is also a need for a uniform and state-wide system of police and public safety officer training and certification.

Option:
Develop a state-wide, uniform, and tiered system of certification and training for police and public safety officers with a reasonable opportunity for and expectation of advancement that culminates in full APSC police officer certification. The first tier of certification would require a reasonable minimum level of certification and training, including non-police function training, to ensure professional competency and service delivery. Tribally-employed officers should be

142 See, Supreme Court Committee Report on Fairness and Access Report at p. 92-93.
encouraged and permitted to participate. This option would require a change to the employer specific language in AS 18.65.220 & 18.65.290(7) that currently allows only state, municipal, and certain federally employed officers to be certified. Greater rural representation in the APSC process and governance would improve its responsiveness to rural concerns.

**Rationale for Option:** This option was developed after consideration of the health aide and Australian models in the context of the existing types of law enforcement officers in rural Alaska. There were concerns about uniformity, turn-over rates, and lack of opportunity for advancement.

**Impact Statement:** A uniform tiered system of training and certification would help to unify the overall system of law enforcement in rural Alaska. It would also provide an opportunity for village-based officers to advance to full APSC police officer certification.

---

**Recommendation 10 (LE-4)**

**Statement of Need:**
Cross-deputization can provide efficiencies and improvements in rural law enforcement by fostering a cooperative and collaborative system between the State, municipalities and the Tribes.

**Option:**
Develop a template cross-deputization agreement between the State and Tribes that can be used as a basis for individually negotiated agreements. Cross-deputization agreements have potential for combining scarce funds to provide direct and local service in rural Alaska. Such agreements could also create efficiencies and other improvements in law enforcement service delivery, and could be entered into between Tribes and the State boroughs or cities. Alaska Statute 18.65.010 currently allows such agreements.

**Rationale for Option:**
The workgroup considered cross-deputization agreements from other States. The workgroup also considered the current Quinhagak tribal-city agreement. The workgroup considered the cross-deputization agreements for the concept of cooperation and collaboration, and does not endorse any particular agreement as a model for the template agreement contemplated above.

**Impact Statement:**
A template cross-deputization agreement would set the parameters of a generally acceptable agreement subject to individual negotiations between the State and interested Tribes. It would also help to fix expectations on generally acceptable contractual language for core issues addressed in such collaborative agreements.

---

**Recommendation 11 (LE-2)**

**Statement of Need:**
There is a shortage of funding for rural police and public safety officers that need further training and certification.

**Option:**
Provide further funding for training and certification of rural police and public safety officers. The additional funding should be sought from all available sources including the state and federal governments, local sources (including in kind support), and alternative funding sources such as grants. Local support expected should be adequate and appropriate to community size, need, and capacity.

**Rationale for Option:**
The workgroup considered the inability of small, rural communities to provide adequate funding for the training and certification of their police and public safety officers.
Impact Statement:
Increased training and certification of rural police and public safety officers would increase the capacity of those officers to provide services in their home communities.

Recommendation 12 (LE-11)

Statement of Need:
Police and public safety services must be adequate and appropriate to each community’s size and need, accounting for local capacity.

Option:
Provide police and public safety services in Alaska that are appropriate and adequate to each community’s size and need, accounting for local capacity. The Department of Public Safety modify the definition of a village to mean a community with a population of less than 1,500 individuals based on the most recent federal consensus. Improvement is needed to provide adequate and appropriate coverage in many rural communities, particularly in many larger off-road villages.

Local contributions, including in-kind contributions, may be required for buy-in and support. Such local contributions should be based upon the community’s ability to generate such contribution locally and should be accounted for and attributed to the community. Local contribution should not be used as a factor in determining a community’s need for police and public safety services.

Rationale for Option:
The workgroup considered the need for communities to have adequate and appropriate direct police and public safety services. The workgroup also considered the ability of rural communities to provide their own police and public safety services.

Impact Statement:
An improved match between rural communities’ individual needs with adequate and appropriate police and public safety services would provide a more equitable distribution of these critical services to rural Alaska.

Recommendation 13 (LE-12)

Statement of Need:
Police and public safety training is currently available primarily from the Sitka academy which is geographically isolated and is otherwise expensive and inaccessible to rural candidates.

Establish a program for young people to interest them in seeking employment.

Option:
Options for alternative methods of police and public safety training should be examined to enhance the currently available training at the Sitka academy. Partnerships with the College of Rural Alaska and other existing training and educational institutions could help remove impediments to recruitment and training for police and public safety careers. The development of regional training programs or centers might also help.

Rationale for Option:
The workgroup considered the desirability of developing training opportunities that provide easier and less burdensome access to training for rural law enforcement officers and candidates.

Impact Statement:
Alternative training options that lower barriers to rural officers and candidates would assist in initial recruitment and facilitate advancement for current and future rural law enforcement officers.
Recommendation 14 (LE-13)

Statement of Need:
There is a need to improve recruitment of rural residents into law enforcement and public safety careers. Augmentation—and even maintenance—of current levels of rural police and public safety services will require identification and recruitment of a pool of rural candidates to fill officer positions.

Option:
Create a regional rural recruitment effort for rural police and public safety officers.

Rationale for Option:
The workgroup considered the benefits of increased recruitment of rural and Alaska Native candidates into police and public safety careers.

Impact Statement:
Increased recruitment of rural residents would access a previously underutilized pool of candidates for police and public safety careers. Rural candidates also offer individual benefits of indigenous language, cultural knowledge, and local knowledge of rural communities.

Recommendation 15 (ALC-1): Changes in Alaska Statute Title IV: Definition of “manufacture”

Statement of Need:
To provide additional information to juries in the form of a definition of “manufacture” specifically for alcohol.

Option: see attachment #1 in Appendix H.

Rationale for Option:
Even though AS 04.11.010 prohibits the manufacture of alcohol, the provisions of Title IV do not define manufacture. The definition in Title XI only relates to controlled substances.

Impact Statement:
A definition will make it easier for juries to make informed decisions in carrying out their responsibility.

Recommendation 16 (ALC-2): Changes in Alaska Statute Title IV: Expansion of the forfeiture provisions

Statement of Need:
To provide the means and method of additional forfeitures for firearms and items from illicit profits, and clarify the procedure for forfeitures.

Option: see attachment #2 in Appendix H.

Rationale for Option:
Present forfeiture provisions do not cover violations of transportation by common carrier and do not provide for forfeiture of firearms and items of value purchased from illicit proceeds, or provide for the means of forfeiture proceedings.

Impact Statement:
These forfeitures will provide additional deterrence and redirects the profits from bootlegging to supplement enforcement.
Recommendation 17 (ALC-9): Ban Written Order Sales to Residents of Dry Communities

Statement of Need:
Presently residents of dry communities can take delivery of alcohol in areas where it is legal to receive alcohol – damp communities.

Option:
Ban Written Order Sales to Residents of Dry Communities

Rationale for Option:
Residents of dry communities pick-up alcohol in damp locations and bring it into the dry community.

Impact Statement:
This will help dry communities be dry.
(see bill SB229 introduced May 17, 2003)

Recommendation 18 (ALC-11): Banning the shipping of plastic bottles by air except to community distribution sites

Statement of Need:
There is a need to make it easier to detect illegal shipments of alcohol to rural Alaska.

Option:
Banning the shipping of plastic bottles by air except to community distribution sites.

Rationale for Option:
It is presently hard to detect illegal shipments of alcohol to rural Alaska, especially alcohol in plastic containers. Glass bottles increase shipping weight, facilitate detection, increase clinking, and increase chance of breakage.

Impact Statement:
This will result in the reduction of illicit alcohol in rural Alaska and improved enforcement of alcohol importation. This container change will provide positive reinforcement for using local distribution centers.

Recommendation 19 (D–AJ7)

Statement of problem(s):
Lack of law enforcement in rural areas to enforce state/tribal orders.

Current Status:
Law enforcement presence in villages is inadequate. The VPSO program is underfunded and understaffed and Troopers in rural Alaska cannot adequately provide a presence in villages, and must prioritize due to lack of resources.

Ideal Status:
Adequate law enforcement exists in all villages in rural Alaska. This would include fully funded and staffed VPSOs and other law enforcement such as tribal police. This would also include more active local involvement by Troopers.

Structural Barriers (e.g., statutes, regulations, etc.):
Underfunding of VPSO program/general lack of funding for law enforcement.

Option(s):
State adequately funds and staffs VPSO program, federal funding obtained for tribal law enforcement, cross deputization of law enforcement.\textsuperscript{143}

\textsuperscript{143} The footnote for this option is in the Report narrative.
Recommendation 20 (D–AJ8)

Statement of problem(s):
Lack of adequate medical response in many villages makes sexual assault crimes harder to prove and lack of law enforcement with specialized training also aggravates the problem.

Current Status:
Law enforcement in some smaller communities have limited training DV/SA. AST response is sometimes delayed by distance and weather.

Ideal Status:
Trained law enforcement and medical personnel in each rural area or within one to two hours response time.

Structural Barriers (e.g., statutes, regulations, etc.):
 a) Funding is inadequate to staff this level of medical care/law enforcement. Resources are concentrated in the hub areas
 b) Law enforcement, AST, often reluctant to train existing personnel because they are further understaffed when officers are at training.

Option(s):
 a) Develop part time law enforcement positions for smaller communities with intensive training and support to maintain skills as needed. Find housing for these folks. Recruit and train local residents (community policing model).
 b) Law enforcement officers are temporarily relocated to cover empty slots while these officers are being trained.

Recommendation 21 (JS-5): Alcohol Jurisdiction

Statement of Need:
The most oft-repeated concern Alaskans expressed in their testimony to the Commission was the toll taken by alcohol and substance abuse. Our fellow Alaskans are, literally, dying under the present regime.

• According to the final report of the Alaska Commission on Rural Governance and Empowerment, the alcohol-related mortality rate of Alaska Natives is three and a half times that of non-Natives and the incidence of fetal alcohol syndrome (FASD) among Alaska Natives is three times that of non-Natives. The majority of crimes committed in rural Alaska are committed under the influence of alcohol or drugs. Substance abuse is devastating rural Alaska and the current governmental tools available to combat it are inadequate.

• Federally recognized tribes have a local governmental presence but have disputed jurisdiction. The state has jurisdiction but often lacks an effective local government presence. The result is a gap that leaves many villages without effective law enforcement tools to combat substance abuse.

• Local option laws enable villages to ban or restrict importation of alcohol, but the laws are enforced and prosecuted primarily from regional centers. Defendants are tried, if at all, away from the villages. Geographic and cost constraints likely will always prevent the state from having magistrates, troopers, prosecutors, etc., anywhere but in the largest communities.
• Second-class city governments in villages cannot effectively address substance abuse. Most have little or no money. State law does not provide for municipal courts and the cost of prosecuting cases in distant state courts means that small cities rarely enforce municipal criminal ordinances.

• Tribal government is the only government in many villages. Many villages have tribal courts that handle juvenile offenses and child protection cases that often entail alcohol problems the tribal courts must deal with. The best solutions to community alcohol problems involve the community.

Option:
Addressing this issue successfully must be the highest priority of the federal, state, and local governments of rural Alaska. The Commission believes that the ultimate success of other recommendations hinges on addressing the problem of alcohol and substance abuse in rural Alaska. The continuing commission should make addressing this issue a priority.

Rationale for Option:
Alcohol and substance abuse is the root cause of many social ills tearing at the fabric of rural Alaska. More than 97 percent of crimes committed by Alaska Natives are committed under the influence of alcohol and drugs.

Impact Statement:
Developing successful ways to address substance abuse will drastically increase the overall wellness of rural Alaskans’ lives.

Recommendation 22 (JS-14): DJJ Delegation to Tribes

Statement of Need:
There is a need to better utilize available vehicles for state agencies to draw upon Native Alaskan traditional justice systems.

Option:
Amend AS 47.12.988 to allow the Division of Juvenile Justice (DJJ) to delegate its authority to tribes in situations in which DJJ and a tribe wish to cooperate and share resources with respect to tribal juvenile offenders, as follows:

In this chapter, when authority exercised by the department may also be exercised by an entity selected by the department, the entity that the department may select in order to exercise authority is limited to

(1) a municipality;
(2) a corporation;
(3) two or more persons recognized by the community and operating under contract or license from the department; or
(4) a tribe as defined by the Indian Child Welfare Act (25 USC §1903(8)).

Rationale for Option:
• Alaska Statute 47.12.010 states that one purpose of Alaska’s juvenile delinquency laws is to “encourage and provide opportunities for local communities and groups to play an active role in the juvenile justice process in ways that are culturally relevant.”
• AS 47.12.988 allows the Department of Health and Social Services to select “an entity” to exercise authority; however, “an entity” does not include a tribal entity. Adding a new paragraph (4) would address this.
• The Community Juvenile Justice Assistance Program is one example of a program that has worked extremely well in rural Alaska.
Impact Statement:
More culturally appropriate proceedings can be held and sentences fashioned.

Recommendation 23 (D-DS 11)

Statement of problem:
Domestic violence and Sexual Assault programs are not adequately funded.

Current Status:
Domestic violence and sexual assault programs have been flat funded by the state for the past several years, while costs including utilities and health care have skyrocketed. Programs cannot offer competitive salaries (wages may be close to minimum wage). This, combined with high stress of job, leads to great turnover.

Ideal Status:
Domestic violence and sexual assault programs would be viewed as important public safety/public health agencies and well funded.

Structural Barriers (e.g., statutes, regulations, etc.):
Legislative and Governmental priority-setting.

Option(s):
a) Increased funding for domestic violence and sexual assault programs.
b) Provide educational & therapeutic services for sexual assault and child sexual abuse victims.

Recommendation 24 (ALC-10): Alcohol distribution sites

Statement of Need:
To make it easier to account for alcohol going into damp communities and to control who receives that alcohol and the amount they receive.

Option:
Alcohol distribution sites.
Require hub communities (those that serve as points of entry for two or more villages or have a state or federally funded airport) within a region served by the hub airport, where at least 20 percent of the villages are either “dry” or “damp” sites (and that are “damp” themselves), to have community alcohol distribution sites. Deadline for initial establishment of these sites should be set by state at one year. If community does not set up the community alcohol distribution site, the ABC Board will. Permits to pick up liquor from the community alcohol distribution sites must be held by residents of the damp community only. The computerized data base (not public information but available to law enforcement) at each site shall be linked to the state data base (see number 4 below).

Rationale for Option:
Without a central distribution site it is difficult to track alcohol volume and sales to individuals in rural communities. Preventing multiple orders and sales to prohibited persons is currently difficult.

Impact Statement:
This would provide for more efficient, cost effective enforcement and help keep alcohol out of dry communities.
Recommendation 25 (JS-16): Tribal Participation in Juvenile Proceedings

Statement of Need:
Provide tribes, as defined in ICWA, an opportunity for notice and to be heard at sentencing and disposition or before in state court with respect to juvenile proceedings and afterwards.

Option:
Amend Title 47 to permit tribes (as do other victims) to participate in sentencing or other appropriate juvenile proceedings.

Rationale for Option:
Frustrating experiences of rural communities with juvenile sentencing and disposition. Would also enable tribal communities to incorporate matrilineal and other traditional values and methods in resolution of juvenile issues. A.S.12.55.011 allows for community participation in restorative justice.

Impact Statement:
Would improve communication between community and court about sentencing of juveniles and ensure more effective sentences.

Recommendation 26 (JS-26): Tribal Participation in Treatment of Juveniles

Statement of Need:
Improve coordination with community in juvenile treatment when the minor returns to the community.

Option:
Adopt or amend state law to permit tribes to participate in juvenile delinquency treatment especially after minors return to their communities.

Rationale for Option:
Frustrating experiences of rural communities with lack of involvement with resolution of juvenile delinquency when minor returns to community. Would also enable tribal communities to incorporate matrilineal and other traditional values and methods in treatment of juvenile delinquency.

Impact Statement:
Would improve effectiveness of juvenile delinquency treatment at the community level.

Recommendation 27 (JS-20): Re-Entry Programs

Statement of Need:
Re-entry of prisoners into the community needs to be facilitated.

Option:
Re-entry programs for Alaska inmates moving back into smaller communities, focusing on restorative justice and the role of the Village in assisting in the rehabilitative process.

Rationale for Option:
- The Department of Corrections has already initiated cooperative programs of this type with Southcentral Foundation, Yukon-Kuskokwim Health Corporation, and Cook Inlet Tribal Council.
- These efforts should be expanded and relationships with local Councils encouraged to facilitate the re-entry process.

Impact Statement:
Recidivism rates should decrease as successful re-entries are increased.
Recommendation 28 (JS-19): Alternatives to Housing Native Inmates in Out-of-state Prisons

Statement of Need:
Alaska needs to find alternatives to housing Alaska inmates in out-of-state facilities. Particularly for Alaska Natives sent to such facilities, the separation from family and community enhances alienation and is likely to retard rehabilitation and re-entry into the community. This also creates hardships for inmates’ families.

Option:
Have State of Alaska explore other options, including working with Native Regional Corporations and non-profits.

Rationale for Option:
Having Alaska inmates housed Outside is perceived by all as a weak point in the system.

Impact Statement:
If a method can be found to keep inmates within the State in a financially feasible way, inmates and their families will benefit, along with local economies.

Recommendation 29 (ALC-15): Alcohol Abuse Prevention

Statement of Need:
There is a need to reduce communities’ tolerance of alcohol abuse and the number of young people who ‘learn’ this tolerance from their communities.

Options:
Support a variety of prevention programs that include:
- Programs geared to helping young people learn to make healthy choices.
- Healthy community and cultural activities that link youth and adults.
- Alcohol/Drug Information Schools for first time misdemeanor alcohol/drug related offenses.
- Programs that promote community responsibility for preventing and addressing alcohol related problems.
  (All programs need to reflect and respect the culture of the local community.)

Rationale for Options:
Reducing the supply of alcohol to rural Alaska can only go so far to reduce alcohol abuse. Reduction in the demand for alcohol must also play a part. Demand reduction includes both preventing young people from becoming alcohol abusers and treating people who have become abusers. This recommendation addresses prevention.

Impact Statement:
Fewer young people will become alcohol abusers, with a corresponding reduction in alcohol related violence, crime and intentional and unintentional injuries.

Recommendation 30 combines D-DS-1 through D-DS 7, which are presented below.

D-DS 1

Statement of problem:
There is a general lack of understanding or agreement about prevention and no coordinated/systematic approach.

Current Status:
Institutions/agencies do not integrate prevention into the way they structure their services, set priorities or ‘do business.’
Ideal Status:
a) There would be a shared understanding, integration, and agreement about the purpose, scope, impact, importance of and commitment to prevention.
b) Agency structure, priorities, goals, policies, procedures and practices will be developed and guided by prevention principles (i.e., recreational facilities are a priority for community development because it promotes healthy lifestyles, youth/family activities and prevents abuse/violence).

Structural Barriers (e.g., statutes, regulations, etc.):
a) Knowledge, attitudes and beliefs of individuals and the agencies/entities they are part of.
b) Primarily the natural resistance to change inherent in institutions and agencies.

Option(s):
a) Education, outreach, awareness from the grass roots up to galvanize a shared vision and community action.
b) Incorporate prevention into all strategic plans, community & agency development of goals, etc.

D-DS 2

Statement of problem:
Little buy-in from community & individuals for prevention.

Current Status:
Prevention tends to be viewed as agency based and the responsibility of entities that are primarily set up for interventions.

Ideal Status:
Prevention is an integral part of village life and is community & individual driven first.

Structural Barriers (e.g., statutes, regulations, etc.):
Attitudes, lack of empowerment, chronic dependency and expectation that ‘others’ will do it for us. Turf problems/opposition from state and other agencies to tribal/village community initiatives on prevention.

Option(s):
Community based education/communication led by elders/recognized traditional leaders with village and culturally specific knowledge.

D-DS 3

Statement of problem:
Children and youth have adopted beliefs and attitudes that lead them to engage in violent acts and self-destructive behaviors.

Current Status:
Very limited and inconsistent approach to prevention initiatives for children and youth.

Ideal Status:
a) Education/learning prevention “programs” both in school and in life with a focus on changing accepted ‘norms.’
b) People who have been doing the work, educating youth and children, living a life of cooperation, harmony and respect are the recognized/acknowledge leaders in prevention

Structural Barriers (e.g., statutes, regulations, etc.):
a) Racism, sexism, tribal/state politics, attitudes toward children, lack of funding for programs, activities and initiatives.
b) Changing the dominant culture’s attitudes and beliefs about indigenous knowledge – just because we can’t see it, or write it down or figure out where it comes from doesn’t invalidate its existence or value.
Option(s):
a) Incorporating attitudes of respect toward women/girls, people of (different) color, persons with different abilities, etc. “Walking the talk,” empowering youth, keeping them safe.
b) Develop and deliver (through local alcohol/drug counselors and elders) a culturally appropriate and comprehensive prevention curriculum in the school to educate children 1-8th grade on substance abuse and healthy relationships and behaviors.
c) “Few Good Men” approach – let the people in the community identify and acknowledge the leaders/elders. Empower humble people to see themselves as the leaders they are. Pay attention and utilize cultural/traditional ways to recognize mentors.

D-DS 4

Statement of problem:
Funding challenges for non-profit agencies serving victims of domestic violence, sexual assault and child abuse.

Current Status:
Too many separate funding sources with no coordination between them. Money for pilot projects and not core services. Funding is competitive, unsure, and short term. High overhead and administration costs.

Ideal Status:
Long term, secure, operating funds with reasonable compliance guidelines.

Structural Barriers (e.g., statutes, regulations, etc.):
Multiple funding sources, no coordination among funding agencies.

Option(s):
a) Block grant/consolidation within departments, and coordination with compliance and reporting requirements.
b) Provide educational & therapeutic services for sexual assault victims and child sexual abuse victims.

D-DS 5

Statement of problem:
Impact of Fetal Alcohol Effects (FAE) on DV/CP.

Current Status:
Handful of diagnostic teams in rural areas, estimated 30-40 percent of children in rural communities fetal alcohol exposed in Bristol Bay, for example.

Ideal Status:
Women of child bearing age who are sexually active will not drink alcohol.

Structural Barriers (e.g., statutes, regulations, etc.):
a) Lack of effective prevention programs.
b) Inter-generational FAE adults having FAE children.
c) No statewide resource for information and referral.

Option(s):
Prevention programs aimed at family planning, alcohol abuse and domestic violence for all men and women.
D-DS 6

**Statement of problem:**
Prevention programs in rural Alaska do not have sufficient resources to do prevention.

**Current Status:**
a) Kawerak has a dual track program, provides prevention services to children and their families. *(MOA available for review).*
State DHSS offers a few mini grants to provide preventive services (Safe and Stable Families Title IVB funding).
AFN Wellness initiative provided for some prevention type programs in rural Alaska. Wellness Initiative – 4 areas covered: Control of Alcohol, Supporting VPSO, Enforcing local option law, and violence prevention. Best practices shared among villages.
b) ANDVSA DELTA project (CDC grant) funds prevention programs in Valdez, Sitka, Juneau, Dillingham.
c) TCC and YKHC Regions have Tribal Family and Youth Specialists in every village, but they are stretched with multiple duties that do include prevention activities but also include child protection services. Nothing targeted specifically for prevention.
d) Tundra Women’s Coalition in Bethel has a prevention program for teens.

**Ideal Status:**
a) Prevention programs coordinated, non-duplicative, cultural appropriate effective locally or village based provided throughout Rural Alaska.
b) An initiative in each village to spearhead prevention workshops and healthy activities.
c) Have smaller organizations work together, coordinating regularly.
d) Utilize successful already established models.
e) Have well funded prevention projects with capacity for intervention when prevention work uncovers issues.

**Structural Barriers (e.g., statutes, regulations, etc.):**
a) Very few Funding opportunities for prevention activities.
b) Funding and expertise.
c) Different funding streams not being coordinated at village or statewide level.
d) Funding mechanisms do not exist to help groups providing services or new funding.
e) Most of time spent in intervention rather than prevention.

**Option(s):**
a) Prevention programs available in the schools and offered by DV/SA, tribal, state and non-profit health organizations, tribal councils or AK Native Village agencies that provide crisis intervention services.
b) Review of Family Wellness Warriors Initiative (Southcentral Foundation) and other local and regional initiatives.
c) Statewide curriculum available for use in every village, with statewide staff support for technical assistance to the villages.
d) Existing programs have funds to offer newly developing prevention projects the training and technical assistance they need to build a foundation.

D-DS 7

**Statement of problem:**
There are not enough healthy youth and family activities in rural Alaska.
Current Status:
Youth Opportunity Grant programs have been in operation (8 in TCC region), but U.S. Department of Labor funding cuts are curtailing the program.

Ideal Status:
a) A position and/or capacity/plan in each village to coordinate youth and family activities.
b) Cooperation and collaboration in the local and state level.

Structural Barriers (e.g., statutes, regulations, etc.):
Lack of funding and interest.

Option(s):
a) Small funding sources through the state or the federal Wellness Initiative to support opening gyms after hours, craft materials, game nights, etc.
b) Continued and expanded U.S. Department of Labor funding for Youth Opportunity grants.

Recommendation 31 (JS-22): Culturally Relevant Treatment Options

Statement of Need:
Culturally relevant treatment options are more apt to be effective with rural Alaskan offenders.

Option:
Greater federal and state support for culturally relevant treatment options. The Alaska Department of Corrections should collaborate with the Alaska Native Regional Non-profit Corporations to develop culturally relevant behavioral health treatment options.

Rationale for Option:
Locally-developed treatment programs which resonate with those values deeply ingrained in a culture stand a greater chance of rehabilitative success for individuals raised in that culture.

Impact Statement:
Enhanced rehabilitation, reduced recidivism.

Recommendation 32 (D-DS 16)

Statement of problem:
Inconsistent screening of DV/SA, substance abuse and dual diagnosis.

Current Status:
Some DV/SA programs screen for substance abuse and some substance abuse screen for DV/SA but not consistent or standardized.

Ideal Status:
Routine screening (for the purposes of helping people in trouble identify the issues they are facing and resources available) is incorporated in all DV/SA and chemical dependency (CD) programs.

Structural Barriers (e.g., statutes, regulations, etc.):
a) From the perspective of DV/SA programs: limited client confidentiality and program’s mandatory child abuse reporting make programs hesitant to document substance abuse for fear of harming victim (who therefore would never return to program).
b) Resources are already stretched thin and programs cannot perform this function without more funding.

Option(s):
Screening tools & interagency agreements for responding to this information are readily available.
Recommendation 33 (D-LC 1-1)

Statement of problem:
Alcohol and drug abuse and its impact on families.

Current Status:
Village Alcohol counselors and 28+ day treatment centers in some hub communities that also provide outpatient care/long term care in cities.

Ideal Status:
a) More services located in village that invoke cultural values and include victims, family, and community in treatment.
b) More treatment centers where women and their children can receive treatment together.

Structural Barriers (e.g., statutes, regulations, etc.):
Lack of funding for villages to create infrastructure for new approaches to treatment.

Option(s):
a) More services located in village that invoke cultural values and include victims, family, and community in treatment.
b) More treatment centers in which victims can have children live with them.

Recommendation 34 (D-DS 17)

Statement of problem:
There are not enough programs that offer long term in-patient substance abuse treatment to women with children; need integration of DV/SA and CP programs.

Current Status:
Some “model” integration of DV/CP program-Anchorage, Kenai, Dillingham. There are some programs where women can take children – FNA’s Women’s and Children’s program, Old Minto Program, Southcentral Foundation’s Dena A Coy program in Anchorage, and SEARHC’s program.

Ideal Status:
Integrated services available to parents with children in at least each hub community.

Structural Barriers (e.g., statutes, regulations, etc.):
Funding coordination between DV/SA programs and substance abuse treatment programs.

Option(s):
Create one program in each rural hub that is culturally appropriate and provides all necessary services to chemically dependent women with children.

Recommendation 35 (D-DS 18)

Statement of problem:
a) Aftercare programs are not available in many villages.
b) Need more alternative/traditional treatment options.

Current Status:
a) 4-Rivers Mental Health has alcohol counselors in most of the villages that they serve.
b) Norton Sound Health Corporation has village based counselors in many villages in Bering Strait region. They are at various levels of certification to provide substance abuse counseling and treatment. Most cannot do substance abuse assessments. Itinerant clinicians travel to villages periodically to do assessments and provide treatment and counseling, but overall there is not consistent, adequate local treatment and counseling for substance abuse.
c) Family recovery and spirit camps (Minto, Curyung, Sitka, etc.).
Ideal Status:
a) Aftercare programs in every village or one year residential aftercare programs as available options in hub villages for aftercare.
b) Alternative/traditional Native based programs in at least each region.

Structural Barriers (e.g., statutes, regulations, etc.):
Limited funding and expertise in the villages.

Option(s):
a) Have residential aftercare programs in hub villages to re-orient people before returning to their own village and have trained alcohol counselors in every village.¹⁴⁴
b) Increase Native traditional treatment programs in regional hubs.
c) Increase programs for family treatment.
d) Increased training, support and technical assistance for village based volunteers and family members.
e) Integrate a long-term aftercare/family care program with a job training/career development program.

Recommendation 36 (D-DS 26)

Statement of problem:
Many juveniles are either not receiving treatment at all or are being sent out of state for residential substance abuse or mental health treatment.

Current Status:
a) No residential programs for dual diagnosis children to receive treatment in state.
b) Limited substance abuse programs for youth.

Ideal Status:
Culturally appropriate local effective juvenile treatment programs and facilities available for both voluntary/mandatory.

Structural Barriers (e.g., statutes, regulations, etc.):
a) Funding.
b) Lack of understanding of the scope of the problem.

Option(s):
Development of culturally effective local effective juvenile treatment programs and facilities.

Recommendation 37 (JS-15): Expand Therapeutic Courts

Statement of Need:
There is a need for a diversity of state court approaches to substance-abuse related offenses.

Option:
The State Court System should continue and expand its progress in the establishment and utilization of therapeutic courts.

Rationale for Option:
- Indications are that therapeutic courts are effective in dealing with substance-abuse related offenses.

¹⁴⁴ See the Alaska Criminal Justice Assessment Commission Report, 2000, which recommended increasing the number of substance abuse beds for Alaskans in need of residential treatment, supporting culturally relevant programs for alcohol treatment, and increasing the programs available in rural areas. See also CFSR Review of Alaska OCS, September, 2002, finding that reunification efforts in child protection cases are affected by overall lack of access to relevant services in parent's community, and scarcity of alcohol treatment and follow up services, Review at 38.
• The Alaska Court System should be saluted for its efforts in this direction and encouraged to continue those efforts.

**Impact Statement:**
More of an emphasis on a “medical model” for processing of substance-abuse related offenses, and diminution of recidivism.

---

**Recommendation 38 (D-DS 20)**

**Statement of problem:**
Funding for first degree relatives is not equivalent to funding strangers may get under the state and tribal foster care systems, so relatives may not be financially able to provide foster care.

**Current Status:**
When children are placed in first degree relatives homes, they have to apply for child-only TANF funding which is considerably less than foster care funding, especially when there are multiple children in the home.

**Ideal Status:**
Family members who take in relatives for foster care (grandparents, for example) would be reimbursed at the same rate as foster parents.

**Structural Barriers (e.g., statutes, regulations, etc.):**
Federal regulations on tribal foster care, Alaska statutes or regulations.

**Option(s):**
Explore regulation changes to support close relatives in the care of children in need of aid.

---

**Recommendation 39 (D-DS 22)**

**Statement of problem:**
Lack of group/children homes for children not appropriate for or able to access foster care.

**Current Status:**
Rural/Native children taken into state custody are often shipped to Anchorage or other urban areas for placement in an inadequate group home.

**Ideal Status:**
Group home in at least every rural hub community for children with specially trained, financially supported culturally appropriate residential custodians/foster parents.

**Structural Barriers (e.g., statutes, regulations, etc.):**
State standards for group homes are strict and inflexible, liability issues, lack of funding.

**Option(s):**
Increased and redistributed funding, more flexibility on standards to reflect community values, specialized training for group home parents & operators.

---

**Recommendation 40 (JS-4): Pass Through Funding to Tribal Foster Homes**

**Statement of Need:**
There is a need to increase the number of Alaska Native foster homes for Alaska Native children, and to facilitate the pass-through of foster care subsidy payments for foster care placements ordered by tribal courts.

**Option:**
Recommend enactment of a state law similar to those portions of HB 193 or SB 125 which give the Commissioner the discretion to set appropriate standards for foster home placements and grant waivers in appropriate circumstances, and which resolve problems with state liability
issues; and in the event this becomes law, request DHSS to consult with tribes over the foster care licensing standards.

Also, support enactment of federal legislation similar to that in S. 672, introduced in March 2005, allowing tribes to directly apply for and administer Title IV-E from the federal government, while maintaining consistent funding levels for the states.

**Rationale for Option:**
- There is a shortage of Alaska Native foster care homes for Alaska Native children.
- Additionally, tribes currently lack a mechanism for accessing federal foster care subsidy payments for tribally-ordered foster care placements.

**Impact Statement:**
This would serve the best interests of Alaska Native children needing foster home placements, by increasing the supply of suitable foster homes available in state child protection cases, and by increasing the resources available to support tribally-ordered foster care placements.

---

**Recommendation 41 (JS-23): Home Community Probation**

**Statement of Need:**
Probation officer coverage in the villages is insufficient.

**Option:**
Focus the new recruitment effort to hire qualified Alaska Natives as probation officers. Continue increasing utilization and training of Village Public Safety Officers in that role. Consider contracting with Village Councils to provide oversight of community service work.

**Rationale for Option:**
- The Dept. of Corrections has been training and utilizing VPSO’s in this role.
- Experience from years ago in the Village of Chistochina indicates that arrangements with Village Councils can supply this need.

**Impact Statement:**
Increased supervision of offenders under probation and parole supervision in rural Alaska.

---

**Recommendation 42 (JS-17): DPS/DOC Native Hire**

**Statement of Need:**
Alaska Natives, over-represented in Alaska’s prison population, need to have a substantially greater presence in the staffing of public safety and corrections agencies.

**Option:**
Increase the number of Alaska Natives who work in corrections (as well as those who work as VPSO’s and in other law enforcement roles). This might be done with targeted recruitment campaigns, including films, DVDs, a workbook or written guide, and website, with materials geared to high school age Natives.

Convene a meeting of stakeholders to consider the development and implementation of such targeted recruitment measures. The stakeholder group could also consider what additional educational and training opportunities for careers in the fields of law enforcement and corrections could be implemented in rural Alaska. Participants in the stakeholder group could include, but not be limited to, representatives of the Department of Education, Department of Labor and Workforce Development, the Alaska Association of School Boards and the Alaska Association of School Administrators.
Rationale for Option:
• “Modeling” is an important component of incarceration; often close emotional bonds can form between prison personnel and inmates. Positive and support Alaska Native role models in those settings can be conducive to rehabilitation.
• Higher proportion of locally-hired probation officers will also heighten the level of cultural awareness of probationers’ home communities.

Impact Statement:
Lower recidivism rates should result from more Native employees within Corrections Department, including probation officers, due in part to positive role modeling and to better communication between probationers and their probation officers. Also, by increasing awareness and preparedness for careers in these fields, the number of rural Alaskans employed in the Departments of Public Safety and Corrections should increase correspondingly. Providing education and training for careers in the fields of law enforcement and corrections at an early and critical age to Alaska Native youth will also likely result in lower offender rates. Efforts to recruit more Alaska Native employees must be conducted within the equal protection constraints of state and federal law.

Recommendation 43 combines D-DS 24 and D-DS 25

D-DS 24

Statement of problem:
Too few professionals in Rural Areas.

Current Status:
Qualified professionals only stay for short terms in rural communities.

Ideal Status:
Early recruitment in the schools for professionals, Social Workers, Clinicians, Law Enforcement etc.

Structural Barriers (e.g., statutes, regulations, etc.):
Adequate housing a barrier throughout rural Alaska.

Option(s):
Provide housing for professionals keeping service providers in rural communities.

D-DS 25

Statement of problem:
Agencies experience high staff turnover rates.

Current Status:
Lack of appropriate housing, high caseloads, increased costs of travel, food, etc., lend to professional staff turnover and burnout.

Ideal Status:
Incentives for professional staff, for example, reduced housing, loan payoffs programs.

Structural Barriers (e.g., statutes, regulations, etc.):
High cost of living in rural Alaska not conducive for professional staff trying to pay on school loans and live comfortably.

Option(s):
Construction of rental units.
**Recommendation 44**

**Statement of Need:**
Trooper response time is frequently delayed to villages due to weather or other circumstances, and most villages lack the infrastructure necessary for a Trooper. Combined with the isolation of being a law enforcement officer in rural Alaska, staffing these positions with qualified officers is a challenge.

**Option:**
The State should provide funding, and possibly seek additional funding through organizations such as the Denali Commission, to construct multipurpose facilities with an apartment, an office, and a holding cell for the Alaska State Troopers in larger under-served village locations. The concept of a Regional Unified Justice Center should be considered whenever affected agencies consider construction projects in rural communities. Qualified State Troopers who are currently assigned to hub communities should be reassigned to these new posts in "sub-hub" villages such as Gambell and Holy Cross. The Troopers should work at these locations on a rotating schedule of two weeks on followed by two weeks of leave.

**Rationale for Option:**
One of the barriers to law enforcement services is lack of infrastructure. In some communities, personnel have been required to detain suspects in their living quarters because of an inadequate or no holding facility. While Troopers enjoy the challenges of working in rural Alaska, in many circumstances, their immediate families do not. Flexible scheduling will keep Troopers on the ground in communities that have never seen this level of law enforcement previously.

**Impact Statement:**
This would allow for Trooper availability approximately 80 percent of the time, with a 20 percent absence to account for court time, leave, weather, and similar events. This recommendation embraces the concept of “Community Oriented Policing,” reduces response times, and provides a significantly enhanced law enforcement presence than has been possible in the past.

---

**Recommendation 45 (LE-7)**

**Statement of Need:**
A significant lack of infrastructure supporting police and public safety functions in rural Alaska undermines the safety of rural Alaskans. It also negatively affects recruitment and retention of police and public safety officers.

**Option:**
Develop, improve and maintain the infrastructure that supports the delivery of police and public safety services in rural Alaska in the following categories:

**Housing**

**Need:** A lack of available housing in many villages impacts recruitment and retention of police and public safety officers.

**Option:** Encourage streamlining of the approval process and prioritization of HUD homes for use by police and public safety officers in rural villages. Explore other available and currently vacant federal, state, and public housing that may be available for use by police and public safety officers. Change the eligibility rules for federal rural housing programs for teachers and health providers to include funding for police and public safety officers.
Communications and technology
**Need:** Rural police and public safety officers need better access to communications technology to communicate with Troopers and other law enforcement. Current Internet and other communications technology would improve and speed communications. Rural communities lack basic, and commonly assumed, communications infrastructure and services such as an available 911 system.

**Option:** Increase access to reasonably priced Internet and other telecommunications technology. Change the current regulations that support and subsidize the telemedicine program to allow rural Alaska police and public safety officers to utilize excess bandwidth to support Internet access and email at the village level. Improve officer-to-officer communications by standardizing equipment and providing more equipment to village-based officers. Create a system of regional 911 dispatch centers that have access to a comprehensive database of police and public safety services. Open eligibility for Tribes and rural Alaska police and public safety officers to Homeland Security programs and funding.

Transportation
**Need:** Adequate and appropriate transportation infrastructure is needed in rural communities and between rural communities to improve law enforcement service delivery.

**Option:** Increase the availability of appropriate vehicles for intra-community use by local police and public safety officers in rural Alaska. Additional upgrades to inter-community transportation infrastructure would also assist law enforcement officers. VPSOs, Tribal police and other village-based law enforcement officers should be able to access public transportation systems on the same terms as other law enforcement officers.

Offices and Holding Facilities
**Need:** Many rural communities lack adequate office and holding facility infrastructure and the resources to adequately maintain such infrastructure in order to properly support the provision of police and public safety services.

**Option:** Provide adequate office and holding facilities including maintenance and operational funding in rural communities commensurate with the type of police or public safety officer and community need, in a manner that will ensure continuity in public safety services.

Equipment
**Need:** VPSOs and other rural police and public safety officers lack appropriate equipment.

**Option:** Provide adequate and appropriate equipment to rural police and public safety officers.

**Rationale for Option:** The workgroup considered the realities of infrastructure that supports the provision of police and public safety services in rural communities. The workgroup considered creative options to attempt to reduce these infrastructure deficiencies.

**Impact Statement:** Improvement in the infrastructure that supports rural police and public safety officers would increase their effectiveness.

---

**Recommendation 46 (D–AJ9)**

**Statement of problem(s):**
Many tribal and state court personnel and judges are not adequately trained in DV/SA and do not consistently apply laws meant to help victims.

**Current Status:**
There is no regular training for court personnel and judges on DV/SA issues. Training that occurs is not always coordinated with statewide experts leading to some controversial trainers presenting. Tribal judges have had some DV training but not mandatory/Court system Children’s Forums were helpful in creating dialogues on children’s issues and should be continued and expanded.
Ideal Status:
Mandatory training yearly for court personnel/judges coordinated with victims services providers. Same for tribal court (for state court - this is in statute already – AS 18.66.310).

Structural Barriers (e.g., statutes, regulations, etc.):
Judges are burned out on DV/SA cases. There is a perception that sporadic training is enough of a problem that it is counterintuitive and requires repeated, intensive training to counteract stereotypes/judges want to be trained by judges.

Option(s):
Need consistent annual training for all court personnel and judges.
Training should be coordinated with CDVSA or ANDVSA.
Court system should hold regular forums in rural areas for judges and court personnel to dialogue on issues affecting DV/SA victims and child abuse.

Recommendation 47 (D-CI 4)

Statement of problem:
There is a need for more culturally sensitive forensic services in remote communities statewide to ensure better protection for DV/SA and child abuse victims.

Current Status:
a) While Alaska State Troopers are primary investigators for child abuse and DV/SA statewide for purposes of criminal prosecution, there are insufficient numbers of troopers or VPSO’s to provide viable forensic response to investigation (time delays cause loss of evidence), and investigators often do not have sufficient cultural understanding to communicate well with witnesses and victims in villages; in Bethel Yupik-speaking women have been used to conduct interviews with great success; state does not recognize tribal policing, and therefore is unwilling to offer formal training to tribal police, who are often the first responders in villages, to assist with forensic investigation.
b) Forensic Interview Training – OCS has training in place; Law Enforcement.

Ideal Status:
a) State, tribal and federal governments work cooperatively to maximize the collection of forensic evidence that is necessary to ensure protection of child abuse and DV/SA victims in remote communities.
b) Train more culturally competent female interviewers.
c) Regional expert available.

Structural Barriers (e.g., statutes, regulations, etc.):
Attitudes; cross-cultural understanding; availability of resources.

Option(s):
Establish roving position within each region for highly-trained forensic investigator who has cultural skills necessary to communicate within cultures served; train tribal police to the same degree that AST and other municipal police officers and investigators receive forensic training.

Recommendation 48 (D-DS 27)

Statement of problem:
Lack of information/data regarding Law Enforcement response to DV/SA and abuse of minors.

Current Status:
Grant through UAA to examine issues associated with sexual assault investigations.

Ideal Status:

145 The footnote for this option is in the Report narrative.
146 The footnote for this option is in the Report narrative.
Sufficient information/data available confirming that DV/SA and abuse of minors are adequately investigated by Law Enforcement.

**Structural Barriers (e.g., statutes, regulations, etc.):**
Data are collected but not regularly evaluated.

**Option(s):**
Internal/External quality control audits by Law Enforcement to provide sufficient information/data confirming Law Enforcement is adequately responding to DV/SA and abuse of minors.

---

**Recommendation 49 (D–AJ 1)**

**Statement of problem(s):**

a) People do not have access to sufficient civil legal assistance to redress legal problems.147

b) There is no legal service provider that specializes in immigration and refugee services for victims of DV/SA.

**Current Status:**
Alaska Legal Services has offices in Bethel, Fairbanks, Anchorage, Juneau, Ketchikan (paralegal), Kotzebue, Dillingham and Nome.
ANDVSA Pro Bono Program accesses rural areas through pro bono attorneys and legal advocates at 20 member programs that provide legal assistance to DV/SA victims and children.
Tribal courts provide alternate to state courts for some rural areas and obviate need for attorney and formal legal process. Immigration Refugee Services Program no longer exists.

**Ideal Status:**
Legal services offices in every rural area with regional rural hub. Extensive travel budgets allowing frequent bush/intake. Legal centers in every rural area that know all the legal resources for DV/SA victims and can serve as a point person to discuss options with person needing assistance and make referrals. Statewide hotline.
Immigration and refugee services re-established in some capacity.

**Structural Barriers (e.g., statutes, regulations, etc.):**
Not enough funding for civil legal providers and DV/SA programs providing legal advocacy. Low pay and stress of these jobs lead to high turnover and less experienced staff. Urban attorneys are reluctant to go into the bush. Travel is expensive.

**Option(s):**
More funding for civil legal needs state/local/private/federal.
More use of tribal courts.
Use of video conferencing to better provide representation to rural areas.148 Recognition of Right to Counsel in civil cases involving fundamental rights. Increased Federal funding for VAWA Legal Assistance to Victims Grants.
See "Options" submitted in Problem Area 1 of Development of Local Capacity Issues (i.e., D- LC 1-1) regarding tribes and state reaching agreement on tribal jurisdiction, state reconsidering AG opinion dated October 1, 2004, and funding for tribal courts, which are incorporated here by reference.

---

**Recommendation 50 (D–AJ2)**

**Statement of problem(s):**
Some victims are uncomfortable in accessing the state justice systems for cultural reasons or geographical reasons.149

---

147 The footnote for this option is in the Report narrative.
148 The footnote for this option is in the Report narrative.
Current Status:
In areas without an active tribal court, victims are forced to go to state court for civil legal problems. All rural criminal cases go through state court with exception of few diversion programs such as Kake’s program.

Ideal Status:
Every state and tribal court open to each rural Alaskan for civil needs. Criminal needs addressed through state system with more diversion programs such as Kake’s.

Structural Barriers (e.g., statutes, regulations, etc.):
a) State’s resistance to tribal courts. PL 280 issues for criminal cases (although not a bar of diversion programs).
Some tribal courts do not have the infrastructure or desire to handle certain types of cases.
b) Geographical barriers make accessing the state system difficult.
c) Loss of faith in criminal/civil justice systems lowers reporting of crimes and keeps unhealthy families.

Option(s):
a) Increase training for tribal courts such as Alaska Inter-Tribal Council’s (AITC) programs/ALSC, TCC, ANJC, UAF-Fairbanks.
b) State changes its stance as to tribal courts. Increased training on diversion programs. Training on how to develop culturally relevant, effective models.
c) Translators available at all times in state court.
d) See "Options" submitted in Problem Area 1 of Development of Local Capacity Issues (i.e., D-LC 1-1) regarding tribes and state reaching agreement on tribal jurisdiction, state reconsidering AG opinion dated October 1, 2004, and funding for tribal courts, which are incorporated here by reference.

Recommendation 51 combines D–AJ3 and D-AJ4

D-AJ3

Statement of problem(s):
Some victims are uncomfortable in accessing tribal justice systems because of inter-relationships of opposing party with tribal court administration or adjudicators.

Current Status:
State court doors remain open to these victims but physical barriers are problematic and cultural concerns.

Ideal Status:
Sensitize state court system to be more culturally relevant to Alaska Natives/educate tribal court personnel about domestic violence issues.

Structural Barriers (e.g., statutes, regulations, etc.):
Money and time.

Option(s):
Cultural competency training for court staff.
Tribal courts develop and adopt guidelines for recusing or responding to conflict situations and to prevent a single family group or faction to “take over” court.

149 The footnote for this option is in the Report narrative.
150 The footnote for this option is in the Report narrative.
151 The footnote for this option is in the Report narrative.
Statement of problem(s):  
State’s courts not physically located in all rural areas making access difficult/Not all tribes have courts.

Current Status:  
State courts are present in 58 locations. Telephonic participation hearings available. Not all tribes have active tribal courts.

Ideal Status:  
Every rural village that wants one would have an active tribal court and better access to state court, including translators.

Structural Barriers (e.g., statutes, regulations, etc.):  
Disagreement over jurisdiction for tribal courts/clarification of jurisdiction.

Option(s):  
Need to change attitudinal policy that divides rather than works on improving services for people See "Options" submitted in Problem Area 1 of Development of Local Capacity Issues (i.e., D- LC 1-1) regarding tribes and state reaching agreement on tribal jurisdiction, state reconsidering AG opinion dated October 1, 2004, and funding for tribal courts, which are incorporated here by reference.

Recommendation 52 (JS-24): Electronic Monitoring Technology

Statement of Need:  
There is a need to utilize developing technologies to facilitate probation supervision in rural as well as urban communities.

Option:  
The Department of Corrections should be encouraged to continue the evaluation of electronic monitoring technology for use in rural Alaska and include training on its use to Village Public Safety Officers.

Rationale for Option:  
- Current electronic monitoring technology can indicate that the probationer is not where s/he is supposed to be; new GPS technology can indicate where the probationer actually is.
- Simultaneously, this technology by itself is not sufficient, in the absence of a law enforcement presence, to protect the community.

Impact Statement:  
This technology, if used in conjunction with other measures to increase actual law enforcement personnel, could enhance probation monitoring and public safety in small communities.

Recommendation 53 (ALC-8): Alcoholic Beverage Control Board (ABC Board) regulation statute changes: ABC Board to run “alcohol written-order” statewide, compatible data base (when alcohol is shipped, the order is electronically entered to track serial purchasing)

Statement of Need:  
To coordinate the records of purchases from liquor stores, so that liquor stores can determine whether a proposed written order purchaser has already purchased their monthly legal limit, and to help ensure that prohibited individuals can not make the purchases.

Option:  
ABC Board to develop and oversee an “alcohol written-order” statewide database, which would include prohibitions of purchases based on court proceedings.
Rationale for Option:
To reduce the ability of bootleggers to buy their ‘legal’ monthly limit from many package stores. All alcohol sales need to be tracked statewide by sale point database entry linked to purchaser. Track all alcohol written-order sales statewide to prevent serial purchases.

Impact Statement:
This will decrease the ability of bootleggers to buy alcohol.
Appendix G

Workgroup Option JS-5 (J-25)
Alcohol Jurisdiction
All of the workgroups’ options can be found on the Rural Justice Commission’s web site at www.akjusticecommission.org under the “Topics” link.

Although the Commission has not adopted the workgroup recommendation that addressed granting jurisdiction to tribes to enforce certain laws relating to alcohol and substance abuse, several members of the public strongly asked the Commission to publish the recommendation. It is found below.

Alaska Rural Justice and Law Enforcement Commission
Options Worksheet for Work Groups

Working Group: Judicial

Option# JS-5 (J-25): Alcohol Jurisdiction

Statement of Need:

Alaska Native Villages should have a territorial basis, without creation of “Indian country,” to regulate and control alcohol, including civil authority over non-Indians. The law should also allow federal prosecution of both members and non-members.

Option:

Recommend that 18 USC §§ 1156 and 1161 be amended, possibly on a “pilot project” basis for some Alaska Native Villages, along the following lines (underscoring indicates proposed new language):

§ 1156. Intoxicants possessed unlawfully

(a) Whoever, except for scientific, sacramental, medicinal or mechanical purposes, possesses intoxicating liquors in the Indian country or where the introduction is prohibited by treaty or an Act of Congress, or possesses any intoxicating liquors or other controlled substances regulated by an Alaska Native Village Controlled Substance Ordinance pursuant to subsection (c) within the geographic area governed by such Ordinance, or within an area covered by an Alaska Local Option Law, shall, for the first offense, be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than one year, or both; and, for each subsequent offense, be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than five years, or both.

(b) The term "Indian country" as used in this section does not include fee-patented lands in non-Indian communities or rights-of-way through Indian reservations, and this section does not apply to such lands or rights-of-way in the absence of a treaty or statute extending the Indian liquor laws thereto.

(c) The federally recognized tribal governments of Alaska Native villages shall have authority to enact and enforce laws regulating transactions involving alcoholic beverages, prohibiting the sale, importation, or possession of alcoholic beverages, and prohibiting the sale, importation or possession of substances illegal under state, federal or tribal law, within the exterior boundaries of the villages’ core townships identified for village corporation land selections by
section 12(a) of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act or within a five-mile radius of the village center, as defined by the tribal government; provided, that for Alaska Native villages within incorporated cities the authority provided by this section is limited to Alaska Natives and to transactions involving Alaska Natives, and shall apply to the extent the tribal law does not conflict with the city’s alcohol beverage local option law, if any. Alaska Native villages shall submit laws adopted pursuant to this section to the Secretary of the Interior, and the Secretary shall certify and publish those laws within the Federal Register within 180 days, provided that the law is consistent with the Indian Civil Rights Act. Alaska Native villages are authorized to enter into agreements with the State of Alaska or subdivisions thereof respecting jurisdiction over and enforcement of alcoholic beverage and drug control laws.

(d) For violations of Ordinances enacted under subsection (c), an Alaska Native Village Tribal Court may impose civil sanctions, including but not limited to fines, forfeitures, community service, and treatment requirements, on any individual found to have violated the applicable ordinance, but may not impose any criminal sentences on any individual who is not a member of a federally recognized tribe. Any civil or criminal tribal court proceedings must be conducted in accordance with due process and other applicable requirements of the Indian Civil Rights Act.

§ 1161. Application of Indian liquor laws

Except as provided in section 1156(c), the provisions of sections 1154, 1156, 3113, 3488, and 3669, of this title [18 USCS §§ 1154, 1156, 3113, 3488, and 3669], shall not apply within any area that is not Indian country, nor to any act or transaction within any area of Indian country provided such act or transaction is in conformity both with the laws of the State in which such act or transaction occurs and with an ordinance duly adopted by the tribe having jurisdiction over such area of Indian country, certified by the Secretary of the Interior, and published in the Federal Register.

Rationale for Option:

• The Work Group was deeply divided over Option J-5A, to propose yet another commission to study the alcohol problem in Alaska.

• The tragic consequences of alcohol and drug abuse in rural Alaska are well known. According to the final report of the Alaska Commission on Rural Governance and Empowerment, the alcohol-related mortality rate of Alaska Natives is three and one-half times that of non-Natives, and the incidence of fetal alcohol syndrome (FAS) among Alaska Natives is three times that of non-Natives. More than 97 percent of crimes committed by Alaska Natives are committed under the influence of alcohol or drugs.
• All available vehicles should be mobilized to combat this problem, tribal as well as state and federal.

• Existing federal and state laws and programs are not sufficient to combat this problem effectively. Although existing state local option laws enable villages to ban or restrict importation of alcohol, these laws and state drug laws are enforced and prosecuted primarily from regional centers. Defendants are tried in state courts, away from the villages. Penalties for initial offenses are neither certain nor severe. For youthful offenders, serious intervention is needed when the youth first gets into trouble, yet under the state system an individual can accumulate any number of minor offenses before serious attention is paid by the criminal justice system. Geographic and cost constraints will always prevent the state from having magistrates, troopers, prosecutors, etc., anywhere but in the largest communities. Second-class city governments, where they exist, also operate under too many constraints to effectively address alcohol and substance abuse. Most second-class city governments in villages have little or no tax base. State law does not provide for municipal courts, and small cities rarely enforce municipal criminal ordinances because of the costs associated with prosecuting cases in distant state courts.

• Tribal courts can intervene earlier and more effectively, dealing with offenders in their own communities. The best solutions to community alcohol problems are those which begin within the community. Tribal governments are in place, and are the only government in many villages. They are better situated to enforce and adjudicate minor offenses in remote communities than the state. Tribal courts are already dealing with juvenile offenses and child protection cases, many of which entail alcohol problems which the tribal courts need to deal with.

• There is state law precedent for extending authority to village councils in unincorporated communities. Village councils have authority to impose and enforce dog control ordinances within a 20-mile radius of the village, AS 03.55.030. The state local option law, AS 04.11.508, uses a five-mile radius as the jurisdictional perimeter of villages without city governments.

• There is historical precedent for federal and tribal regulation of alcohol within Alaska. In the late 1800s, Congress, in response to court rulings that Alaska was not “Indian country,” acted legislatively to designate Alaska as “Indian country” for the purpose of the then-federal Indian liquor laws. In the early 1980s, the Secretary of the Interior published tribal alcohol ordinances for three Alaska villages (Northway, Minto, and Chalkyitsik).

• This proposal adds federal enforcement authority to the tools to combat substance abuse in Alaska’s Native Villages as well as other rural areas.
- Portions of this are loosely patterned after language considered in the original enactment of the legislation creating the Rural Justice Commission.

**Impact Statement:**

Federal legislation confirming that Alaska Native tribes have concurrent jurisdiction over alcohol and drug related offenses would enable village Alaska to address substance abuse locally. It would help fill serious gaps in state services, without divesting the state of jurisdiction or authority.

Extending to Alaska’s tribes the clear authority to enforce alcohol and drug laws is a logical and necessary step toward effectively addressing the substance abuse problem in rural Alaska.
Appendix H

Attachments for Recommendations Related to the Definition of Alcohol Manufacture Forfeiture Quantity Consistency
Attachment 1: Definition of Alcohol Manufacture

The suggested statutory changes are as follows.

Put in AS 04.21.080(b) alcohol definition section: "manufacture" of alcoholic beverages means to use the fermentation process with natural or artificial sugar and yeast, or the distillation process, to create alcoholic content.

The statutes currently do not have a definition for “manufacture” as it relates to alcohol, but below are the definitions of Title 4 “alcoholic beverage” and Title 11.71 drug cases “manufacture”.

AS 04.21.080(b)(1) "alcoholic beverage" means a spirituous, vinous, malt, or other fermented or distilled liquid, whatever the origin, that is intended for human consumption as a beverage and that contains one-half of one percent or more of alcohol by volume, whether produced commercially or privately; however, in an area that has adopted a local option under AS 04.11.491, "alcoholic beverage" means a spirituous, vinous, malt, or other fermented or distilled liquid, whatever the origin, that is intended for human consumption as a beverage by the person who possesses or attempts to possess it and that contains alcohol in any amount if the liquid is produced privately, or that contains one-half of one percent or more of alcohol by volume, if the liquid is produced commercially;

AS 11.71.900(13) "manufacture"
A. means the production, preparation, propagation, compounding, conversion, growing, or processing of a controlled substance, either directly or indirectly by extraction from substances of natural origin, or independently by means of chemical synthesis, or by a combination of extraction and chemical synthesis; however, the growing of marijuana for personal use is not manufacturing;

B. includes the preparation, compounding, packaging, repackaging, labeling, or relabeling of a controlled substance or its container unless done in conformity with applicable federal law

(i) by a practitioner as an incident to the practitioner's administering or dispensing of a controlled substance in the course of the practitioner's professional practice; or

(ii) by a practitioner, or by the practitioner's authorized agent under the practitioner's supervision, for the purpose of, or as an incident to, research, teaching, or chemical analysis and not for sale;

Attachment 2: Forfeiture

Below are the current provisions of the forfeiture statute as applies to alcohol offenses. Added in bold are the suggested statutory changes.

AS 04.16.220 (a) The following are subject to forfeiture:

(1) alcoholic beverages manufactured, sold, offered for sale or possessed for sale, bartered or exchanged for goods and services in this State in violation of AS 04.11.010; alcoholic beverages possessed, stocked, warehoused, or otherwise stored in violation of AS 04.21.060; alcoholic beverages sold, or offered for sale in violation of a local option adopted under AS 04.11.491; alcoholic beverages transported into the State and sold to persons not licensed under this chapter in violation of AS 04.16.170(b); alcoholic beverages transported in violation of AS 04.16.125.
(2) materials and equipment used in the manufacture, sale, offering for sale, possession for sale, barter or exchange of alcoholic beverages for goods and services in this State in violation of AS 04.11.010; materials and equipment used in the stocking, warehousing, or storage of alcoholic beverages in violation of AS 04.21.060; materials and equipment used in the sale or offering for sale of an alcoholic beverage in an area in violation of a local option adopted under AS 04.11.491;

(3) aircraft, vehicles, or vessels used to transport, or facilitate the transportation of
   (A) alcoholic beverages manufactured, sold, offered for sale or possessed for sale, bartered or exchanged for goods and services in this State in violation of AS 04.11.010;
   (B) property stocked, warehoused, or otherwise stored in violation of AS 04.21.060;
   (C) alcoholic beverages imported into a municipality or established village in violation of AS 04.11.499;

(4) alcoholic beverages found on licensed premises that do not bear federal excise stamps if excise stamps are required under federal law;

(5) alcoholic beverages, materials or equipment used in violation of AS 04.16.175;

(6) money, securities, negotiable instruments, or other things of value used in financial transactions, or items of value purchased from the proceeds derived from activity prohibited under AS 04.11.010 or in violation of a local option adopted under AS 04.11.491; and

(7) a firearm which is visible, carried during, or used in furtherance of a violation of Title 4.

(b) Property subject to forfeiture under this section may be actually or constructively seized under an order issued by the superior court upon a showing of probable cause that the property is subject to forfeiture under this section. Constructive seizure is effected upon posting a signed notice of seizure on the item to be forfeited, stating the violation and the date and place of seizure. Seizure without a court order may be made if

1) the seizure is incident to a valid arrest or search;
2) the property subject to seizure is the subject of a prior judgment in favor of the State; or
3) there is probable cause to believe that the property is subject to forfeiture under (a) of this section; except for alcoholic beverages possessed on violation of AS 04.11.501 or an ordinance adopted under AS 04.11.501, property seized under this paragraph may not be held over 48 hours or until an order of forfeiture is issued by the court, whichever is earlier.

(c) Within 30 days of a seizure under this section the Department of Public Safety shall make reasonable efforts to ascertain the identity and whereabouts of any person holding an interest or an assignee of a person holding an interest in the property seized, including a right to possession, a lien, mortgage, or conditional sales contract. The Department of Public Safety shall notify the person ascertained to have an interest in property seized of the impending forfeiture, and before forfeiture the Department of Law shall publish, once a week for four consecutive calendar weeks, a notice of the impending forfeiture in a newspaper of general circulation in the judicial district in which the seizure was made, or if no newspaper is published in that judicial district, in a newspaper published in the State and distributed in that judicial district.

(d) Property subject to forfeiture under (a) of this section may be forfeited

1) upon conviction of a person for a violation of AS 04.11.010, 04.11.499, AS 04.21.060, or AS 04.11.501 or an ordinance adopted under AS 04.11.501, or AS 04.16.125; or
2) upon judgment by the superior court in a proceeding in rem that the property was used in a manner subjecting it to forfeiture under (a) of this section. Upon service or publication of notice of commencement of a forfeiture action under this section, a person
claiming interest in the property shall file within 30 days after the service or publication, a notice of claim setting out the nature of the interest, the date it was acquired, the consideration paid, and an answer to the State's allegations. If a claim and answer is not filed within the time specified, the property described in the State's allegation must be ordered forfeited to the State without further proceedings or showings.

Questions of fact or law raised by a notice of forfeiture action and answer of a claimant in an action commenced under this section must be determined by court sitting without a jury. This proceeding may be held in abeyance until conclusion of any pending criminal charges against the claimant.

(e) The owner of property subject to forfeiture under (a) or (i) of this section is entitled to relief from the forfeiture in the nature of remission of the forfeiture if, in an action under (d) of this section, the owner shows that the owner

(1) was not a party to the violation;
(2) had no actual knowledge or reasonable cause to believe that the property was used or was to be used in violation of the law; and
(3) had no actual knowledge or reasonable cause to believe that the person committing the violation had
   (A) a criminal record for violating this title; or
   (B) committed other violations of this title.

(f) A person other than the owner holding, or the assignee of, a lien, mortgage, conditional sales contract on, or the right to possession to property subject to forfeiture under (a) or (i) of this section is entitled to relief from the forfeiture in the nature of remission of the forfeiture if, in an action under (d) of this section, the person shows that the person

(1) was not a party to the violation subjecting the property to forfeiture; and
(2) had no actual knowledge or reasonable cause to believe that the property was to be used in violation of the law; and
(3) had no actual knowledge or reasonable cause to believe that the person committing the violation had
   (A) a criminal record for violating this title; or
   (B) committed other violations of this title.

(i) Upon conviction for a violation of AS 04.11.010 or 04.11.499, if an aircraft, vehicle, or watercraft is subject to forfeiture under (a) of this section, the court shall, subject to remission to innocent parties under this section,

(1) order the forfeiture of an aircraft to the State;
(2) order the forfeiture of a vehicle or watercraft if
   (A) the defendant has a prior felony conviction for a violation of AS 11.41 or a similar law in another jurisdiction;
   (B) the defendant is on felony probation or parole; the defendant has a prior conviction for violating AS 04.11.010 or 04.11.499; or
   (C) the quantity of alcohol transported in violation of this title was twice the presumptive amounts in AS 04.11.010(c).

(j) Notwithstanding (i) of this section, a court is not required to order the forfeiture of a vehicle or watercraft if the court determines that

(1) the vehicle or watercraft is the sole means of transportation for a family residing in a village;
(2) the court may impose conditions that will prevent the defendant's use of the vehicle or watercraft; and
(3) either
   (A) a member of the family would be entitled to remission
under this section if the family member were an owner of or held a security interest in the vehicle or watercraft; or

(B) if a member of the family would not be entitled to remission, the family member was unable as a practical matter to stop the violation making the vehicle or watercraft subject to forfeiture.

(k) When forfeiting property under (a), (d), or (i) of this section, a court may award to a municipal law enforcement agency that participated in the arrest or conviction of the defendant, the seizure of property, or the identification of property for seizure, (1) the property if the property is worth $5,000 or less and is not money or some other thing that is divisible, or (2) up to 75 percent of the property or the value of the property if the property is worth more than $5,000 or is money or some other thing that is divisible. In determining the percentage a municipal law enforcement agency may receive under this subsection, the court shall consider the municipal law enforcement agency's total involvement in the case relative to the involvement of the State.

(l) In this section, "village" means a community of fewer than 1,000 persons located off the interconnected State road system.

**Current forfeiture provisions relating to controlled substances below**

AS 17.30.110. Items Subject to Forfeiture.

The following may be forfeited to the State:

(1) a controlled substance which has been manufactured, distributed, dispensed, acquired, or possessed in violation of this chapter or AS 11.71;

(2) raw materials, products, and equipment which are used or intended for use in manufacturing, distributing, compounding, processing, delivering, importing, or exporting a controlled substance which is a felony under this chapter or AS 11.71;

(3) property which is used or intended for use as a container for property described in (1) or (2) of this section;

(4) a conveyance, including but not limited to aircraft, vehicles, or vessels, which has been used or is intended for use in transporting or in any manner in facilitating the transportation, sale, receipt, possession, or concealment of property described in (1) or (2) of this section in violation of a felony offense under this chapter or AS 11.71; however,

(A) a conveyance may not be forfeited under this paragraph if the owner of the conveyance establishes, by a preponderance of the evidence, at a hearing before the court as the trier of fact, that use of the conveyance in violation of this chapter or AS 11.71 was committed by another person and that the owner was neither a consenting party nor privy to the violation;

(B) a forfeiture of a conveyance encumbered by a valid security interest at the time of seizure is subject to the interest of the secured party if the secured party establishes, by a preponderance of the evidence, at a hearing before the court as the trier of fact, that use of the conveyance in violation of this chapter or AS 11.71 was committed by another person and that the secured party was neither a consenting party nor privy to the violation;
(5) books, records, and research products and materials, including formulas, microfilm, tapes, and data, which are used in violation of this chapter or AS 11.71;

(6) money, securities, negotiable instruments, or other things of value used in financial transactions derived from activity prohibited by this chapter or AS 11.71; and

(7) a firearm which is visible, carried during, or used in furtherance of a violation of this chapter or AS 11.71.

**AS 17.30.116. Procedure For Forfeiture Action.**

(a) Within 20 days after a seizure under AS 17.30.110 - 17.30.126, the commissioner of public safety shall, by certified mail, notify any person known to have an interest in an item with an appraised value of $500 or more, or who is ascertainable from official registration numbers, licenses, or other state, federal, or municipal numbers on the item, of the pending forfeiture action. Additionally, the commissioner of public safety shall publish notice of forfeiture action of an item valued at $500 or more in a newspaper of general circulation in the judicial district in which the seizure was made, or if no newspaper is published in that judicial district, in a newspaper published in the State and distributed in that judicial district. The notice shall be published once each week during four consecutive calendar weeks. The requirements of this subsection do not apply to the forfeiture of controlled substances which have been manufactured, distributed, dispensed, or possessed in violation of this chapter or AS 11.71, regardless of their value.

(b) Upon service or publication of notice of commencement of a forfeiture action under this section, a person claiming interest in the property shall file within 30 days after the service or publication, a notice of claim setting out the nature of the interest, the date it was acquired, the consideration paid, and an answer to the State's allegations. If a claim and answer is not filed within the time specified, the property described in the State's allegation must be ordered forfeited to the State without further proceedings or showings.

(c) Questions of fact or law raised by a notice of forfeiture action and answer of a claimant in an action commenced under this section must be determined by the court sitting without a jury. This proceeding may be held in abeyance until conclusion of any pending criminal charges against the claimant under this chapter or AS 11.71.

**Attachment 3: Quantity Consistency**

The most common item bootlegged is R&R whiskey (distilled spirits). The quantity of 14 bottles (750 ml size) equals 10 and one half liters. (16 –750 ml bottles equals 12 liters.) As seen below, the quantity amounts for malt beverages and wine are essentially equivalent for presumptive sale, felony importation and allowable shipping to a sale-restricted location.

The suggested statutory change would make the quantity in AS 04.11.010 consistent if stated “10 and one half liters or more of distilled spirits”.

Currently, the statutes provide:

AS 04.11.010 presumptive amount for sale is possession more than 12 liters of distilled spirits, 24 liters or more of wine, or 12 gallons or more of malt beverages.

AS 04.16.200(c)(2) amount that makes importation into a dry location a felony is 10 and one half liters or more of distilled spirits, 24 liters or more of wine, or 12 gallons or more of malt beverages.
AS 04.11.140(g) package store license permits shipping monthly to a damp (restriction of sale) location 10 and one half liters of distilled spirits, less than 24 liters of wine, or less than 12 gallons of malt beverages.
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